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Abstract 

 

Novel Metal-Organic Frameworks and composites: synthesis and 

applications 

 

Due to the socioeconomic impact of their applications, the development of new 

multifunctional materials has been increased in the last years. Among functional 

materials, porous coordination polymers or Metal- Organic Frameworks (MOFs) have 

appeared as one of the most promising. MOFs are crystalline hybrid materials built up 

from inorganic nodes (cations, clusters, chains, etc.) and polytopic organic linkers. Their 

regular and important porosity (Brunaeur-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area up to 7800 

m2·g-1; pore diameters from 3 to 98 Å and pore volume up to 5 cm3·g-1), combined with 

their huge structural variety and their large chemical versatility make these materials 

excellent candidates to be applied in a large panel of different applications (fluid storage 

and separation, heterogeneous catalysis, sensing, biomedicine, energy and environment, 

among others).  

In this PhD thesis, the synthesis, full characterization and potential application 

of 4 new MOF structures is described. These materials (branded as IEFs from IMDEA 

Energy Frameworks) are based on photoactive polydentate ligands (i.e. squarate, 

triazine phosphonate, pyrene phosphonate derivatives) and different metal ions (i.e. 

Ni(II), Bi(III), Zr(IV) and Ti(IV)).  

The microporous 2D Ni-based phosphonate-based MOF IEF-13 was successfully 

synthesized by a simple and green hydrothermal method. This highly robust solid 

exhibits nickel(II) coordinatively unsaturated sites (CUS), a significant CO2 adsorption 

as well as free –PO3H2 and –PO3H acidic groups. The microporous Ti-MOF IEF-11 is 

based on the photoactive squarate ligand and 2D Ti-O-Ti layers, presenting chemical 

robustness and an optical band-gap in the visible region. The highly stable Bi-pyrene 

tetraphosphonate IEF-7 was successfully obtained, exhibiting a never described 

topology and free –PO3H acidic groups. Finally, the Zr-pyrene tetraphosphonate IEF-10 

shows a microporous structure (SBET = 380 m2·g-1) with  free -PO3H groups and an 

outstanding stability. Regarding their potential applications, IEF-13 and IEF-11 

demonstrated good performance as photocatalysts for both hydrogen evolution reaction 

(HER) and overall water splitting reaction (OWSR) in absence of any co-catalyst, 

producing similar amounts than other MOFs reported in the literature combined with 

co-catalysts. Even more, IEF-11 exhibited a record performance, exceeding more than 

twice the production in OWSR of any other MOF using simulated continuous sunlight 

irradiation in absence of co-catalyst during a long period (10 days). On the other hand, 

IEF-7 and IEF-10 presented an ultra-high proton conductivity (>10-2 S·cm-1), promising 

for their use as solid state electrolytes in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). 

The conductivity values of IEF-7 reached 1.39·10-2 S·cm-1 (at 90% RH and 90 °C) with an 

excellent cyclability (up to 3 cycles). Further, the combination of this material with a 

sulfonated polysulfone polymer (SPSU; 10 wt.%) enhanced its proton conductivity (up 

to 9.95·10-2 S·cm-1 at 90% RH and 90 °C) by reducing the intergrain boundary. Also, a 
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combination of IEF-10 with SPSU (10 wt. %) showed a conductivity up to 7.5·10-2 S·cm-1 

(at 90% RH and 90 °C), among the best reported so far. 

As a simpler strategy than the previous used de novo synthesis, in this PhD 

manuscript, two MOF-based composite materials were prepared by entrapping different 

active molecules (the conducting poly(3,4-ethilendioxythiophene)-PEDOT polymer and 

the pralidoxime or 2-PAM nerve agent antidote) inside the porosity of the benchmarked 

mesoporous iron trimesate MIL-100(Fe) and the microporous titanium 

aminoterephthalate MIL-125-NH2, respectively.  

On the one hand, the highly conducting PEDOT polymer was successfully 

entrapped (in a 60 wt.%) within the mesopores of the MIL-100(Fe) using an efficient two-

step process: monomer adsorption followed by the in situ polymerization. The resulting 

composite exhibits an electrical conductivity 10 times higher than the free polymer, as a 

consequence of the nanoarrangement of the polymer inside the MOF, as proven by using 

a combination of experimental and simulation techniques. Additionally, this stable 

composite presents interesting electrochemical and electrochromic properties (derived 

from the PEDOT) with an enhanced cyclability and optical switching when compared 

with the free PEDOT due to a protective effect of the MOF matrix.  

On the other hand, the preparation of high yields of small and monodispersed 

MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles (~170 nm) was achieved by using a simple, safe and low-

cost methodology. These colloidally stable MIL-125-NH2 solutions are suitable for their 

intravenous administration and are able to effectively encapsulate (10.9 wt. %) and 

deliver (90 min) the nerve agent antidote 2-PAM.  

Finally, and in order to fulfill the requirements of some applications, two MOFS 

were shaped into suitable devices by using different methods. Mechanically robust 

centimetric monolithic xero- and aerogels of the benchmarked microporous zirconium 

aminoterephthalate UiO-66-NH2 were efficiently prepared with a tunable hierarchical 

micro-, meso- and macroporosity. The properties of these monoliths can be finely tuned 

by modifying the drying conditions. Additionally, ionic exchanged materials based on 

the Zr-based phosphonate-MOF UPG-1 were successfully prepared. The exchange of the 

UPG-1 labile protons by Li+, Na+ and K+ alkali cations increases the ionic conductivity of 

these materials up to 2 magnitude orders compared with the pristine solid (from 5·10-4 

S·cm-1 to 2.3·10-2 S·cm-1 in the case of the K@UPG-1 sample) with enhanced cyclability 

(up to 3 cycles). Finally, homogeneous membranes of K@UPG-1 were prepared by using 

SPSU as polymeric matrix, achieving good conductivity values (8.51 10-3 S·cm-1) with 

improved stability. 

In summary, this thesis has contributed to increase the knowledge on the 

synthesis of new MOFs and MOF composites as well as their multifunctionality, mainly 

in photocatalysis and fuel cells. However, there are still a way to go to apply these 

materials in real life (real conditions, scale-up, devices, half-life, cost, etc.).  
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Resumen 

 

Nuevas Redes Metal-Orgánicas y materiales compuestos: síntesis 

y aplicaciones 

 

El desarrollo de nuevos materiales multifuncionales ha incrementado durante los 

últimos años debido al impacto socioeconómico de sus aplicaciones. Los  polímeros de 

coordinación porosos o Redes Metal-Orgánicas (o materiales tipo MOF, por sus siglas en 

inglés Metal-Organic Frameworks) han aparecido, de entre todos los materiales 

existentes, como unos de los más prometedores. Los MOFs son materiales híbridos 

cristalinos formados por núcleos inorgánicos (cationes, clústeres, cadenas, etc.) y 

ligandos orgánicos polidentados. Su porosidad ordenada (superficie específica 

Brunaeur-Emmett-Teller (BET) de hasta 7800 m2·g-1; diámetros de poro de  3 a 98 Å y 

volumen de poro de hasta 5 cm3·g-1) derivada de su estructura cristalina, combinada con 

su gran variedad estructural y su inmensa versatilidad química hacen de estos 

materiales excelentes candidatos para ser aplicados en una amplia selección de 

aplicaciones (separación y almacenamiento de fluidos, catálisis heterogénea, sensores, 

biomedicina, energía y medioambiente, entre otras). 

En esta tesis doctoral se describe la síntesis, caracterización completa y aplicación 

de 4 nuevas estructuras tipo MOF. Estos materiales (denominados como IEFs, de las 

siglas en inglés correspondientes a IMDEA Energy Frameworks) están compuestos por 

ligandos fotoactivos (i.e. derivados de escuarato, triazina fosfonato y pireno fosfonato) y 

diferentes iones metálicos (Ni(II), Bi(III), Zr(IV) y Ti(IV)).  

El IEF-13, un MOF 2D microporoso basado en un fosfonato de Ni(II), se preparó 

mediante una sencilla síntesis hidrotermal. Este material altamente robusto presenta 

centros metálicos accesibles (CUS) de níquel (II), absorción de CO2 así como grupos ácido 

libres -PO3H y -PO3H2. El IEF-11, un MOF microporoso de titanio el cual está formado 

por ligandos escuarato fotoactivos y láminas Ti-O-Ti 2D, presenta una estructura 

químicamente estable con un band-gap óptico en la región visible. El IEF-7, un MOF 

fosfonato (P-MOF) de Bi muy robusto, presenta una topología estructural nunca antes 

descrita, así como grupos ácidos libres -PO3H. El IEF-10 es un P-MOF basado en Zr(IV) 

excepcionalmente robusto que presenta grupos ácido libres -PO3H y una superficie BET 

de 380 m2·g-1. 

En cuanto a sus aplicaciones, los IEF-13 e IEF-11 demostraron un buen 

desempeño como fotocatalizadores para las reacciones de generación de hidrógeno 

(HER) y la fotólisis del agua (OWSR), en ambos casos en ausencia de ningún otro co-

catalizador, con producciones similares a las de otros MOFs combinados con co-

catalizadores. Además, el IEF-11 presentó el mejor como el mejor material tipo MOF en 

OWSR utilizando luz solar simulada en ausencia de co-catalizador, obteniendo valores 

de producción dos veces y media más altos que ningún otro MOF durante un largo 

periodo de irradiación continuada (10 días).  
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Por otro lado, los IEF-7 e IEF-10 presentaron conductividad protónica ultra-alta 

(>10-2 S·cm-1), válida para su utilización como electrolito sólido en pilas de combustible 

del tipo membrana de intercambio protónico (PEMFCs de las siglas en inglés). El IEF-7 

presentó valores de hasta 1.39·10-2 S·cm-1 (a 90% humedad relativa-RH y 90 °C) 

combinado con una excelente ciclabilidad (al menos 3 ciclos). Es más, su combinación 

con un polímero del tipo polisulfona sulfonada (SPSU, 10% peso) mejoró su 

conductividad (hasta 9.95·10-2 S·cm-1 a 90% RH y 90 °C) al reducir la frontera de 

intergrano del material. El IEF-10, en combinación con SPSU (10% peso) presentó unos 

valores de conductividad de hasta 7.5·10-2 S·cm-1 (a 90% RH y 90 °C). 

También, y como una estrategia alternativa y más sencilla que la síntesis de 

nuevos materiales, se ha llevado a cabo la preparación de 2 materiales composites 

basados en MOFs mediante la inserción de diferentes moléculas activas (el polímero 

conductor poli(3,4-etilendioxitiofeno)-PEDOT y el antídoto de agentes nerviosos 

pralidoxima o 2-PAM) dentro de la porosidad de los materiales seleccionados 

previamente conocidos MIL-100(Fe) y MIL-125-NH2, respectivamente. 

Por un lado, el polímero PEDOT se introdujo exitosamente (en un 60% peso) en 

los mesoporos del MIL-100(Fe) utilizando un método en dos pasos. El composite 

resultante exhibió una conductividad eléctrica 10 veces superior a la del polímero libre 

como consecuencia de su nanoestructuración dentro del MOF. Adicionalmente, este 

composite estable presentó propiedades electroquímicas y electrocrómicas interesantes 

(derivadas del PEDOT), con una ciclabilidad y un cambio óptico mejorados con respecto 

al polímero libre como consecuencia del efecto protector de la matriz híbrida. Por otro 

lado, se logró la preparación con gran rendimiento de nanopartíclas (~170 nm) de MIL-

125-NH2 pequeñas y monodispersas utilizando una metodología simple, segura y de 

bajo coste. Estas soluciones coloidalmente estables de MIL-125-NH2 fueron adecuadas 

para su administración in vivo, así como capaces de encapsular eficientemente (10.9% en 

peso) mediante interacciones π- π y enlaces de hidrógeno y de liberar (100% en 90 min) 

el antídoto 2-PAM. 

Finalmente, y con el objetivo de cumplir con los requerimientos de distintas 

aplicaciones, dos MOFs fueron conformados mediante distintos métodos. Se prepararon 

eficientemente xero- y aerogeles en forma de monolitos centimétricos mecánicamente 

robustos de las nanopartículas del material seleccionado UiO-66-NH2 con una micro- 

meso- y macro-porosidad jerarquizada y controlable. Las propiedades de estos 

monolitos pudieron ser controladas mediante la variación de las condiciones de 

preparación (ej. concentración del gel, tiempo de secado y método de secado). Por otro 

lado, se prepararon distintos materiales basados en el P-MOF de Zr UPG-1 mediante un 

intercambio iónico. Los protones lábiles del UPG-1 se intercambiaron por los cationes 

alcalinos Li+, Na+ y K+, obteniendo valores de conductividad protónica de hasta 2 

órdenes de magnitud mayores que los del material inicial (hasta 2.3·10-2 S·cm-1 para la 

muestra de K@UPG-1, comparado con los 5·10-4 S·cm-1 del UPG-1). Tras ello, se 

prepararon membranas homogéneas de SPSU como matriz polimérica conteniendo 

K@UPG-1 que presentaron valores de conductividad de (8.51 10-3 S·cm-1) y una 

estabilidad mejorada.  

En resumen, y teniendo en cuenta los resultados expuestos en esta tesis doctoral, 

la multifuncionalidad de los MOFs que se deriva de su gran variedad estructural y 
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versatilidad química, hace de estos materiales candidatos potenciales muy prometedores 

para ser utilizados en diferentes aplicaciones clave desde el punto de vista 

socioeconómico. Sin embargo, aún queda un camino por recorrer hasta poder ver estos 

materiales siendo aplicados en la vida real. En esta tesis hemos incrementado el 

conocimiento sobre la síntesis de nuevos materiales MOF y sus aplicaciones, 

principalmente en fotocatálisis y como electrolitos en PEMFCs. 
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Introduction.  

 

Due to the socioeconomic impact of their applications, the development of new 

multifunctional materials has increased its relevance in the last years. Among the large 

varieties of proposed materials, the porous coordination polymers or Metal-Organic 

Frameworks (MOFs) have risen as ones of the most promising. According to the IUPAC 

definition, MOFs are coordination polymers (or alternatively coordination networks) 

with an open framework containing potential voids.1 Despite the first MOF-type 

material (the Prussian Blue) was described more than 100 years ago, the interest on these 

solids started just in the last 30 years.2 These hybrid materials are built up from inorganic 

nodes (ions, clusters, chains, etc. from a priori all cations in the periodic table) bonded to 

organic polydentate ligands, creating crystalline structures with regular porosity 

(reaching a pore volume up to 5 cm3·g-1; Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area up 

to 7800 m2·g-1; and pore diameters from  3 to 98 Å).3–6 Thanks to their structural richness 

and their huge chemical versatility, MOFs have been proposed in a large variety of 

applications (i.e.: fluid storage and separation, heterogeneous catalysis, sensing, 

biomedicine, energy and environment, among others). 7–11 

 

1.1. MOFs and coordination polymers. 

 

1.1.1. Types of MOF structures. 

MOFs topological variety arises from the multiple possible combinations 

between the metallic nodes and the different types of linkers. There are different ways 

to classify MOFS. For example, Férey defined them exclusively based on the inorganic 

subunits dimensionality.12 However, the most extended classification nowadays is based 

on the hybrid network dimensionality, resulting from the coordination of the linker to 

the cation, that could create monodimensional (1D, chains), bidimensional (2D, layers) 

and three dimensional (3D) networks, as it can be observed in the Figure 1.1. Also, these 

structures can establish weak interactions between the 1D chains or 2D layers, forming 

3D motives that present potential porosity. However, this definition of MOF is 

controversial. For some authors, MOFs are limited to hybrid crystalline structures built 

up from only 3D networks resulting from the coordination of linkers and cations and 

presenting permanent porosity accessible to gasses. In this thesis, has been decided to 

consider MOFs as any crystalline coordination polymer with potential crystallographic 

porosity, according to the IUPAC definition.  

There are some parameters that disctactes the formation of one or another 

structure. One of the most limiting factors regarding the dimensionality of the obtained 

structure is the geometry of the linkers and the connectivity of the inorganic clusters, 

also called secondary building units (SBUs). Despite the connectivity of the SBUs is a 

priori difficult to control, the linker geometry is easily controlled by the number of 

functional groups and their position in the molecule,13 allowing the possibility to design 

some structures. Other important factor is the control of the synthetic conditions (e.g.: 

metallic precursor, temperature, time, solvent, additives like acids, bases, mineralizing 
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agents or modulators, etc.), that control the formation of one or another inorganic cluster 

and hence the final network (see section 1.1.6. Effect of synthetic parameters). 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Dimensionality motives of the networks of MIL-168 (a, 

Ti(DOBC)(cat)(DEAH)2, 1D), IEF-13 (b, [Ni(H4ttbmp)(H2O)2]·H2O, 2D), UiO-66 (c, 

Zr6O4(OH)4(BDC)6, 3D), MIL-125 (d, Ti8O8(OH)4(BDC)6, 3D) and ZIF-7 (e, Zn(bzIm)2, 

3D). Solvent molecules were omitted for clarity. MIL = Materials of Institut Lavoisier; 

DOBC = 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate; cat = catecholate; DEAH = diethylammonium; IEF 

= IMDEA Energy Framework; H4ttbmp = 4,6-tris[4-(phosphonomethyl)phenyl]-1,3,5-

triazine; UiO = Universitetet i Oslo; BDC = 1,4-benzene dicarboxylate; ZIF = Zeolitic 

Imidazolate Framework; bzIm = benzimidazolate) 

1.1.2. Nature of the linkers 

As mentioned above, the selection of the linker strongly affect to the final 

structure obtained. It is important to mention that, to be able to build the network, the 
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selected linkers must be able to coordinate, at least, with two different atoms to allow 

the expansion of the network. In order to achieve this, the linker molecules traditionally 

selected use to have two or more complexing groups in their structure. The number and 

the position of these functions will determine the connectivity between the SBUs. As 

example, the use of d8 transition metals and planar linkers without free rotation on the 

functional groups (as catechols or diamines) tends to form 1D or 2D materials.14 In the 

case of these 2D MOFs, the geometry of the linkers determined the geometry of the layers 

(a trigonal linker leads into hexagonal network meanwhile a square linker generates a 

cubic network).14,15  

The different polydentate ligands used in MOF synthesis could be classified as a 

function of the donor atom involved in the metal interaction. The O- and N-donors are 

the most common linkers, while there are much less MOFs examples reported based on 

S-donor linkers (Figure 1.2). Depending on the nature of the functional groups, the 

chemical reactivity of each linker can drastically change. The poor number of MOF 

structures published based on S-donor linkers might be attributed mainly to the 

difficulty to synthesize them, being these linkers frequently non-commercial. Other 

reason is the chemical nature of the S. According with the Pearson’s hard/soft acid/base 

principle, the S atoms will tend to have a better interaction with rare and expensive 

metals (e.g., Pd, Pt, Mo, etc.) than with the first transition period elements, which are 

more commonly used in MOF synthesis, due to their availability in laboratories. 

However, the interest on the S-donor linkers is rising nowadays due to their 

optoelectronic properties.16–20 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Examples of different atom-donor linkers used in the synthesis of MOFs: a) 

2,3,6,7,10,11-Hexahydroxytriphenylene,21 b) 2,3,6,7,10,11-Hexaaminotriphenylene15 and 

c)  2,3,6,7,10,11-Hexathioltriphenylene.19 

Also related with their chemical nature, among other properties of the above 

mentioned linkers, their acidity and solubility are also two key parameters for MOF 

synthesis. Linker acidity strongly influences the pH of the reaction media, determining 

the compatibility with different metals depending on their Pourbaix diagram. As an 

example, the catecholate linkers presents a pKa higher than amine or thiolate analogues, 

requiring higher pH to be deprotonated, and so, bonded to the metal. This fact may 

restrict their reactivity with some metals that tend to form hydroxides at pH > 7, as the 

Fe(III) for example, but could allow to work under more aqueous or basic conditions, for 

other metals. On the other hand, ligands are generally soluble in polar organic solvents 

(e.g.: N,N’-dimethylformamide-DMF, dimethyl sulfoxide-DMSO, alcohols, etc.), being 

its solubility in water determined by their functional groups (e.g. a carboxylate could be 
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only soluble in organic media while amine functionalized analogues could be also 

soluble in water). Therefore, consideration of both linker acidity and solubility is vital 

for MOF synthesis design.  

Traditionally, from the O-donor linkers (some of them represented in Figure 1.3), 

the carboxylate ones have been the most studied, due mainly to their well-known 

chemical reactivity. In contrast, there is a reduced number of MOFs based on 

phosphonate linkers than in carboxylate ones (1:12 ratio; according to Web of Science-

WoS, April 2021), due to their complex synthesis (related with the limited commercial 

availability and poor solubility of the phosphonates) and structural elucidation (as 

consequence of the large possibilities of phosphonates coordination modes) In addition, 

only 1 over 3 phosphonate MOFs (P-MOFs) exhibits permanent porosity (according to 

WoS), highlighting the novelty of this topic. Further, the interest of P-MOF is also 

supported by an often stronger coordination than carboxylate and N-donor linkers, 

which might be associated with a higher thermal, chemical and mechanical stability of 

the resulting MOFs.22  

 

Figure 1.3: Different O-donor linkers: a) 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetracarboxylic acid, b) 1,3,6,8-

pyrenetetrasulfonic acid and c) 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetraphosphonic acid. 

Regarding the N-donor ligands, 1 over 12 reports deals with MOFs corresponds 

to MOFs based on these ligands, according to WoS. In particular, the imizadolates have 

been extensively used due to a relevant family of MOFs known as ZIFs (from Zeolitic 

Imidazolate Frameworks due to their topological similarities with zeolites), presenting 

very interesting sorption features.23  

Other possibility is the in situ formation of the linkers during the synthesis. This 

strategy allows the one-pot synthesis of  materials, saving time and reactants.24 Other 

possibility that could be also applied is the use of a protected form of the linker (e.g. 

using an ester instead of an acid), being the deprotection carried out in situ during the 

synthesis of the material. In both cases, the kinetics of the reactions are slowed down, 

and might favor the formation of larger and better crystals. However, the reaction 

conditions (e.g., pH, temperature, time, etc.) have to be compatible for both in situ 

reactions and material synthesis. 

 

1.1.3. Cations 

Despite the large variety of cations, it is true to state that there are MOF structures 

based on all the metallic groups of the periodic table (i.e. alkali, alkaline earths, transition 

metals, semimetals and rare earths).25–31 In general, the nature of the cation will 
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determine: i) the number of coordinated ligands (e.g. larger cations tend to have a higher 

coordination number due to a smaller steric hindrance); ii) the symmetry of the material 

and the connectivity with the linkers depending on the SBUs and iii) the thermal and 

chemical stability of the resulting materials (e.g. in general, cations with lower formal 

charge leads to less stable structures that cations with higher formal charge as a 

consequence of the lower electrostatic interaction). The formation of one or another SBU 

is determined by the synthetic conditions. After years of research, the obtention of few 

specific SBUs by setting the reaction conditions has been reached, being even possible to 

synthesize them in a previous step to be used afterwards directly in further reactions.32–

34 

Frequently, MOFs are based on a single metal, although in the last years a 

growing number of MOFs have been presented based also in mixed metals.35 The metal 

combination enables the attainment of synergetic effects from both metals, generally 

obtaining very interesting properties in catalysis. One example is the Mn(II) and Ti(IV) 

trimesate MUV-10 described by Castells-Gil and co-workers .36  

In this thesis, we mainly worked with metals with high formal charge (Ti(IV), 

Zr(IV), Fe(III) and Bi(III)) to obtain robust materials and with already known 

photo/electro active metals (Ti(IV), Zr(IV) and Ni(II)) with the aim to provide the 

resulting new MOF structures with these interesting properties.  

1.1.4. Synthetic methods 

MOFs synthesis can be carried out by using a large panel of soft chemistry 

methods.37 Although the MOFs formation is considered an endothermic process that 

requires energy supply (from sources such as conventional heating, microwaves, 

ultrasounds, or mechanical energy, among others), there are few MOFs whose 

synthesizes is favorable at room temperature, such as the Cu(II) dihydroxyterephthalate 

MOF-7438 or the Zn(II) imidazolate ZIF-839. 

 Among the plethora of synthetic methods, the most commonly used is the 

hydro/solvothermal one. Solvothermal synthesis requires higher temperatures than the 

boiling point, ), normally procured by using closed reaction systems, producing high 

pressure (autogenous or controlled by introducing a gas).40 This approach is often 

applied for the discovery of new phases, since combining high temperature and pressure 

leads to larger particle size and/or crystalline domains, facilitating the determination of 

new crystal structures. Although some reactors allow stirring during the reaction, 

standard ones frequently work under static conditions. In absence of stirring, more 

heterogeneous but larger crystals are often obtained. The temperature and pressure set 

points strongly depend on the precursor’s reactivity. For instance, chromium-based 

MOFs usually need harsher conditions than those required to obtain their isostructural 

analogues based on other metals. MIL-53, MIL-100 or MIL-101 families are a good 

example, where the temperatures to obtain the Cr3+ structures (200-220 ºC)41,42 are higher 

than the temperature needed to obtain their Fe3+ analogues (180, 150 and 100 ºC, 

respectively).40,43,44 An interesting modification of the traditional solvothermal synthesis, 

developed by Prof. Stock’s group, is the high through-put synthesis. It is based on the 

miniaturization and parallelization of the solvothermal reactions (Figure 1.4.). The high 

through-put synthesis aims to accelerate the discovery of new MOF phases and to 
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optimize the synthetic conditions while minimizing time and resources (ligand, metal, 

solvents, etc.). As a results, the materials obtained are precisely described on phase 

diagrams that enable the identification of the influence of reaction parameters for the 

attainment different phases.45 In general, this is the method preferentially selected to 

discover novel crystalline structures, since MOFs particles with better crystallinity are 

often obtained. However, high throughput yields are generally lower and, once obtained 

and characterized a new phase, it is recommended to scale up the reaction, in absence of 

pressure, when possible.  

 

Figure 1.4. High through-put system used in solvothermal synthesis. 

 

Liquid phase synthesis at high temperature (below or at the boiling point of the 

solvent) at room pressure with or without stirring is also a suitable method for the MOF 

synthesis. The stirring generally favors a better homogeneity of the crystal size, although 

obtaining smaller crystals, and even affecting the crystal morphology. Even more, it is 

desired as it presents less risks associated compared to pressurized vessels (especially 

when it comes to MOF potential industrialization). Room pressure synthesis is well-

adapted to prepare known MOFs, providing important advantages when compared 

with hydro/solvothermal methods: i) simple geometry reactors, with less material 

requirements and therefore cheaper ii) safer since avoiding pressure, iii) higher 

homogeneity of the mixture, affording a better reproducibility, iv) compatibility with 

scale-up and v) better control of the crystal size distribution. As example of an already 

scaled high temperature reaction was presented by Nasalevich et al, describing the multi-

gram synthesis of MIL-125 by using a mixture of DMF and MeOH at reflux in 72 h.46  

Also, the source of energy for MOF synthesis provided by convective heat 

(generally via ovens or heating plates) can be substituted by a microwave or ultrasound 

irradiation, more homogeneous sources which procure exceptionally shorter reaction 

times than solvothermal or room pressure syntheses (typically reducing from 

days/hours to minutes).47 Both microwave-assisted hydro/solvothermal and 

ultrasound syntheses allow a precise control of MOF crystallization. Both the fast heating 

along with the presence of highly energetic points homogeneously distributed enable 

the obtention of new phases sometimes not found with other synthetic approaches. In 

addition, precise control of the particle size and distribution is another advantage of this 

alternative heat sources as a consequence of the precise control of the synthetic 

parameters (generally obtaining smaller particle sizes when compared with the 
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traditional solvothermal synthesis). As example, García Marquez and co-workers 

synthesized the microporous metal(III) trimesates MIL-100 (cation = Fe(III), Al(III) and 

Cr(III)), obtaining high yields with monodispersed nanometric sizes in only few 

minutes.48 Regarding the selectivity of these methods, one can mentioned the work of 

Alavi and Morsali, where the authors prepared for the first time the 

[Cu2(BDC)2(dabco)]·2DMF·2H2O MOF to use it as nanoparticle copper oxide precursor 

by sonicating for 90 minutes (dabco = 1,4-diazabicyclooctane).49  

Another explored route is the electrochemical synthesis of MOFs. It can be 

carried out by applying a difference potential under the adequate conditions, and hence 

electrochemically generating one of the reactant (e.g. the cation of a base).50 This method 

is not only useful to grow materials deposited on  electrodes, but also for MOF large 

production (as stated in BASF patents using this method to prepare  commercial 

MOFs).51 One more synthetic route able to transfer the necessary energy to the reaction 

is the mechanochemistry. By using this method, the use of solvents is not generally 

required (sometimes only a few drops are needed). Some examples of MOF 

mechanosynthesis are the Zr(IV) carboxylates UiO-66 and NU-901,52 different Zn(II) or 

Co(II) imidazolates and the Cu(II) trimesate HKUST-1.53 However, this method is not 

suitable for all the MOFs, and it could happen that the obtained phase is not the desired 

one.   

Lastly, other MOF synthetic method is gas phase diffusion, where in contrast 

with the previously described methods (with the exception of the mechanosynthesis), 

the presence of any solvent is not necessary. The precursors are heated at vacuum in a 

sealed tube to reach the gas phase, where they react among them and nucleate and grow 

forming crystals inside the tube. This method allows the obtention of large and well 

crystallized crystals, but with lower yields when compared with other methods. By 

using this synthetic method, López-Cabrelles et al were able to synthesize the Fe(II) 

imidazolate, isostructural to the ZIF-8, called MUV-3, among others.54 It is interesting to 

highlight that this material, up to now, has not been prepared by any other alternative 

method. 

It has to be also mentioned the existence of other less-used synthetic methods 

that has not been described in this introduction due to their lower relevance with the 

thesis work as the spry-drying or the continuous flow synthesis, among others.55–57 

1.1.5. Effect of the synthetic parameters.  

Some of the main synthetic parameter affecting the MOF synthesis are 

temperature, time, pH, solvent, presence of additives, etc. The temperature effect was 

clearly evidenced on the different phases resulting from the reaction between the Zr (IV) 

and the terephthalate linker (UiO-66 and MIL-140A). The UiO-66 phase (cubic, Fm-3m; 

SBET = 1140 m2·g-1; pore diameter = 4 Å) is formed at lower temperature (150 ºC), 

meanwhile the MIL-140A phase (monoclinic, C2/c; SBET = 420 m2·g-1; pore diameter = 3.2 

Å) is obtained at higher temperature (220 ºC).58 The effect of the solvent is well-described 

by the work of Bauer and co-workers, in which three different Fe(III) 

aminoterephthalates phases (i.e. MIL-53-NH2, MIL-88B-NH2 y MIL-101-NH2) could be 

prepared as a function of the solvent nature (water, acetonitrile or DMF, respectively).59 

In both works, the connectivity and nature of the inorganic subunits are different (e.g. 
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iron(III) trimers vs. chains, or zirconium(IV) hexaclusters vs. double-chains), leading to 

3D structures with different porosity (1D channels for MIL-140A and MIL-53-NH2 or 3D 

interconnected porosity in the UiO-66, MIL-88B-NH2 and MIL-101-NH2 structures). 

On the other hand, the presence of additives in the reaction can also modify the 

crystallization of different phases. For instance, the dimensionality of the MIL-167 (3D), 

MIL-168 (1D) and MIL-169 (2D), based on the 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate linker and 

Ti(IV), depends on the addition to the synthesis of MeOH (MIL-167) or a catechol (MIL-

168). The 2D material MIL-169 is prepared by adding also a preformed cluster as metallic 

precursor.60  

Other determining factor is the pH of the reaction media, with even a stronger 

influence in the case of cations with a complex Pourbaix diagram, as for instance 

aluminium or vanadium. The Al(III) trimesates MIL-96, MIL-100 and MIL-110 can be 

cited here, synthesizing each phase as function of the pH. At pH ≈ 0, the MIL-110 solid 

is obtained,61 while the MIL-100 and MIL-96 need a pH of 0.5762 and 1, respectively.63 

1.1.6. MOFs chemical and thermal stability 

As a consequence of MOFs’ hybrid nature, ionocovalent bonds can be established 

between the metal and the polydentate ligand. Also traditionally called coordinate 

covalent bonds, it involves the sharing of a pair of electrons, both donated from a Lewis 

base (organic linkers) to a Lewis acid (metal nodes). These types of covalent bonds 

present similar thermodynamic stability than other covalent bonds, but a lower kinetic 

stability (i.e., they can be replaced or substituted with other ligands or species such as 

water), allowing their relatively easy modification after their synthesis (see section 

1.1.7.2. Post-synthetic modifications below). As the coordination complexes share this 

type of bonds, some extrapolations can be done in the MOF field about their stability. In 

this sense, the well-known Irving-Williams series can be applied to predict the chemical 

stability of different materials with the same linker and structure (e.g., MIL-100 family 

with different cations). In general, the chemical stability of the materials increases when 

the ionic radius decreases, if the formal charge and the complexing group are 

maintained. Also, the change on the crystal field stabilization energy (CSFE) affects the 

stability (higher stability when higher CSFE). On the other side, the cations with higher 

formal charge usually leads to more robust solids, due to the higher electrostatic 

interaction regarding to the ionic contribution in the bonds. In contrast with the chemical 

stability, the thermal stability of the MOFs is not directly related with the linker-cation 

bond, but with the thermal stability of the organic linker. A high thermally stable ligands 

will tend to form high thermally stable MOFs. 

 

1.1.7. Modifications 

In addition to their compositional versatility, coming from the combination of a 

priori any cation from the periodic table and the richness of polydentate organic linkers, 

MOFs can be further modified either during the MOF synthesis (one-pot or in situ) or on 

the already preformed MOF (post-synthetically). Among all the possible in situ and post-

synthetic modifications (PSM), this introduction will be focused on two of the more 
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extended strategies: linker and cation exchange (see Figure 1.5.). For further information 

on other PSM approached please refer to any of the following references.64–66 

 

Figure 1.5. Examples of linker and cation in situ (a) and post-synthetic (b) 

modifications.  

 

Each strategy presents different advantages and drawbacks. In general, in situ 

procedures produce more homogeneous materials, and endow the formation of some 

species that would not be possible to obtain otherwise, not even a posteriori (e.g. linkers 

synthesized during the reaction).24,67 However, not all the cations can be substituted by 

this method as a consequence of their different physicochemical properties. The main 

limitation of the in situ method is the chemical compatibility of the metals with the 

reaction media (determined by the Pourbaix diagram of each cation). In contrast, PSM 

allows the addition of different species that are not compatible with the reaction media, 

being in principle, easy to obtain modified materials. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of 

the materials achieved by PSM is higher than in the in situ method. Below can be seen 

the outcomes of linker and cation exchange modifications. 

1.1.7.1. In situ modifications 

The substitution of the metallic centers of a previously reported MOF can be 

reached by replacing the inorganic precursor by other with similar properties (e.g.: 

formal charge, size) and adapting the synthetic conditions (e.g., pH, temperature, 

solvents) to ensure the chemical compatibility of the cations. As an example, the MIL-

100 structure has been described based on different cations with oxidation state III (eg. 

Fe, Al, Cr, V, Sc, Ti).48,68,69 The selected metal will determine the final properties of the 

material, as evidenced by Palomino et al describing the catalytic properties of two series 

of MOF structures (MOF-74 and MIL-100) with different metals.68 In addition, a partial 

substitution introducing different proportions of metallic precursors is also possible, 

resulting in the known mixed metal MOFs. Many works related with the in situ cationic 

substitution exit in the literature. To mention a few, Nouar and co-workers were able to 

replace a 5% of the Zr by Ce (in a 1:4 Ce(III) Ce(IV) ratio) in the UiO-66 structure.70 

Another remarkable work is the developed by Syzgantseva et al, replacing the Ti(IV) or 

Zr(IV) in the aminoterephthalates MIL-125-NH2 and UiO-66-NH2, respectively.71 Up to 

a 25% of the Ti(IV) from MIL-125-NH2 was replaced by V(IV); and a 50% of Zr(IV) of the 
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UiO-66-NH2 by Nb(IV). The effect of these substitutions on the density of states-D.O.S. 

diagrams of these materials (and consequently, on their band gap) was predicted by 

density functional theory-DFT calculations, being later experimentally corroborated.  

However, the in situ strategy is not always straightforward and could not be 

applied. The size and charge of the cations must be compatible with the requirements 

(i.e., coordination number and geometry) from the SBUs of the target material, and, as 

mention above, their chemical reactivity should be similar and compatible with the 

reaction conditions to ensure their successful incorporation in the network. A well-

known case concerns the replacement of Zr(IV) by Ti(IV) in the UiO-66 family. Despite 

its obvious optical and catalytic interest, up to the date this replacement has not been 

achieved. This could be alluded mainly to the high oxophilic character of the Ti(IV) and 

its smaller size, preferentially accommodated in a cluster with lower coordination 

number (usually 6 coordinated atoms), different to that from the UiO-66 structure 

(where the Zr(IV) is coordinated by 7 to 8 atoms).   

Other type of in situ synthetic modification deals with the substitution of the 

organic part of the MOFs (see Figure 1.5 a)). Frequently, by substituting one or more 

protons in a given organic ligand by different functional groups (eg.: -NH2, -OH, -SO3H, 

-CF3), one could, a priori, obtain isostructural phases with different physico-chemical 

properties (textural, optical or thermal stability, among others) and/or additional 

reactive points. Sometimes, the modification of the synthetic conditions could be 

required to obtain the modified material depending on the chemical nature of the new 

functional groups added. However, this change on the chemical nature of the linker 

modifies its properties (e.g. pH, solubility), hindering in some cases its incorporation in 

the framework. As a benchmarked example, many MOF structures based on the 

terephthalic acid have been partially and/or totally substituted by its functionalized 

versions (Figure 1.6.).44,72–79  

 

Figure 1.6. IRMOF series with different terephthalic acids (BDC) (a) and its 

functionalized bromine (b), amino (c), n-propoxy (d), n-pentoxy (e), cyclobutyl (f) and 

fused benzene (g) versions.79 
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The increasing knowledge on the MOF field has made it possible to establish 

relationships between the geometry and rigidity of the linker and the final structure. 80,81 

In this way, it is a priori possible to obtain isoreticular structures using similar ligands 

with different lengths. For instance, by increasing the ligand length, MOFs with larger 

porosities could be obtained (Figure 1.7.).44,82 One of the first examples was the IRMOFs 

(from isoreticular MOFs) series based on the MOF-5, where the common formula of the 

family was Zn4O(linker)3.79 In some cases, and as a consequence of the geometry of the 

network, could be required to introduce some flexibility in the extended linkers to reach 

the isoreticular expansion. Nevertheless, there are some examples using flexible ligands 

in which the obtained materials were built by new different interpenetrated networks 

with lower porosity instead of isoreticular phases with higher porosity.83 

 

Figure 1.7. Linkers, pore windows and pore sizes of the isoreticular series of MIL-101 

(BDC = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid, NDC = 2,6-napthalenedicarboxylic acid; BPDC = 

biphenyl-4,4’-dicarboxylic acid).44  

1.1.7.2. Post-synthetic modifications 

As in the previous case, PSM can be applied also to both the inorganic and the 

organic part of the MOFs. Considering the inorganic SBU, the cations can be partially 

replaced by suspending the preformed MOF in solutions containing cations with similar 

size, equal or higher formal charge and properties than the initial one. In principle, due 

to the lability of the linker-cation bond, the replacement is allowed. As an example, Zn(II) 

was substituted by Co(II) in the IRMOF-9 by post-synthetic modification.84 Cation 

exchange by PSM is normally a simple and useful procedure that ensures the 

preservation of the selected MOF crystal phase. However, PSM often leads to 

heterogeneous distribution of the metals in the structure with poor control on their final 

location and a complex characterization. Taking this into account, Denny et al.85 

demonstrated that a previously reported “successful” ionic exchange of the Zr(IV) by 

Hf(IV) or Ti(IV) in the UiO-66 structure,86  was in fact a UiO-66 coated on the external 

surface by TiO2 (as evidenced by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)). 

In the case of the organic linkers, there is a great variety of PSM strategies 

reported that arise from the diversity of their labile reactive groups and, therefore, plenty 

strategies for their replacement and functionalization have been followed.87–91 Similarly 

to the in situ approach, the most studied materials are those based on the terephthalic 

linker and its functionalized versions, as the MIL-125, MIL-101, MOF-5 or UiO-66.46,77,92–
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97 A more innovative example is the one described by Kim and co-workers, in which the 

ligand substitution was carried out between two MOFs.97 More precisely, the amino-

terephthalate linker from the UiO-66-NH2 and the bromo-terephthalate linker from the 

UiO-66-Br were exchanged, giving place to a mixed ligand UiO-66 with both functional 

groups. 

The research of this PhD thesis was mainly focused on the synthesis of new 

robust MOF structures. Thus, considering the previously mentioned high structural 

richness and improved thermal, chemical and mechanical stability of P-MOFs,22 we 

selected different phosphonate-based linkers to prepare new structures. These materials 

have been poorly explored since the non-trivial synthesis of phosphonates (e.g., limited 

commercial availability, poor solubility, high reactivity, fast precipitation) and the 

difficult structural elucidation as a consequence of the large possibilities of phosphonate 

coordination modes. As metals, the choice addressed high formal charge cations (e.g., 

Bi3+, Ti4+, Zr4+), also associated with a higher stability of the resulting solids. In contrast 

to their novelty and potential robustness, synthesizing crystals with enough quality for 

structural elucidation is challenging due to the high energetic uphill required and the 

low particle size of the crystals. In this line, the use of the high through-put synthesis 

system will help to mitigate these difficulties, optimizing the synthetic condition in order 

to obtain new robust and fully characterized P-MOFs. 

 

1.2. Association into the MOFs porosity: Composite materials 

 

Considering the large porosity of MOFs and the variety of possible interactions 

that can be created through their functional groups, these solids are excellent candidates 

to form composites with enhanced properties upon their association with different 

species. Note that only the composite materials prepared from the entrapment of guests 

inside the MOF (porosity or framework) will be here considered, excluding then other 

composites prepared by different methods (e.g., physical mixture of two compounds, 

outer surface coating). In some cases, different species can remain retained inside the 

pores (e.g., solvent, free linker, salts) after the synthesis, being necessary their removal 

before associating any other guests. To do so, the removal of the residual species can be 

carried by heating under ambient pressure or under vacuum,98 or by a previous solvent 

exchange to avoid the collapse of the network.99 The association of MOFs with both 

organic and/or inorganic species is favored by their hybrid nature. In general, organic 

species (e.g., covalent bonds, H-bonds, π-π stacking, Van der Waals interactions, etc.) 

and inorganic ones (mainly electrostatic interactions or coordination) can interact with 

the numerous and varied functional groups available in the hybrid network of the 

MOFs.  

The composites can be prepared by following three different strategies: 1) Bottle 

around a ship (BaS), in which the MOF is grown surrounding the guest; 2) Ship in a 

bottle (SiB), that consists in the insertion of small species (e.g. monomers) into the 

porosity of the already formed MOF and the posteriori growth of a larger species (e.g. 

polymers) and; 3) encapsulation by diffusion of the guest molecule into the host porosity 

(Figure 1.8.). The main advantage of the BaS approach is the ability to entrap large 
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molecules, even larger than the pores of the MOF. The guest will be here accommodated 

inside the MOF network via the creation of defects, while keeping accessible its porosity. 

However, an important limitation concerns the stability of the guest, which should be 

chemically stable under the reaction conditions of the MOF. In contrast, in the SiB and 

the encapsulation strategies, based mainly on sorption processes, the dimension of the 

guests is limited to the MOF pore pareture. Further, upon insertion, the porosity of the 

material decreases as occupied by the adsorbate.  

 

Figure 1.8. Schematic representation of BaS (a), SiB (b) and diffusion in the pore 

(c) strategies. 

On one hand, a large number of inorganic species have been  associated to MOFs, 

including metal oxides, clusters, metal nanoparticles or coordination compounds, 

among others.100 For instance, polyoxometalates (POMs) are a type of anionic clusters 

formed by metals and oxygen, which have been associated to MOFs. These composite 

materials have been widely proposed in different catalytic reactions (e.g. oxidation, 

condensation, esterification).101 Also, metal nanoparticles such as Au nanostars have 

been incorporated into a MOF (ZIF-8) and proposed in the biomedical field. 102 Thus, the 

resulting composite being able not only to support the Au nanostars but also to 

incorporate active molecules, that are released inside the cells upon a thermoplasmonic 

stimuli (irradiation).  
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On the other hand, the incorporation of organic moieties into MOFs is also a 

relevant field with repercussion in catalysis, sensing, or biomedicine, among others. In 

this sense, MOFs have been widely studied as drug carriers,10 the drug insertion into the 

MOF porosity could be considered as a composite material. As a recent example, in 

which I participated, the antituberculosis drug isoniazid was adsorbed in the MIL-

100(Fe) porosity targeting their later pulmonary release.103 Similarly, I participated in the 

application incorporation of other organic moieties but with application on the energy 

field. In this case, the amino acid Lysine was inserted into the Zr(IV) phosphonate UPG-

1 porosity, enhancing the cyclability of this proton conductor material for its potential 

use in fuel cells.104 Further, the incorporation of macromolecules (e.g. polymers, proteins, 

ribonucleic acids) in MOF is also possible. For example, the insertion of the monomer 

3,4- ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) into the MIL-101(Cr) porosity, following by its 

polymerization into PEDOT was successfully achieved, increasing the electron 

conductivity of the polymer.105 Additionally, other authors have reported  enzyme 

encapsulation inside the porosity of some mesoporous MOFs, as for instance in the 

Al(III) and Tb(III) carboxylates (PCN-333 and Tb-mesoMOF, respectively). These MOFs 

were able to entrap the microperoxidase-11, cytochrome-c or horseradish peroxidase, leading 

to an increase of their enzymatic catalytic activity when compared with the free enzyme 

(i.e. higher stability, efficiency or conversion).106 Finally, Hidalgo et al described the 

association of ribonucleic acids (RNAs) into the porosity of the nanoscaled MIL-100(Fe) 

and MIL-101(Fe)-NH2 with the aim to apply them as nanomedicines.107  

In this PhD thesis, and in parallel to the synthesis of new MOFs, different 

composite materials based on already known MOFs materials were successfully 

prepared by following the SiB and diffusion in the pore strategies. The selection of the 

benchmarked MOF structures was based on their high porosity, the presence of pore 

sizes large enough to encapsulate the guest species and the stability of these MOF 

materials. The use of these strategies not only allowed the addition of the guest species 

properties to the materials, but also an enhancement of some of these properties as a 

consequence of their confinement into the MOF porosity.  

 

1.3. Relevant applications 

Due to the vast variety of MOFs applications, in this introduction we focused our 

attention on the ones which were directly tackled during the PhD (i.e., photocatalysis, 

fuel cells (FC), electrochromic and biomedicine), the rest of them being only very briefly 

described. Among the large variety of MOF potential applications, one of the most 

studied is the fluid separation and storage, more precisely in gas phase. In general, 

separation of no-condensable gases (H2/N2, CO2/CH4, N2/air, etc.),condensable gases 

such as olefin/paraffin or butane isomer separation and gas toxic chemical substances 

absorption have been investigated using MOFs, making these materials suitable for air 

purification.108–112 Briefly, the adsorption capacity of MOFs is mainly determined by their 

surface area; its selectivity is conditioned by the pore size (or aperture size in flexible 

materials), the presence of open metal sites and the nature of the linkers; and finally, the 

adsorption kinetics is strongly affected by the temperature and pore dimensionality. 

Thus, these parameters can be finely tuned by selecting the appropriate material for a 

given separation.113,114 Recently, the potential of MOFs as selective adsorbents in liquid 
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phase has emerged for water purification, removing for instance heavy metals, 

radioactive nuclides, dyes, herbicides, pesticides, industrial compounds, pharmaceutical 

and personal care products, etc.) among others.11  

Heterogeneous catalysis in organic chemistry is another widely proposed 

application. The catalytic activity can be assigned to different parts of the network, for 

instance the intrinsic framework (e.g. the inorganic units, active sites from linkers, etc.), 

reactive species grafted to the ligands or the metals or from some active species 

encapsulated into the MOF porosity.115 One key factor, relevant to the performance as 

catalyst, is obviously the surface area,  pore size and polarity, which will strongly affect 

the diffusion and contact with the active centers of the reactants and the release of the 

products.  

The application of the MOFs as sensors has been also widely studied. In this case, 

a stimuli-response of the material is required. For example, the detection of gases and 

volatile organic compounds, 116 or metal ions (e.g. Na+, NH4+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, Zn2+, 

Cd2+, Hg2+, Pb2+)117 will be based on a modification of a specific property of the MOF 

(optical absorbance, luminescence, magnetism, resistance or ferroelectricity, among 

others) upon their adsorption inside the pores.  

It is important to mention that, for each application, an adapted shaping of the 

material is required to permit their incorporation in final practical devices. MOFs have 

been shaped as pellets, films or gels,118 as well as membranes, granules, foams, 

monoliths, or hollow structures, among others.119,120 Each of these forms presents 

different advantages and inconvenient, being more or less adapted to different uses. As 

example, for gas storage purposes, it is necessary to conform the materials as robust 

pieces without reducing their accessible porosity. The shaping of MOFs as monoliths 

appeared as one of the most viable options to achieve this goal.121 Other example, for 

water purification in this case, was the preparation of membranes containing MOFs. 

These membranes allowed the water to pass through them, being the  impurities 

captured by the MOFs during the process.122 

In this PhD, we have mainly targeted photocatalysis and proton exchange fuel 

cells, further describing these two applications below. However, when the obtained 

materials were not suitable for these two applications, we also tested different 

applications to valorize the solids (i.e., electrooptic and biomedicine).   

1.3.1. Photocatalysis 

From the energetic point of view, photocatalysis is one of the more interesting 

areas. Briefly and simply, light irradiation promotes an electron to an excited level, 

generating a positive charge in the photocatalyst which will be then compensated by an 

electron coming from some reacting molecules, being later the electron used in some 

other reaction. Consequently, a good charge separation is required to ensure the electron 

transfer to the reactive specie, as it can be shown in the mechanism schematized in the 

Figure 1.9. Depending on the reaction and the photocatalyst, the use of a sacrificial 

agents could be required, as a source or acceptor of electrons. Other alternative is the use 

of co-catalysts, able to modify the energetic levels with the aim to favor the 

photocatalytic reaction in absence of any sacrificial agent. 
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Figure 1.9. Simplified scheme of the hydrogen evolution photocatalytic reaction using 

methanol as sacrificial agent. 

Despite this technology is still in its infancy, coordination polymers have 

demonstrated to be excellent candidates as photocatalysts (e.g. H2 generation, 

degradation of contaminants).123–125 Ideally, MOF photocatalysts need to present: i) an 

adequate band gap to promote efficient light absorption, ii) a suitable band alignment to 

catalyze the reaction and iii) a good stability under the targeted reaction conditions. 

From a structural point of view, the presence of accessible active sites (open metal sites, 

acidic protons, basic sites, etc.) is a crucial point. In addition, MOF porosity also plays 

an important role, allowing the diffusion of the reactants to the active sites. Note here 

that the reaction could take place both in the inner and outer surface of the MOF. 

However, one should take into account the light penetration through the structure, 

favoring a priori a better irradiation when using small particle sizes. Finally, depending 

on the nature of the reaction media, different reactions could occur. In general, in water 

the targeted catalytic reaction (e.g., degradation of contaminants) could be in competition 

with the water dismutation by hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and/or oxygen 

evolution reaction (OER). Although in organic media there often are less competitive 

reactions, one cannot omit their potential safety and environmental issues as well as their 

economic cost. 

To fulfil the above mentioned requirements, four strategies can be applied: i) 

MOFs based on well-known (photo)catalytic active metals (like Ti4+, Zr4+, Ce4+, Ni2+ or 

Cu2+), ii) MOFs based on photoactive linkers, iii) the modification of the MOF (by metal 

or linker substitution, linker functionalization, etc. as mentioned above in the section 

1.1.4.) and/or iv) the incorporation of photocatalytic species into the MOF porosity. By 

using a single or a combination of these strategies, several materials have been described 

as photocatalysts for different important reactions. This topic has been applied and 

reported for different application as hydrogen generation, carbon dioxide 

photoreduction or photodegradation of pollutants in water and/or air.123,126–128  

Among the photocatalytic reactions, the overall water splitting is one of the most 

interesting ones due to the possibility to generate solar fuels.129 However, this is a 
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challenging task due to the energetic uphill necessity (coming from the combination of 

both HER and OER, two reactions with very different energetic requirements). Titanium 

dioxide was the first material studied as photocatalysts for overall water splitting due to 

its adequate band structure for the reaction,130 but however with low performance due 

to poor activation under visible irradiation.131 Several metal oxides, sulfides and nitrides 

have been also proposed as photocatalysts, showing higher performance than TiO2, with 

however a toxic nature or presenting expensive components as noble metals.132 Very 

recently, MOFs were proposed as photocatalyst in overall water splitting, being very 

scarce up to now. From the seven reported examples, the work of Remiro-Buenamañana 

et al. proposed the MIL-125-NH2 in presence of Pt and RuOx NPs as co-catalysts, with 

however moderate H2 generation (up to 220 μmol·g-1).133 Also, Hu and co-workers 

recently reported the combination of two different MOFs (one for the HER and another 

for the OER) associated with previous metal co-catalysts inside a liposome, reaching a 

system able to photocatalyze the overall water splitting reaction with very promising 

results (H2 production up to around 500 μmol·g-1).134 Considering the use of single pure 

MOF as photocatalyst, only two reports can be found in literature. 135,136 A relevant 

example is that one by Melillo et al., proposing the UiO-66 substituted by Ce (added in 

situ during the MOF formation) and/or Ti (added post-synthetically) with H2 

productions up to 230 μmol·g-1 in absence of any co-catalyst.135  

Nevertheless, it is important to mention that the experimental conditions 

strongly affect the photocatalytic activity of the materials, making difficult the 

comparation between them in different conditions. This activity is usually tested by 

suspending the solids at different concentrations under stirring in a reactor, irradiating 

the samples with UV-Vis, solar simulated or direct sun light. For the simulated or UV-

Vis light, the samples can be irradiated from inside or outside.137 In the case of sunlight 

irradiation, the reactors are designed to maximize the light irradiation.138 To compare 

the activities of different materials, the use of solar simulated light seems to be the best 

option due to the compromise between the use of the full solar spectra and the control 

of the intensity of the irradiating light. Regarding the shaping of these materials, the only 

request is the stability of the particles in suspension. Other important feature but not 

mandatory, is the size of the particles. Smaller particles (generally nanoparticles) use to 

show better performance than larger particles due to a better light penetration inside the 

catalyst. Additionally, the materials can be also deposited as a film with controlled 

thickness to maximize the light absorption.139  

1.3.2. Electrolytes for fuel cells 

Other very interesting application of the MOFs in the energy field is their use as 

electrolytes in proton exchange fuel cells (PEMFCs). PEMFCs are attractive devices due 

to the possibility to produce electricity by using carbon-free fuels (e.g. H2).140–142 Despite 

the relevant advances in the development of PEMFCs components (i.e., electrolytes, 

electrodes and current collectors; Figure 1.10.)143–145, the development of efficient 

electrolyte materials (the part responsible of the transport of the protons from the anode 

to the cathode)146–150 is still a challenge due to the degradation associated to the complex 

active humidification processes during the operation of the PEMFCs, that leads in to a 

loss of efficiency (as occurs with the Nafion® organic polymer, currently used as a 

commercial electrolyte).151,152 In this line, an ideal electrolyte should present: i) a high 
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proton conductivity (>10-2 S·cm-1), which could be associated with the presence of a 

flexible hydrogen-bond network, the possibility of molecular reorientation and/or a 

driving force (usually a concentration gradient), insuring an efficient proton transport 

with a low activation energy (Ea); ii); a good thermal and chemical stability under the 

working conditions (temperature = 50-100 ºC with relative humidity-RH% up to 95%); 

iii) chemical compatibility with the other FC components (e.g. electrodes); and iv) easy 

and low-cost scale-up and manufacturing as membranes. Among the large variety of 

materials proposed as electrolyte (e.g. organic polymers,152 zeolites,153 perovskites,154 

polyoxometalates155 or covalent organic frameworks156), MOFs have been recently 

reported as very promising electrolyte materials in PEMFCs.104,149,151,157–161 

 

Figure 1.10. Schematic representation of a PEMFC. 

Different strategies have been proposed to synthesize MOF and MOF-based 

materials with high protonic conductivity: i) intrinsically conductive MOF structures 

based on organic polycomplexant ligands bearing labile protons (phosphonate, 

sulfonate, carboxylate) functionalized or not with additional groups (e.g. -SO3H, -NH2, -

OH, -CO2H) able to modify the pKa values of the material;162–165 ii) insertion of proton 

carrier species into the MOFs porosity, like acids, dyes or aminoacids; as counterions or 

in neutral form (e.g., NH4+, H2SO4, H3PO4, imidazole, 1H-1,2,4-triazole, adipic acid, 

lysine, among others);104,166–172 and iii) the exchange of labile protons in the structure for 

other cationic species (generally alkali cations).173 As some examples, one can mentioned 

that Phang et al reported the post-synthetic modification of the UiO-66(SH)2 material by 

its oxidation to UiO-66(SO3H)2, leading to free sulphonic acids in the pores and 

improving the conductivity from 2.5·10-5 to a 8.4 10-2 S·cm-1.165 Also, with a simple 

strategy, Dybtsev and co-workers impregnated the MIL-101(Cr) with triflic acid, 

reaching a conductivity of 8·10-2 S·cm-1.174 In this line, the phosphonate-linker and high 

formal charge (III and IV) cation-based MOFs appear as excellent protonic conductor 
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candidates, due to their a priori higher stability when compared with carboxylate or 

azolate based MOFs;22 and also because the phosphonic groups presented more labile 

protons that could be involved in the protonic conductivity. The reach of the targeted 

conductivity (>10-2 S·cm-1) has been achieved, and even surpassed, by different materials 

by following the above mentioned strategies.175  

The proton conductivity of the materials is generally evaluated by impedance 

spectroscopy (IS) on a parallel-plate capacitor configuration. To carry out these 

measurements, the samples need to be pelletized as robust discs, being necessary this 

preliminary shaping. For their further application in fuel cells, a more specific shaping 

of the materials as membranes is required. Thus, it is important to take into consideration 

not only the compatibility of the MOF with a polymeric matrix that will conform the 

membrane but also the final stability (e.g., chemical, mechanical, etc.) and the 

compatibility with the electrodes. A poor contact could result in reduced performances 

of the device or, even worst, in a short-circuit. In this sense, some reported works use 

different polymeric matrixes (e.g., sulfonated polysulfone, chitosan, cellulose, sulfonated 

poly(phthalazione ether sulfone ketone)) to prepare mixed matrix membranes 

(MMMs).176,177 These MMMs have demonstrated their utility as support of proton 

conducting MOFs, allowing their use in final operative devices.178–180  

1.3.3. Other applications 

In this PhD manuscript, we have evaluated the properties of the resulting MOFs 

or MOF composites for two additional potential applications: electrochromic devices181 

and biomedicine,182,183 and therefore both will be briefly introduced here. 

Electrochromic materials, able to change their optical properties upon the 

application of an electric current,184 are very interesting due to their use in a wide range 

of cutting-edge technological areas, such as light controllers or optical shutters (e.g. 

mirrors, smart windows, sunglasses). However, the possibility to apply MOFs in 

optoelectronics has been almost unexplored, probably as a consequence of the poor 

electronic conduction of most MOFs. Only few MOF structures have been recently 

reported exhibiting electrochromic properties with a modest cyclability.185–191 De novo 

synthesis of new electrochromic MOFs is however time-consuming and complex, 

requiring sophisticated non-commercial ligands and tedious optimization of the 

synthetic parameters. One possibility to obtain these electrochromic properties deals 

with the association of MOFs with other electrochromic species, in an attempt to enhance 

the properties of the final composite when compared with the isolated compounds. 

Among the electrochromic materials, transition metal oxides,192–194 Prussian blue 

analogues195 and organic conducting polymers196,197 have attracted considerable 

attention. Despite their limitations concerning the color tailorability and brightness, the 

most commonly used smart materials are the inorganic ones (e.g., mainly WO3, as well 

as TiO2 and V2O5) due to their excellent stability and cyclability. In contrast, polymers 

have higher color intensity, larger variability in the choice of the color range and faster 

stimulus response, as well as other advantages (e.g. electrical conductivity, easy chemical 

tunability, low-cost and facile processability).198 Cyclability of organic conducting 

polymers (CPs) is, however, unsatisfactory as consequence of the severe stability issues, 

which hampers their real application in optoelectronics. This is a consequence of their 

structural disordered nature and the important volumetric changes occurred during 
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operation of the devices. By encapsulating the CPs into the MOFs porosity, it is possible 

to obtain a composite material with electrochromic behavior (derived from the CP) and 

enhanced conductivity and cyclability (coming from the stabilization effect of the host 

matrix).199 Here, a film deposition is required to allow its use in smart optical shutters.  

Concerning the biomedical field, there is a requirement of develop efficient drug 

delivery systems (DDS). The necessity of DDS comes from the existence of a large panel 

of drugs with a limited therapeutic effect as a consequence of some drawbacks (e.g. rapid 

biodegradation, instability, toxicity, poor solubility, among others). Due to these 

limitations, the administration of bioactive molecules requires the development of new 

methods to achieve their specific transport, their prolonged release in time, and at a 

controlled rate, reducing side effects and increasing the effectiveness of the treatment. 

Some methods used to release drugs in a controlled way were the use of organic 

biocompatible macromolecules200 or porous inorganic solids as zeolites201 or mesoporous 

silicates.202 These methodologies presented some disadvantages as uncontrolled release 

or low drug loading capacity. Since the first example of a MOF as DDS reported by 

Horcajada et al,203 MOFs have proven their potential as drug delivery systems (DDS).9 

As requirements for their application as DDS, MOFs: i) must be biocompatible (i.e. safe 

compositions) and, if possible, be synthesized in non-toxic solvents; ii) present high 

encapsulation rates of the active ingredient; iii) deliver the active cargo in a temporary 

and locally manner; and iv) allow adequate formulation, adapted to their administration 

route. There are four strategies to use the MOFs as DDS: i) encapsulation of an active 

molecule into their porosity, being release after in the body,204,205 ii) grafting the surface 

of the MOF with an active specie,206 iii) active specie in situ entrapped into the MOF 

framework during its synthesis and,207 iv) use of active molecules as linkers to synthesize 

bioMOFs, that will release the active molecules during their degradation in the 

organism.208 Also, these strategies can be combined, as for example by the encapsulation 

of an active molecule into the porosity of a bioMOF.209 Note here that not only small 

molecules can be encapsulated in the MOFs porosity, also macromolecules as peptides, 

carbohydrates or RNA. Depending on the targeted administration route (e.g., oral, 

intravenous, cutaneous or pulmonary, among others), a specific formulation is required 

to insure the efficient action of the DDS. In general, a particle size between 100 and 200 

nm is the optimal to avoid emboli formation upon intravenous administration.210  

In this PhD thesis, the synthesis and characterization of novel MOF structures 

and different composite materials have been carried out using different methods (mainly 

solvothermal and room pressure). The physicochemical properties of the resulting 

materials have been evaluated, further investigating their specific properties on different 

applications. Finally, the shaping of the materials has been considered for few MOFs 

with the aim to adapt them to the specific requirements.  
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Objectives.  

 

The main goal of this PhD. thesis is the synthesis and characterization of new 

MOFs and MOF-based composite materials. More specifically, two approaches are used: 

1) a high through-put strategy to explore a broad set of synthetic conditions and thus 

accelerate the discovery of novel crystalline phases and 2) the encapsulation of different 

active species within already known MOFs to prepare composites.  

This thesis targets two additional objectives: from a fundamental point of view, 

promoting the chemical knowledge on materials science; and from a more practical 

perspective, to apply the resulting materials in different industrial and social relevant 

fields (i.e. photocatalysis, proton conductivity, electro-optics, biomedicine), adapting 

their shaping to the specific application requirements.   

Particularly, the specific objectives of this PhD. thesis can be summarized in the 

following points, related with the chapter structure. Note here that the results are 

presented in a publication format, keeping the original journal template or disclosing the 

unpublished work as article draft (to be submitted or already submitted), as indicated 

for each section.  

 

1. Synthesis and full characterization of novel MOF structures with photocatalytic 

activity (Chapter 3).  

1.1. MOF based on the photoactive 2,4,6-tris[4-(phosphonomethyl)phenyl]-1,3,5-

triazine (H6ttbmp) linker and the well-known photocatalytic cation Ni(II). 

Evaluation of its photocatalytic behaviour in the HER and overall water 

splitting reaction. Published in Nanoresearch, 2021, 14, 450-457.  

1.2. MOF based on the electroactive 3,4-dihydroxycyclobut-3-ene-1,2-dione linker 

(H2C4O4) and the benchmarked photocatalytic metal Ti(IV). Evaluation of its 

photocatalytic activity in the HER and overall water splitting reaction. To be 

submitted to Advanced Materials. 

1.3. MOF based on the 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetraphosphonic acid (Py(PO3H2)4) linker and 

the trivalent Bi, evaluating its proton conductive properties as electrolyte in 

PEMFCs. To be submitted to Journal of Materials Chemistry A. – Protected by a patent. 

1.4. MOF based on the 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetraphosphonic acid (Py(PO3H2)4) linker and 

the tetravalent Zr. Evaluation of its proton conductivity to be included as 

electrolyte in PEMFCs. Unpublished results. – Protected by a patent. 

 

2. Composite materials (Chapter 4). 

2.1. Preparation of a composite material based on the conducting polymer poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), located inside the porosity of the Fe(III) 

trimesate MIL-100. In deep structural characterization of the composite, 

including an exhaustive study of the polymer conformation inside the MOF. 
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Evaluation of the electronic and electrochromic properties of the composite 

compared with the free polymer ones with potential applications as smart 

optical devices. Published in Dalton Transactions, 2019, 48, 9807-9817. 

2.2. Encapsulation of the nerve agent antidote 2-[(hydroxyimino)methyl]-1-methyl-

pyridinium chloride (2-PAM or pralidoxime) within the porosity of the 

nanoscaled Ti(IV) 2-aminoterephthalate MIL-125-NH2. Characterization of the 

physicochemical properties of both the composite and the pristine material, 

targeting a drug delivery nanosystem. Published in Nanomaterials, 2017, 7, 321. 

 

3. Shaping of materials (Chapter 5).  

3.1. Manufacturing robust centimetric xero- and aero-gels monoliths of the 

microporous Zr(IV) 2-aminoterephthalate UiO-66-NH2. Evaluation of their 

mechanical properties and the extra-hierarchical porosity by complementary 

techniques. Published in Chemical Communications, 2018, 54, 13088-13091. 

3.2. Post-synthetic modification of the benchmarked Zr(IV) 2,4,6-tris[4-

(phosphonomethyl)phenyl]-1,3,5-triazine UPG-1 by ion-exchange with Li+, Na+ 

and K+. Characterization of the exchanged materials and evaluation of their 

properties as protonic conductors. Shaping of the more promising material in 

terms of proton conductivity into a mixed matrix membrane (MMM) using a 

sulfonated polysufone polymer and evaluation of its performance as proton 

conductor. Under revision in Inorganic Chemistry. 
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Synthesis of new MOF structures and their applications.  

 

One of the priority goals of the Horizon Europe from European Commission is 

to ensure the access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy.1 To produce 

and store energy at large scale, the development of new efficient multifunctional 

materials is one of the main limitations to implement different socio-economic key 

technologies. In this line, MOFs appear as excellent candidates to be applied in on the 

energy production and storage. 2–4 The large versatility and a priori easy tuneability of 

this type of materials make possible their specific design oriented to these specific 

applications. However, the de novo synthesis of new materials is not always a trivial task, 

being complex and time-consuming to find appropriated conditions. In this line, the high 

through-put synthetic method allows to accelerate the discovery of new MOF phases, 

optimizing the synthetic conditions and minimizing time and resources (ligand, metal, 

solvents, energy, etc).5 Following this, Chapter 3 describes the synthesis and full 

characterization of 4 new MOF structures based on Ni(II) and 4,6-tris[4-

(phosphonomethyl)phenyl]-1,3,5-triazine (H6ttbmp) (denoted IEF-13); Ti(IV) and 

squaric acid (H2C4O4) (IEF-11); Bi(III) and pyrene 1,3,6,8-tetraphosphonic acid 

(Py(PO3H2)4) (IEF-7); and Zr(IV) and pyrene 1,3,6,8-tetraphosphonic acid (Py(PO3H2)4) 

(IEF-10); in order to evaluate their performances in two relevant energy-related 

applications: i) as photocatalyst in hydrogen generation (Chapter 3.1 and Chapter 3.2) or 

ii) as electrolyte for proton exchange fuel cells (Chapter 3.3 and Chapter 3.4). For the 

Chapters 3.1 and 3.2, we selected already known photocatalytic metals (as the Ni(II) and 

Ti(IV)) and photoactive linkers (as the triazine derivate and the squaric acid) in order to 

obtain final materials with good photocatalytic performances. For the Chapters 3.3 and 

3.4 the metals were chosen because of their high formal charge (Bi(III) and Zr(IV)), and 

for the linker was selected as a consequence of its large number of phosphonate groups 

(that should lead into structures with labile protons) aiming proton conductive materials 

with high stability. The resulting new MOFs were branded as IEF (from IMDEA Energy 

Framework). 
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Chapter 3.1: Nickel phosphonate MOF as efficient water 

splitting photocatalyst.  

 

Among the most (social and economically) interesting photocatalytic reactions, 

water splitting using sun irradiation appears as a challenging process to generate solar 

fuels.6 Furthermore, in contrast to hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) that requires a 

sacrificial electron donor (e.g. methanol, triethanolamine), overall water splitting uses 

just H2O, taking place simultaneously both HER and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) 

from H2O. However, this energetically uphill reaction needs efficient photocatalysts. In 

this sense, MOFs have been already proposed as photocatalysts with good performances 

in HER. However, at the moment this work was published , only few MOFs were 

reported for the overall water splitting reaction, all of them using a co-catalyst.7–9 After 

the publication of this work, other three materials were proposed as photocatalyst for 

the overall water splitting reaction without using any co-catalyst by using the UiO-66 

material modified with Ce(IV) and/or Ti(IV), reaching values similar to the reported 

ones (see Chapter 6: General discussion for comparison with our results).10 In this work, 

we originally reported a novel microporous 2D Ni-based phosphonate MOF (P-MOF, 

denoted as IEF-13) with excellent stability and optoelectronic properties, coming from 

the photoactive behavior of the linker combined with the catalytic activity of the Ni(II). 

IEF-13, built up from Ni2O8 bioctahedra, presents coordinatively unsaturated nickel(II) 

sites, free -PO3H2 and -PO3H acidic groups, a CO2 accessible microporosity, and an 

exceptional thermal and chemical stability. This material is active and recyclable as 

photocatalyst for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) (producing up to 2200 mol of 

H2·g-1catalyst using methanol as sacrificial agent, 5 cycles) and overall water splitting (170 

mol of H2·g-1catalyst, 3 cycles) in absence of co-catalysts, opening a new area for the 

development of 2D P-MOFs as photocatalysts for solar fuels production.  

The novelty of this contribution can be briefly summarized on the following 

aspects: 

- Most of the reported MOF structures are based on carboxylate and/or N-donor 
ligands, wheras phosphonate-based MOFs are poorly explored (ratio 
phosphonate-MOFs: carboxylate-MOFs ≈ 1:12; according to Web of Science, 
March 2021). Further, from the limited number of reported P-MOFs, only 1/3 are 
porous architectures, evidencing the novelty of this microporous 2D Ni-based 
phosphonate.  

- In contrast with the important number of reports using MOFs as photocatalysts 
in HER, only one amorphous Ti-phosphonate structure was studied for HER in 
presence of a co-catalyst.11 However, to the best of our knowledge, no example 
of crystalline P-MOFs were reported as HER photocatalysts, being IEF-13 the first 
one. 

- To the best of our knowledge, only four reports have dealt with overall water 
splitting using MOFs,7–9,12 supporting the novelty of this field (at the date of 
publication). Futher, any of these works is based on PMOFs and all of them 
require the presence of a co-catalyst (noble or based transition metals) to 
efficiently catalyze the reaction. Thus, this was the first time that a P-MOF was 
proposed as photocatalyst in both HER and overall water splitting in absence of 
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any co-catalyst, obtaining similar performances than other materials that used 
co-catalysts. 

 

Author contribution: Conceptualization of this work: Dr. Patricia Horcajada. 

MOF synthesis: Pablo Salcedo, Pedro Gregorio and Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela. MOF 

characterization: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela. Crystallographic studies: Dr. 

Artem A. Babaryk and Pablo Salcedo. Molecular calculations: Dr. Fabrice Salles. 

Photocatalytic experiments: Maria Cabrero and Dr. Sergio Navalón. Data analysis and 

original draft preparation: Pablo Salcedo. Review and editing of the publication: Dr. 

Patricia Horcajada, Dr. Sergio Navalón and Dr. Hermenegildo Garcia, as well as all 

previously mentioned contributor coauthors. 
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ABSTRACT 
A novel microporous two-dimensional (2D) Ni-based phosphonate metal-organic framework (MOF; denoted as IEF-13) has been 
successfully synthesized by a simple and green hydrothermal method and fully characterized using a combination of experimental 
and computational techniques. Structure resolution by single-crystal X-ray diffraction reveals that IEF-13 crystallizes in the triclinic 
space group Pī having bi-octahedra nickel nodes and a photo/electroactive tritopic phosphonate ligand. Remarkably, this material 
exhibits coordinatively unsaturated nickel(II) sites, free –PO3H2 and –PO3H acidic groups, a CO2 accessible microporosity, and an 
exceptional thermal and chemical stability. Further, its in-deep optoelectronic characterization evidences a photoresponse suitable 
for photocatalysis. In this sense, the photocatalytic activity for challenging H2 generation and overall water splitting in absence of any 
co-catalyst using UV–Vis irradiation and simulated sunlight has been evaluated, constituting the first report for a phosphonate- 
MOF photocatalyst. IEF-13 is able to produce up to 2,200 mol of H2 per gram using methanol as sacrificial agent, exhibiting stability, 
maintaining its crystal structure and allowing its recycling. Even more, 170 mol of H2 per gram were produced using IEF-13 as 
photocatalyst in the absence of any co-catalyst for the overall water splitting, being this reaction limited by the O2 reduction. The 
present work opens new avenues for further optimization of the photocatalytic activity in this type of multifunctional materials. 

KEYWORDS 
metal-organic framework, phosphonates, photocatalysis, water splitting 

 

1 Introduction 
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) or porous coordination 
polymers (PCPs), combining a huge versatility and regular 
porosity [1–3], are promising multifunctional materials in 
different economically-key fields (separation, sensing, energy, 
biomedicine and catalysis, among others) [4–6]. While most 
of the reported structures are based on carboxylate and/or 
N-donor organic spacers; phosphonate-based MOFs (P-MOFs) 
are comparatively much less explored (the ratio of articles 
referring to P-MOFs vs. carboxylate-MOFs ≈ 1:12; according 
to Web of Science). This is mainly due to the non-trivial 
synthesis of phosphonates (e.g. limited commercial availability, 
poor solubility) and the difficult structural elucidation, as 
consequence of the large possibilities of phosphonate coordination 
modes. However, in spite of these disadvantages, P-MOFs exhibit 
several favorable features, such as higher structural richness and 
improved thermal, chemical and mechanical stability, generally 
associated to stronger coordination bonds than those of 
carboxylates or azolates [7]. However, from the limited number of 
reported P-MOFs, only 1/3 are porous architectures (according 
with Web of Science), evidencing the challenge of producing 
porous P-MOF. 

Due to the relative scarcity of studies, application of porous 
P-MOFs has been mostly limited to their use as adsorbent in 
separation processes [8]. Thus, although the high structural 
stability of P-MOFs makes these materials excellent candidates 
as catalysts, the number of studies is still very limited. In this 
sense, nickel is an abundant redox metal widely used as photo- 
and/or electro-catalyst that represents a good compromise 
between performance and cost compared with precious metals 
[9]. In this regard, nickel metal nanoparticles incorporated within 
a porous network have been sometimes used as co-catalyst, 
resulting in a remarkable catalytic activity. Thus, in an example 
related to the present study, Ni(II) has been employed as 
co-catalyst, enhancing the photocatalytic activity of the porous 
MOF for water splitting under UV–Vis irradiation [10]. 

Herein a novel robust porous P-MOF (named IEF-13; IEF 
stands from IMDEA Energy Framework) based on the redox 
active Ni2+ and the tritopic phosphonate ligand 4,6-tris[4- 
(phosphonomethyl)phenyl]-1,3,5-triazine (H6ttbmp) is reported. 
IEF-13 possesses photo- and electro-activity derived from 
the heterocyclic triazine core [11]. Note here that in the only 
precedent using this ligand, the P-MOF based on Zr was used 
for separation purposes [12]. In contrast with this prior work,  

Address correspondence to Patricia Horcajada, patricia.horcajada@imdea.org; Hermenegildo García, hgarcia@qim.upv.es 
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Chapter 3.2: A novel Ti-squarate IEF-11 as efficient 

photocatalyst in the overall water splitting reaction. 

 

As described in the previous Chapter 3.1, the overall water splitting is one of the 

most interesting reaction from the socioeconomic point of view. In this line, in the last 

years, the interest of using Ti(IV) based MOFs as photocatalysts for generating hydrogen 

raised due to the well-known photoactive properties of Ti.7,11 The synthesis of new Ti-

MOFs is however very challenging due to the highly oxyphilic nature of the metal, 

making difficult the discovery of new phases and frequently leading to the formation of 

crystalline or amorphous TiO2 phases. Consequently, up to now, there are less than 30 

Ti-based MOFs reported, to the best of our knowledge.13–16  

In this context, we report here a novel microporous MOF based on Ti(IV) and the 

squaric acid linker branded as IEF-11. This material was based on 2D layers as secondary 

building units (SBUs) described for the first time: Ti2O10 bioctahedra and TiO5 trigonal 

bipyramids, sharing both the equatorial corners forming hexagonal channels, and these 

layers were bonded by the disordered linkers. Due to the nanometric size of the crystals, 

the structural elucidation was carried out by using the non-conventional advanced 

technique of three dimensional electron diffraction (3DED). IEF-11 presents an 

extraordinary performance as overall water splitting photocatalyst under simulated 

sunlight, reaching so far the highest value reported in the literature (around 672 µmol 

H2·gcatalyst-1 in 22 h) combined with an excellent cyclability (> 10 cycles) in absence of any 

other co-catalyst.  

The novelty of this contribution can be briefly summarized on the following 

aspects: 

- This novel porous Ti-MOF presents a very robust structure, based on a never-
described SBU formed by 2D layers of interconnected octahedral and trigonal 
bipyramids.  

- The crystal structure determination of this nanoscaled material (particle size 
around 100 nm) was possible by using the non-conventional technique 3DED.  

- As catalyst, this material reaches the best overall water splitting performances 
reported so far for MOFs with or without the presence of co-catalyst (up to 5 
times higher), keeping the activity after more than 10 cycles.  
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MOF synthesis: Pablo Salcedo, Dr. Artem A. Babaryk and Oscar R. Contreras. MOF 
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Erik Svensson, Dr. Tom Willhammar and Dr. Artem A. Babaryk. Synchrotron data 

collection: Dr. Erik Eklaim. Photocatalytic experiments: Maria Cabrero, Eva Montero-

Lanzuela and Dr. Sergio Navalón. Data analysis: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Artem A. 

Babaryk. Original draft preparation: Pablo Salcedo. Review and editing of the 

publication: Dr. Patricia Horcajada, Dr. Sergio Navalon, Dr. Andrew Ken Inge and Dr. 

Hermenegildo Garcia, as well as all previously mentioned contributor coauthors. 
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ABSTRACT:  

 

A new titanium(IV) metal organic-framework (MOF) based on the squarate linker and the 

original 2D Ti-O-Ti layer with hexagonal motives as secondary building unit (denoted as IEF-

11) has been successfully synthesized and fully characterized. IEF-11 not only exhibits a 

permanent porosity but also an excellent chemical stability. Further, as a consequence of the 

combination of the photoactive Ti(IV) and the electroactive squarate, IEF-11 presents relevant 

optoelectronic properties, applied here to the challenging photocatalytic overall water splitting 

reaction. Remarkably, IEF-11 photocatlyst is able to produce record H2 values for MOF-based 

materials under simulated sunlight (up to 672 µmol·gcatalyst in 22 h) during at least 10 days 

without any loss of activity.  

 

1. Introduction 

Despite the high potential of Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)[1–3] in various industrially 

relevant fields (e.g. separation, sensing, energy, biomedicine and catalysis, among others),[4–6] 
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one of their major limitations is their poor hydrolytic stability.[7] MOF robustness strongly 

depends on the strength of the Mn+-ligand bond, generally increasing with the metal valence. 

[8,9] The use of Group 4 element cations such as ZrIV and TiIV, known by their high 

oxyphilic,[10] has recently emerged as a promising alternative to form robust MOFs. In this 

sense, although the number of Zr-MOFs has exponentially increased in the last years,[11] the 

reported Ti-MOF structures are still very few (less than 30, to the best of our 

knowledge).[12,13] This is probably explained by: i) the high oxophylicity, preferentially 

stabilizing titania rather than incompletely hydrolyzed titanium(IV) oxoclusters;[14] and ii) the 

high charge of Ti4+ additionally complicates the synthesis of hybrid materials since higher 

valence cations involves a stronger competition between the inorganic polymerization and the 

formation of metal–ligand complexes.[15]  

Apart from their a priori robustness, the growing interest of the scientific community on Ti-

MOFs is also based on its economic and non-toxic character as well as on their relevant 

optoelectronic properties, associated to the d0 electronic configuration of Ti4+ and to the 

photoinduced ligand-to-metal charge transfer of TiO bonds, also found in TiO2.
[16–21] As 

photocatalysts, Ti-MOFs demonstrate clear advantages compared with traditional titania: (i) 

modular selectivity as a function of the porosity and composition;[22] (ii) light absorption 

tunability by the modification of the organic linker[23] and (iii) larger surface area and 

accessibility to the charge carrier traps.  

In this work, the synthesis and full characterization of a new robust porous (specific surface 

area surface area = 120 m2·g-1) MOF (denoted as IEF-11; IEF stands for IMDEA Energy 

Framework), based on the photo- and redox-active Ti4+ and the squarate ligand (3,4-

dihydroxycyclobut-3-ene-1,2-dionate, C4O4
2−) is reported. The structural elucidation of the 

nanoscaled IEF-11 crystals was made possible through the three-dimensional electron 

diffraction (3DED) technique.[24] Remarkably, IEF-11 consists of an unusual secondary 

building unit (SBU), never reported so far, based on layers of interconnected TiO5 and TiO6 
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polyhedra. Further, IEF-11 shows a combined photo- and electro-activity derived from its Ti-

metal nodes and squarate linker, making IEF-11 an excellent candidate as photocatalyst. Note 

here that, despite other squarate-based MOFs exist, none of them were proposed in 

photocatalysis.[25–30]  

In this sense, among the most socioeconomically interesting photocatalytic reactions, the 

overall water splitting using sun radiation is one of the most challenging process, allowing to 

generate hydrogen. [31] In contrast with the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER; needing a 

sacrificial electron donor, as methanol or triethanolamine), the overall water splitting takes 

place only with H2O, working simultaneously the HER and the oxygen evolution reaction 

(OER). However, this reaction requires from a very efficient photocatalyst due to the 

energetic requirement of the reaction and the complex mechanism of O2 formation that 

involves four electrons and four protons. Thus, although there are numerous reports 

employing MOFs (frequently associated to noble metal co-catalysts) as photocatalysts in 

HER,[32] only six MOFs have been reported for catalyzing the overall water splitting.[16,33–38] 

Further, from these six, only three did not contain co-catalyst, exhibiting all of them a similar 

photocatalytic performance. Even more challenging is the use of simulated sunlight instead of 

UV-Vis light, as a consequence of the limited absorption in the visible range of MOFs, being 

the three examples mentioned before[34,36,37] the only ones that worked under simulated 

sunlight and in absence of co-catalyst.  

In this context, the present work describes the photocatalytic activity for both H2 generation 

and overall water splitting under simulated sunlight irradiation of the nanosized Ti-squarate 

IEF-11. This solid exhibits the highest performance for overall water splitting using sunlight 

irradiation of any of the MOFs reported so far, being more than 3 times higher than the 

reported. In addition, IEF-11 shows a remarkable photo-stability under long irradiation times. 

These results open a new way to design efficient photocatalytic hybrid materials.  
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2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Synthesis and characterization of IEF-11 

A novel titanium(IV) squarate MOF (denoted as IEF-11) was solvothermally prepared (see 

experimental section for further details) after the optimization of the synthetic conditions 

using the efficient high-throughput method.[39] Some optimized synthetic parameters were the 

reaction time, temperature, concentration and nature of Ti precursor. Briefly, important yields 

of pure IEF-11 (80 wt %) were obtained by heating a mixture of squaric acid (H2SQ) and 

titanium butoxide in glacial acetic acid/isopropanol at 120 ºC for 72 h. Note that the synthesis 

was successfully scaled-up from a 2.5 mL- to 103 mL-reactor, obtaining 1.3 g of solid in a 

single reaction. In all cases, small well-faceted nanometric crystals with hexagonal geometry 

were isolated (85 ± 30 nm, n=100; Figure 1), hindering their structural unveiling by 

conventional single crystal X-ray diffraction. Thus, the crystalline structure of IEF-11 was 

solved with the help of the non-conventional three dimensional electron diffraction (3DED) 

using a ca. 100 nm single crystal (Figure S1 and S2) and by Rietveld refinements using high 

resolution synchrotron radiation powder X-ray diffraction patterns (SRPXRD; experimental 

section, Figure S3). IEF-11 [Ti2O3(C4O4)] (MW = 255.77 g·mol-1) crystallizes in the 

hexagonal space group P6/mmm (a = 10.5206(9) Å and c = 7.1903(6) Å). Ti2 (2d site, 

Wyckoff notation hereinafter) is located at 3-fold axis and surrounded by three O2 atoms at 

1.82 Å in the equatorial plane and distant from two O3 at 2.01 Å apically. Interestingly, the 

coordination geometry of Ti2 is that of a trigonal bypiramidal (D3h), something which has 

previously not been observed in titanium coordination polymers. Each O2 donor atom is 

shared with neighbor Ti1 (6k) [d(Ti1-O2 = 2.08 Å). The coordination sphere of the latter is 

completed by pairs of O4 and O1 atoms, and each sort of atoms differs significantly by bond 

distance of 2.00 and 1.81 Å, respectively. Integrally, Ti1O6 adopts distorted octahedral 

configuration due to the well-known second Jahn-Teller effect. Two Ti1O6 octahedra are 

linked across common O2–O2i (i: −x, 1−y, z) edge into Ti2O10 bioctahedra. The latter shares a 
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common O2 vertex with two adjucent moities at π/3, forming an equilateral triangle enclosing 

a TiO5 located in its center of gravity (Figure 2). Such assembly of one TiO5 and three Ti2O10 

polyhedra coplanar to the ab may be considered as the SBU, stacked infinitely into 2D layers 

and interlinked by disordered squarate anions along the c axis. Interestingly, the C4O4 residues 

do no adopt local regular geometry and are statically disordered. While 2/3 of the Ti positions 

are occupied by oxygen atoms from the squarate ligand in the octahedral dimer, only 1/6 of 

the positions are occupied by the linker in the Ti(4) bipyramids (Figure 2). The metal-oxide 

layers are further stacked in an eclipsed way, leading to the formation of 1D hexagonal 

channels (diameter  4.5 Å) running along the c axis. In order to confirm the accessibility of 

this potential 1D porosity, N2 sorption experiments were carried out at 77 K (Figure S4), 

obtaining a type I isotherm characteristic of microporous materials with a Brunauer-Emmett-

Teller (BET) surface area and a pore volume of 120 m2·g-1 and 0.06 cm3·g-1, respectively.   

 

Figure 1: SEM images of IEF-11 at different scales.  
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Figure 2: View along [001] of the IEF-11 structure (a), Ti-O layer SBU (b) and squarate 

linkers connecting the different Ti-O layers (c).  

 

FTIR spectrum confirms the presence of coordinated SQ by a characteristic band at 1500 cm-1 

that corresponds to the ν(CO), while the band at 1650 cm-1 coming from the free linker is not 

observed (Figure S5). Upon heating (200ºC), physisorbed water molecules are removed from 

the outer surface of the material, revealing a broad vibrational band at 3200 cm-1, 

corresponding to hydroxyl groups coordinated to the Ti atoms (Figure S6). In agreement to 
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the crystal structure, the chemical formula of the IEF-11 [Ti2O3 (C4O4)] was confirmed by 

elemental analysis (C) and ICP-OES (Ti), being the oxygen estimated by difference (Theo. 

wt %: C – 18.8; Ti – 37.4; O – 44.3. Exp. wt %: C – 19.5±0.08; Ti – 35.7±1.8; O – 44.3). 

Note here that IEF-11 was preheated at 200ºC to eliminate remaining acetate moieties 

(coming from the synthesis) located also on the external surface of the nanoparticles (exp. 

wt % before and after heating: C – 20.2; H – 0.6 and C – 19.5; respectively) The higher 

amount of exp C when compared with the theoretical one could be attributed to some acetate 

moieties remaining in the material after heating. XPS analysis of IEF-11 confirmed the 

expected composition and oxidation state of the elements present in the sample (Figure S7). In 

particular, C1s spectrum shows the characteristic signals of squarate ligand, characterized by 

sp2 carbons (284.4 eV) together with C-O (286.1 eV) and C=O (288 eV). Note here that the 

high C=O energy value might correspond to some remaining acetate moieties from the 

synthesis. The O1s signals are mainly attributed to the presence of Ti-O bonds (529 eV) in the 

SBU of IEF-11, together with a broad band corresponding to C-O and C=O bonds present in 

the squarate. It should be noted that the broad bands of XPS C1s and O1s appearing at higher 

binding energy may also be partially attributed to the presence of acetic acid, employed as 

modulator during the synthesis of IEF-11. The XPS Ti2p attributable to the presence of Ti4+ 

ions in the SBU as revealed by the Ti2p3/2 (458 eV) and Ti2p1/2 (463.7 eV). 

In agreement to this, TGA curve (Figure S8) shows two weight losses. The first one (from RT 

to 200 ºC, 3.2 wt.%) can be attributed to the removal of water molecules physisorbed on the 

outer surface of the IEF-11 nanocrystals (in agreement with the FTIR data) and to the residual 

acetate. The second weight loss, at around 300 ºC (42 wt.%), corresponds to the 

decomposition of the network by the oxidation and departure of the linker, leading to anatase 

TiO2 residue, as identified by PXRD (ICSD-9852).[40] The thermal stability of IEF-11 was 

more precisely evaluated by VTPXRD (Figure S9), preserving its structural stability up to 300 

ºC, in an agreement with the TGA data.  
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The chemical robustness of the IEF-11 was assessed by suspending overnight the powdered 

material in a variety of organic solvents commonly used in catalysis, in aqueous solution at 

different pH (from 1 to 12) and in water under UV-Vis irradiation (see experimental section in 

the ESI for further details). After the experiments, the structural integrity of IEF-11 was kept 

under organic (hexane, dichloromethane-CH2Cl2, acetonitrile-AcN, N,N’-

dimethylformamide-DMF, dimethyl sulfoxide-DMSO and isopropanol-iPrOH) and aqueous 

conditions, as confirmed by PXRD (Figure S10 and S11). Further, its high chemical 

robustness was confirmed for a broad pH range (from 1 to 10.5) with a maximum of 6 wt.% 

of the total linker leached after 16 h at pH = 10.5 (Figure S11). Under more aggressive 

alkaline conditions (pH=12), PXRD pattern shows noticeable peak broadening consistent with 

partial degradation, which is associated with a ligand leaching of 30 wt.%. Remarkably, IEF-

11 displays an exceptional stability in aqueous suspension under UV-vis irradiation, with only 

2 wt.% of released ligand after 24 h (Figure S12). Such outstanding structural stability and 

chemical robustness, together with an extension of the light absorption to the visible range (Eg 

= 2.45 eV; determined by diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectroscopy, Figure S13), make IEF-

11 a promising candidate for photocatalysis.  

The valence band energy maximum was estimated from XPS by determining the minimum 

energy to observe the appearance of electrons, resulting in a potential of 1.364 V vs. normal 

hydrogen electrode (NHE) after correction by the work function of the instrument (see 

supporting information for a detailed description of the calculations).[41] From this value, the 

conduction band energy minimum was deduced by adding the optical bandgap. Scheme 1 

illustrates the alignment of the valence and conduction band energy values with respect to the 

potential required for H2 and O2 generation from H2O. 
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Scheme 1: Energy band diagram of IEF-11 and thermodynamic potentials with respect to 

NHE for H2 and O2 evolution from H2O. 

 

2.3. Photocatalytic performance of IEF-11 

Prior to perform liquid phase photocatalytic studies, the hydrodynamic diameter of the IEF-

11 nanoparticles was assessed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) in H2O and EtOH, finding 

quite monodispersed small particles sizes of 84±6 and 117±16 nm, respectively (Table S1; 

polydispersity index-PdI ~ 0.3). These values are in good agreement with the particle size 

estimated by SEM (85 ± 30 nm, Figure 1), indicating that IEF-11 crystals are well dispersed 

with no particle aggregation. The slightly smaller particle size in water when compared with 

ethanol could be justified by the smaller size of water molecules. In addition, the surface of 

the particles was negatively charged, which could be explained by the presence of squaric 

groups on the particle surface. This conclusion is further supported by the evaluation of the 

particle size and ζ-potential as a function of the pH (Figure S14). At very low pH (pH = 1), an 

important particle agglomeration (1150 nm) is observed, probably related with an almost 

neutral ζ-potential (-7 mV) as a consequence of the protonation of the squarate groups (pKa1 = 

1.5). At higher pH (pH > pKa), the squarate groups at the surface of the material will be 

deprotonated, providing a negative charge (around -40 mV) to the colloidal particles that 
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results in an enough electrostatic repulsion (typically found for ζ-potential values higher than 

+ / - 30 mV) [42] and then, a persistent dispersion. Even more, nanometric size of the IEF-11 

crystals presents an important external surface area (estimated from the t-plot method = 40 

m2·g-1; Figure S5), which might be beneficial for heterogeneous catalysis, improving the 

number or available active sites interacting with the reagents.[43] 

The photocatalytic experiments were initially carried out under both UV-Vis and simulated 

sunlight from a Xe lamp (150 W) through a AM 1.5G filter without cooling system (35 oC). 

To optimize the photocatalyst concentration, IEF-11 was first suspended in distilled MilliQ 

water (20 mL) at an initial pH=6 at four different concentrations. Although evolution of H2 

and O2 was observed in all cases, a non-linear relationship between H2 production and 

photocatalyst mass was observed (Table 1). Then, optimal IEF-11 concentration at the highest 

H2 evolution rate is assumed to derive from the balance between: i) the positive influence of 

the higher concentration on the light harvesting and ii) the negative influence of a turbidity 

increasing and lack of light penetration inside the photoreactor when the photocatalyst 

concentration increases. An optimal concentration value of 0.125 mg·mL-1 was observed for 

the highest H2 production. The following experiments, however, were performed using 0.25 

mg·mL-1 that will allow the characterization of the catalyst after use by PXRD. The influence 

of the temperature was determined by performing two additional experiments at 5 and 10 oC. 

using a cooling system. As it can be seen in Table 1, decreasing the temperature results in an 

activity reduction, while still achieving remarkable photocatalytic activity even at 5 ºC. 

The high H2 production in the overall water splitting measured for IEF-11 as solar 

photocatalyst deserves a comment. Although comparison with literature values have always to 

be taken cautiously due to the variability in light intensity, photoreactor design and 

operational conditions, among other parameters influencing H2 evolution, data presented in  
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Table 1: Photocatalytic overall water splitting using IEF-11 under different reaction 

conditions. 

Temperature 
(C) 

Amount of catalyst 
(mg) 

Simulated sunlight 
(mol·gcat

-1) 
UV-Vis. light 
(mol·gcat

-1) 

    5 h               22 h                   5 h                  22 h         

35 

20 75 185 88 224 

10 150 260 160 340 

5 220 540          235 610 

2.5 250 672 290 765 

10 5 94 276 179 563 

5 5 63 158 98 220 

 

 

Table S2 compare favorably our results with the highest H2 production rates achieved so far 

using different MOF or semiconductor photocatalysts. Remarkably, the activity of IEF-11 is 

much higher than those previously reported using simulated sunlight, particularly considering 

that IEF-11 has not been associated to noble metals or O2 evolution co-catalysts. Among the 

most active reported MOF-based photocatalysts, a complex Zn-porphyrin system that uses 

[Ru(2,2′ -pipyridine)3]
2+ centers as photosensitizers and Ir–bipyridine catalytic centers, 

encapsulated within the hydrophilic interior of a liposome and in the presence of two redox 

relays: Fe3+/Fe2+ ions (in the aqueous phase) and tetrachlorobenzoquinone (TCBQ)/ 

/tetrachlorobenzohydrosemiquinone (TCBQH) pair (in the organic phase), exhibiting a 

production of 836 µmol g−1 in 72 h under LED light irradiation. [44] In comparison with this 

complex systems, IEF-11 exhibits higher performance in terms of production (672 µmol g−1 

in 22 h vs. 836 µmol g−1 in 72 h from the liposome system) and reuses (up to 10 days vs. not 

reported reuses), being also a less complex system with lower cost (derived from the absence 

of expensive noble-metals as Ru or Ir, that are present in the liposome system). 

One can hypothesize that the high photocatalytic activity of IEF-11 is a consequence of: i) its 

narrow bandgap and the increasing of the solar light harvesting due to squarate ligands (2.45 

eV measured from the Tauc plot in Figure S13); ii) an appropriate band energy alignment for 
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H2 and O2 evolution; and iii) the structural arrangement of 2D Ti-O-Ti motifs in IEF-11, 

allowing fast charge separation.  

One remarkable feature of IEF-11 photocatalyst is that its photoresponse arises in a large 

extent from the absorption in the visible light range. For comparison, Figure 3 shows the 

temporal profile of H2 and O2 evolution upon irradiation of IEF-11 with a Xe lamp, visible 

light or simulated sunlight irradiation. Thus, H2 generation under simulated sunlight is 

comparable to the production using the full UV zone of the Xe lamp, while more than 48% of 

the H2 production comes from the visible light irradiation ( > 455 nm). This means that the 

H2 generation activity of IEF-11 is mainly due to photons in the visible range, in agreement 

with its notably narrow bandgap. Further, the solar-to-hydrogen (STH) conversion achieved 

using IEF-11 (2.5 mg/20 mL) during the photocatalytic overall water splitting operating at 35 

under UV-Vis or simulated sunlight irradiation were 0.0008 and 0.001 %, respectively. 

Importantly, the generation of O2 coming from H2O was confirmed by performing an 

experiment using isotopically labelled H2
18O, detecting the formation of isotopically labelled 

18O2 (Figure S15).  

  
Figure 3: Photocatalytic overall water splitting using IEF-11 under UV-Vis (a), simulated 

sunlight (b) and visible light ( > 455 nm) (c) irradiation. Reaction conditions: Photocatalyst 
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(5 mg), H2O (20 mL), 35 ºC, irradiation source (Xe lamp 150 W equipped or not with an AM 

1.5G filter or 455 nm filter), reaction time 22 h. 

 

With the aim to determine the relative rates of H2 and O2 evolution, photocatalytic 

experiments in the presence of sacrificial electron donors and acceptors were carried out. The 

addition of the electron donor methanol increases the H2 production of IEF-11 (i.e. from 210 

to 1391 mol H2·g
-1 photocatalyst in 5 h under simulated sunlight). Although the increase in 

the H2 production by a factor of 3 is notable, it is much lower than those observed for other 

photocatalysts (i.e. typically over one order of magnitude).[16] An analogous experiment using 

CeIV as electron acceptor increases the O2 evolution from 107 to about 1124 mmol O2·g
-1 

catalyst, also in 5 h. This increase on the O2 production is higher than that of the H2 

generation, and would indicate that O2 evolution is the slowest semireaction, as frequently 

observed since the formation of an O2 molecule requires the removal of four electrons and 

four protons from two water molecules. 

From a practical point of view, the photocatalyst stability is one crucial issue to be considered. 

Precedents have shown that carboxylate ligands tend to undergo photodecarboxylation upon 

UV-light irradiation.[45] In the present case, IEF-11 exhibits a constant temporal H2 and O2 

evolution profile upon ten consecutive reuses of 24 h each (Figure 4). After 10 days 

irradiation, the crystal structure of IEF-11 was kept (as confirmed by PXRD; Figure 4), 

although a progressive leaching of the squarate ligand was also detected by UV-Vis 

quantitative analysis of the mother liquors (ca. 0.6, 10.5 and 19.2% after 1, 7 and 10 days, 

respectively).  
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Figure 4: (a) Photocatalytic overall water splitting for ten consecutive cycles using IEF-11 

under simulated sunlight irradiation and (b) PXRD patterns of the fresh, four- and ten-times 

used IEF-11 sample. Reaction conditions: photocatalyst (5 mg), H2O (20 mL), simulated 

sunlight irradiation (Xe lamp 150 W through an AM 1.5G filter), 35 ºC. 

 

The generation of the charge separated state upon irradiation was confirmed by using methyl 

viologen (MV) and N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (PDA) as visual probes of the 

occurrence of photoinduced reduction and oxidation.[46] Both organic compounds generate 

relatively stable-colored radical cations, with characteristic UV-Vis absorption spectra, that 

allow the visual and spectroscopic detection of the occurrence of the photocatalytic reaction. 

The results show that MV undergoes reduction to MV+· radical cation by photogenerated 

electrons upon the irradiation of IEF-11 in deuterated aqueous solution in presence of 
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methanol as electron donor, while PDA undergoes oxidation to PDA+· radical cation by 

photogenerated holes upon irradiation of IEF-11 under argon atmosphere. Figure S16 shows a 

selection of the UV-Vis spectra as a function of the irradiation time of IEF-11 aqueous 

solution showing the growth of MV+· and PDA+· radical cations. 

Photocurrent generation is also a convincing evidence of the occurrence of photoinduced 

charge separation.[47] Thus, photoelectrodes of IEF-11 were prepared by spreading a thin film 

of this material on transparent, conductive fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO). The 

photoelectrode was illuminated in contact with 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium 

hexafluorophosphate (TB4PF6) electrolyte using a Pt wire as counter electrode and Ag/AgCl 

as reference electrode in a single compartment cell (Figure S17). It was observed that the 

anodic or cathodic current significantly increases in intensity by adding in the electrolyte 

solution methanol or Ce(NO3)6(NH4)2 as electron donor or acceptor, respectively. Thus, all 

the available data confirm that, upon illumination with visible light, IEF-11 undergoes charge 

separation with the generation of electrons and holes.  

 

3. Conclusion 

A highly robust and porous new titanium(IV) squarate MOF (denoted as IEF-11) has been 

synthesized and fully characterized. Due to the relevant optical properties of squarate ligands, 

with a considerable absorption in the visible range, and the original SBU based on 2D layers 

of interconnected TiO5 and TiO6 polyhedra, IEF-11 has demonstrated a suitable bandgap and 

band alignment to perform as efficient overall water splitting photocatalyst. Without further 

modification, IEF-11 exhibits H2 and O2 production rates that are among the highest ever 

reported, most of the photoresponse (90 %) arising from the visible range. Further, the IEF-

11 photocatalyst remains stable for extended irradiation periods (10 days) without any 

significant loss of crystallinity and photocatalytic activity. Considering the flexibility on the 

MOF desing, IEF-11 could serve as a leading structure for developing a series of Ti-MOFs 
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with visible response by adjusting the Ti-O-Ti connectivity, ligand functionalization and 

postsynthetic modifications to obtain a new generation of efficient solar MOF photocatalysts. 

 

4. Experimental Section 

Reagents and solvents:  

All the chemicals were acquired from commercial sources and used as received without 

further purification. 

Synthesis of IEF-11 – [Ti2O3(C4O4)]: 

255 mg of finely ground squaric acid (2.24 mmol, Acros Organics 99%) were suspended in 

8.2 mL of isopropanol (107.0 mmol, Chem-Lab, >99 wt %) in a 25 mL round-bottom flask, 

magnetically stirred at 450 rpm for 5 min at room temperature (RT) and sonicated in an 

ultrasound bath for another 5 min. Then, 6.4 mL of glacial acetic acid (111.9 mmol, J.T. 

Baker) were added and sonicated again for 15 min. Then, 2.24 mmol of the Ti precursor (662 

μL of Ti(iPrO)4, Acros Organics, 98+% or 762 μL of Ti(OBu)4, Acros Organics, >98 wt %) 

were slowly added to the previous solution under stirring and then, heated at 50 ºC for 15 min. 

Molar ratio Ti/SA/iPrOH/AA was 1/1/48/50. The resulting orange suspension was transferred 

into a 23 mL Teflon-lined steel autoclave, sealed and heated at 120 ºC for 48 h with heating 

and cooling ramps of 1.5 ºC min−1. The resulting orange-brown solid was filtered under 

vacuum, washed with i-PrOH and dried in open air at RT. Yield – 80 wt % 

 

General instrumentation:  

Laboratory powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were collected on a Malvern-

Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer fitted with a PIXcel3D Si-strip position-sensitive 

detector (1D regime was utilized), operating in reflection mode with Ni-filtered Cu Kα1,2 

radiation (Kα1 = 1.5406 Å, Kα2 = 1.5444 Å, Kα2/Kα1 = 0.5) at 45 kV and 40 mA. Samples were 

prepared by placing a thin layer of the appropriate material on a zero-background silicon 

crystal plate. High resolution powder X-ray diffraction data were collected at CRISTAL 
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beamline, SOLEIL synchrotron facility (Saint-Aubin, France). The sample of IEF-11 was 

packed into 1.0 mm diameter borosilicate glass capillary (Hilgenberg, no. 50) in open air and 

sealed with wax. The capillary sample was mounted onto a 2-circle goniometer and spun (100 

rpms). The data were collected at RT utilizing the multi-analyzers detector (21-Si(111) 

crystals). Two independent scans were measured and merged for final analysis. The accurate 

wavelength (λ = 0.72826 Å) and peak profile parameters were extracted from NIST SRM 

660a (LaB6) peak positions and profile standard data. Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) 

spectra were collected in the 4000 to 400 cm-1 range using a Thermo Nicolet 6700 FTIR with 

ATR accessory instrument (Thermo scientific, USA). X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of 

IEF-11 sample were collected on a SPECS spectrometer with a MCD-9 detector using a 

monochromatic Al (Kα= 1486.6 eV) X-ray source. The C1s peak at 284.4 eV was used as 

binding energy reference. Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis and liquid phase UV-Vis measurements 

were recorded in a Perkin Elmer (Lambda 19). Elemental analyses were carried out in a Flash 

2000 analyzer from Thermo Scientific. Inductively coupled plasma optical emission 

spectroscopy (ICP-OES) analyses were done in a 2300 DV spectrometer equipment from 

Perkin Elmer. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were carried out using a SDT Q-600 

thermobalance (TA instruments). Variable-temperature powder X-ray diffraction (VTPXRD) 

data were collected on a D8 Advance Bruker AXS θ–2θ diffractometer (CuKα radiation, 

λ=1.54178 Å), equipped with a LYNXEYE XE detector, operating at 40 kV and 40 mA and 

an Anton Paar XRK 900 high-temperature chamber. Gas sorption experiments were carried 

out in a Quantachrome Autosorb iQ3 equipment. The dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

experiments were carried out in a Zetasizer analyzer (Nano Series) from Malvern Panalytical. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were collected in a JEOL JSM-7900F 

microscope operating between 1 and 2 kV. 3DED data were collected using a JEOL JEM2100 

TEM, equipped with a Timepix detector from Amsterdam Scientific Instruments, while 

continuously rotating the crystal at 0.45° s−1. 
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Crystallographic studies:  

Initial unit cell tests on IEF-11 were performed using Bruker Topas v4.2 at the symmetry 

P6/mmm constrained to that had been determined from 3DED. More precise lattice 

parameters, peak shapes, and background function were determined by Pawley refinements, 

leading to the cell of a = 10.51687(9) Å and c = 7.18772(6) Å (Rwp = 3.94%, Rp= 3.02%, χ = 

1.17). Strong anisotropic size effect broadening required for accurate description of peak 

profiles and was approximated by spherical harmonics set of parameters symmetrized 

according to 6/mmm Laue class.[48] For more physically meaningful description of anisotropic 

peak broadening due to morphology of nanoparticles, the approach described by Ectors et 

al.[49] was used. The orthogonal shape of particles by original classification was attributed to 

biaxial cylinder. The structure model, acquired from 3DED, was used as a starting point for a 

Rietveld refinement. 

 

Photocatalytic tests 

The photocatalytic water splitting experiments were carried out only with water, in the 

presence of methanol as sacrificial electron donor or in the presence of Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6 as 

sacrificial electron acceptor. All the experiments were carried out at least in triplicate. The 

presented data corresponds to the average values of the independent experiments. Briefly, the 

required amount of IEF-13 solid was dispersed in 20 mL of distilled H2O or a mixture of H2O 

(16 mL) and methanol (4 mL) or a solution 0.1 mM of Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6 in water, using a 

quart reactor (51 mL) and the system sonicated for 20 min to obtain a good solid dispersion. 

In order to control the reaction temperature, the quart reactor was equipped with a 

recirculatory jacket connected to a laboratory chiller. Then, the system was purged with Ar 

for 1 h. The suspension under stirring was irradiated with a Xe lamp (150 W). In other cases, 
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a cut-off filter (λ >455 nm) or 1.5 A.M filter were used to ensure visible light or the simulated 

sunlight irradiation, respectively.  

The evolved gases from all experiments were analyzed taking aliquouts at different reaction 

times. In particular, the reaction aliquots were injected into an Agilent 490 Micro GC system 

(Molsieve 5 Å column using Ar as carrier gas). The temperature of the reactor was monitored 

and the pressure was analyzed by means of a manometer. 

 

Photoinduced electron transfer experiments 

Photoinduced electron transfer measurements were carried out using MV2+ (20 mg) or PDA+· 

(20 mg) in a solution of 0.4 mg of MOF/1.75 ml of CH3CN. The solution was sonicated, 

placed in quartz cuvette capped with septum, and purged with Ar for 10 min prior irradiation. 

The cuvettes containing the MOF dispersions under Ar atmosphere were irradiated using a 

Hg-Xe lamp (150 W) for different times, and the UV-Vis absorbance was measured with a 

Cary 50 Conc UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The photoinduced electron transfer measurements 

were followed by the increase of the absorption band centered near 400 nm, corresponding to 

the MV·+ radical cation or the decrease of the absorption band centered near 650 nm, 

corresponding to the PDA+· radical cation. 

 

Photocurrent measurements 

Photocurrent measurements were carried out using a Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode, a Pt 

electrode as a counter electrode and a transparent fluoride-doped tin oxide (FTO)-coated glass 

with a thin layer of the corresponding material as a working electrode. Prior the measurement, 

the system was purged with Ar in order to remove the oxygen present in the cell. The 

photocurrent was measured under dark and under illumination upon polarizing the working 

electrode at potentials from 1.4 to -0.2 V. Irradiation was performed using an optical fiber 

connected to a 300 W Xe lamp. 
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Experimental section:  

 

The stability test at room temperature were carried out by suspending 20 mg of IEF-11 in 

20 mL of each solution. The initial pH of the aqueous samples was fixed with HCl (pH 

of 1 and 3) and with NaOH (pH of 7.5, 10.5 and 12) solutions. The suspended solids were 

kept in sealed vials under stirring during 16 h (one night). After that, the samples were 

recovered by filtration. The liquid phase after the filtration was measured by UV-Vis 

spectroscopy in order to quantify the leeched linker.  

To check the crystallinity of the samples, routine PXRD were carried out of each sample. 

 

For measure the hydrodynamic diameter and the ζ-potential, the samples were prepared 

by dispersing the particles in solutions with different pH values (1, 3, 5, 7.5, 10.5 and 12) 

in a 0.1 mg·mL-1 concentration.  

 

Supplementary Figures and Tables:  

 

 
 

Figure S1: TEM image of a ca. 100 nm particle of IEF-11.  



 
Figure S2: Electron diffraction images of IEF-11: (a) reciprocal lattice along a*, and 

(b) reciprocal lattice along c* 

 

 
Figure S3: Rietveld refinement of IEF-11 structure using synchrotron data. Black dots 

correspond to the experimental data, purple line corresponds to the proposed model and 

grey line corresponds to the difference between the experimental data and the proposed 

model.  

 

 

 



 

 
Figure S4: N2 sorption isotherm at 77 K of the IEF-11, upon outgassing at 200ºC for 16 

h. Black circles corresponds to adsorption points, and white circles to desorption points. 

 

 

 

 
Figure S5: FTIR spectra of the as prepared IEF-11 (blue) and the free squaric acid 

linker (green).  

 



 
Figure S6: FTIR spectra of the as prepared IEF-11 (blue) and after heating at 200 ºC 

(red).  

 

 
Figure S7: High resolution XPS peaks and the best deconvolution for the C 1s (a), O 1s 

(b) N 1s (c) and Ti 2p (d) signals, recorded for the IEF-11 sample. Panel (d) shows the 

XPS intensity onset from where the valence band potential value was estimated for IEF-

11 (d). 
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Figure S8: TGA-DSC of IEF-11.  

 

 
Figure S9: VTPXRD of IEF-11 from 30 to 400 ºC. Red lines are inserted every 50ºC. 

 

 



 
Figure S10: PXRD patterns of IEF-11 after the stability tests in organic media. 

 

 
Figure S11: PXRD patterns and ligand leaching of IEF-11 after the stability tests in 

aqueous media at different pH. 

 

 

 



 
Figure S12: PXRD patterns and ligand leaching of IEF-11 after the stability tests in 

water under UV-Vis irradiation. 

 

 

 

 
Figure S13: Tauc plot of the UV-Visible diffuse spectra of IEF-11. 



 

 

Table S1: Particle size, polydispersity index (PdI) and surface charge of IEF-11. 

Medium Size (nm) PdI ξ-potential 

(mV) 

H2O 84 ± 35 0.35 -39 ± 5 

EtOH 117± 62 0.25 -38 ± 14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure S14: Hydrodynamic size and ζ-potential of IEF-11 as a function of the pH. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S15: Mass spectrum obtained from the head space gas during the overall splitting 

using labelled H2
18O using IEF-11 as photocatalyst under simulated sunlight irradiation. 

Reaction conditions: photocatalyst (5 mg), H2O (20 mL), Xe lamp (150 W, AM 1.5G 

filter), 35 ºC, reaction time 22 h. 

 

Table S2: Photocatalytic overall water splitting using MOFs reported in the literature 

 

Photoca

talyst 
Co-catalyst 

Irradiation 

source 
Reaction conditions Production Reference 

IEF-11 - 

simulated 

sunlight 

irradiation (Xe 

lamp 150 W 

through an AM 

1.5G filter) 

Photocatalyst (2.5 mg), 

H2O (20 mL), 35 ºC 

22h 

H2 (672  

μmol∙g⁻¹) and 

O2 (260 

μmol∙g¹) 

This work 

Liposom

e-MOF 

Pt-porphyrin 

and Ir-

bipyridine 

LED light 

irradiation 

Photocatalyst 

containing [Ru(2,2′-

bipyridine)3]
2+-based 

photosensitizers (10 

mL), two redox relays 

(tetrachlorobenzoquino

ne/tetrachlorobenzohyd

rosemiquinone, and the 

Fe3+/ 

Fe2+ , H2O (20 mL), , 

72 h 

H2 (836 µmol 

g−1 ) and O2 (~ 

418 µmol g−1) 

[1] 

UiO-

66(Zr,Ce

,Ti) 

- 

visible light 

irradiation ( > 

450 nm) 

Photocatalyst 20 mg, 

H2O (20 mL) 

photoreactor volume 

(51 mL), 35 °C, 22 h, 

H2 (210 

μmol∙g⁻¹) and 

O2 (70 

μmol∙g¹) 

[2] 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S16: a) Photoinduced charge transfer process of MV2+ with IEF-11 with the 

formation of the blue colored MV+. b) Photoinduced charge transfer process of PDA 

with IEF-11 with the formation of the blue colored PDA+. 

 

UiO-

66(Zr)-

NH2 

Pt and MnOx 

visible light 

irradiation (Xe 

lamp > 400 

nm) 

Photocatalyst (10 mg), 

H2O (100 mL), 5 ºC 

H2 (19.6 

μmol·g-1·h-1) 

and O2 (10.1 

μmol g-1 h-1) 

 

[3] 

Plasma-

defective 

MIL-

125(Ti)-

NH2 

- 

simulated 

sunlight 

irradiation 

(150 W Xe, 

AM 1.5G 

filter) 

Photocatalyst (20 

mg/20 mL Milli Q-

H2O), 

35 °C, 22 h. 

H2 (90 μmol 

g−1) and O2 (24 

μmol g−1) 

[4] 

MIL-

125(Ti)-

NH2 

Pt and RuOx 

NPs 

naturalsunlight 

irradiation 

(100 

mW×cm−2), 

Photocatalyst (20 

mg/20 mL Milli Q-

H2O), 30 °C, reaction 

time: 10 h. 

H2 (27 μmol 

g−1) and O2 (14 

μmol g−1) 

[5] 

IEF-13 - 

simulated 

sunlight 

irradiation 

(150 W Xe, 

AM 1.5G 

filter), 

Photocatalyst (5 mg), 

H2O (20 mL), 20 ºC, 22 

h 

H2 (46 

μmol∙g⁻¹ ) and 

O2 (18 

μmol∙g⁻¹) 

[6] 

Al-2-

amino 

BDC 

Ni2+ 
Xe lamp 

(300 W), 

Photocatalyst (30 mg), 

H2O (30 mL), 2.5 h 

H2 (66.7 

μmol∙g⁻¹ ) and 

O2 (33.3 μ 

mol∙g⁻¹) 

[7] 



 
Figure S17: Photocurrent intensity versus polarization potential measured for the IEF-

11/FTO electrode in a deoxygenated 0.1 M TBAPF6 solution in acetonitrile without 

additives (blue line) or in the presence of methanol (red line) or Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6 (black 

line) upon simulated solar light irradiation (300 W xenon lamp and AM 1.5 G type filter). 

 

 

The valence band position vs NHE can be estimated according the following equation: 

 

 

 

 

Where: 

E
NHE is the valence band energy vs NHE 

E
f is the valence band energy vs Fermi level. In our work estimated from XPS with the 

value of 1.56 eV (Figure S8d) 

sp is the work function of the spectrometer (4.244 eV) 

Thus, the E
NHE = 1.364 V 

 

 

 

b1

b2

b3

1.      𝐸𝑣
𝑁𝐻𝐸 = 𝐸𝑣

𝑓
 + ϕ

sp 
- 4.44 
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Chapter 3.3: High proton conductivity on a bismuth 

phosphonate MOF with unusual topology.  

 

The poor stability under working conditions (temperature and humidity) is one 

of the main drawbacks of the electrolytes in the PEMFC technology. MOFs have been 

recently proposed as efficient and robust as a electrolyte alternative17,18 to the currently 

used organic polymers (e.g. Nafion®).19 In particular, P-MOFs seem to be excellent 

candidates due to: i) the presence of a large number of labile protons (compared with 

carboxylate or sulfonate based ones), associated with good proton conductivity; and ii) 

a higher stability, generally associated to stronger coordination bonds.  

In this contribution, we present a new 3D P-MOF based on Bi(III) and the lab-

made linker pyrene 1,3,6,8-tetraphosphonic acid, branded as IEF-7. To the best of our 

knowledge, there are only 8 bismuth P-MOFs reported in the literature, all of them 

incorporating halides as co-ligands.20 IEF-7 structure presents Bi2O10 nodes as two 

opposite pentagonal pyramids as SBUs. Similarly to IEF-11, the structural elucidation 

was carried out by three dimensional electron diffraction (3DED) due to the 

submicrometric size of the crystals. The material possesses a high chemical, thermal and 

mechanical stability, combined with the presence of free labile H+. Note here that IEF-7 

shows a very high proton conductivity (1·10-2 S·cm-1 at 90 ºC and 90% RH), among the 

highest reported for a purely P-MOF and in the range of the best values reported for 

MOFs and MOF composites,21 and even for other materials as the commercial Nafion®19 

(see Chapter 6 for further comparison). Also, by adding a polysulfone polymer (10 wt. 

%; used as a binder) to the MOF, the inter-grain resistance can be minimized, reaching 

even higher conductivity values (1·10-1 S·cm-1). Finally, the stability of the material and 

the polymeric composite was assessed, retaining the activity after 3 cycles.  

The novelty of this work can be briefly summarized in the following aspects:  

- Synthesis and full characterization of a novel robust Bi-phosphonate MOF based 
on a new topology.  

- The crystalline structure of this new submicrometric solid (particle size ~ 800 nm) 
was possible by applying the non-conventional 3DED technique.  

- First time evaluation of the proton conductivity of a Bi-based P-MOF. The IEF-7 
presents the highest conductivity (1·10-2 S·cm-1) among the P-MOFs. 

- The preparation of a composite material using a polysulfone polymer as a binder 
enhances the proton conductivity (up to 1·10-1 S·cm-1) by reducing the intergrain 
boundary. The conductivity of both the pristine material and the composite was 
maintained after several cycles.  
 
Author contribution: Conceptualization of this work: Dr. Patricia Horcajada. 

MOF synthesis: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela. MOF characterization: Pablo 

Salcedo. Crystallographic studies: Erik Svensson, Dr. Tom Willhammar, Dr. Andrew 

Ken Inge and Pablo Salcedo. Molecular calculations: Dr. Fabrice Salles. Proton 

conductive experiments: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Nieves Ureña. Data analysis: Pablo 

Salcedo. Original draft preparation: Pablo Salcedo. Review and editing of the 
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mentioned contributor coauthors. 
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High proton conductivity on a bismuth phosphonate MOF with 
unusual topology  

Pablo Salcedo-Abraira,a Sérgio M. F. Vilela,a Erik Svensson Grape,b Nieves Ureña,c Fabrice Salles,d 
Tom Willhammar,b Alejandro Várez,c* A. Ken Inge,b* Patricia Horcajadaa* 

Despite the interest of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) for energy production, the poor stability of the 

electrolytes under working conditions (i.e., temperature and humidity) is one of their major limitations. Metal-Organic 

Frameworks (MOFs) have recently emerged as promising electrolyte materials due to their higher stability compared with 

the currently applied organic polymers, proton conductivity and outstanding porosity and versatility. Here, a novel robust 

Bi phosphonate MOF (branded as IEF-7) was successfully synthesized and fully characterized, exhibiting a completely new 

topology based on an unusual Bi coordination. Further, IEF-7 exhibited potential porosity, very high chemical and, thermal 

stability and free –PO3H groups, involved in its ultra-high proton conductivity, reaching 1.4·10-2 S·cm-1 for, at least, 3 cycles. 

Proton conductivity could be even further increased (up to 1.0·10-1 S·cm-1) by simply adding a sulfonated polysulfone binder. 

This binder might facilitate the manufacture of the electrolyte component for a future fuel cell device.  

Introduction 

Growing environmental issues associated with the emission of 

greenhouse gases urgently needs the development of more 

sustainable energy technologies. Proton exchange membrane 

fuel cells (PEMFCs) are an attractive technology to produce 

electricity by using green fuels (e.g. H2),1–3 and is currently 

applied in electric vehicles.4 Despite the substantial advances in 

the PEMFC components (i.e., electrolyte, electrodes and current 

collectors),5–7 the development of efficient electrolytes is a 

major challenge.8–12 In fact, current electrolytes (i.e. organic 

polymers such as Nafion®13) fail to satisfy the targeted 

performances due mainly to their poor stability under 

operational conditions (i.e., humidity and temperature).14 An 

ideal electrolyte should present the following requirements: i) 

ultra-high proton conductivity (>10-2 S·cm-1); ii) good chemical 

and thermal stability under working conditions (temperatures = 

50 - 100 °C and relative humidities-RH up to 95%); iii) 

physicochemical compatibility with the FC electrodes; and iv) an 

easy and low cost synthesis, potentially scalable to industrial 

production. 

Among the large variety of materials proposed as electrolyte 

(e.g. organic polymers,13 zeolites,15 perovskites,16 

polyoxometalates17 or covalent organic frameworks18), metal-

organic frameworks (MOFs) have recently emerged as very 

promising electrolyte materials in PEMFCs.11,14,19–24 MOFs are 

porous crystalline hybrid materials built up from inorganic 

nodes and organic polydentate ligands that combine a huge 

chemical and topological versatility.25–28 A few MOFs have 

already demonstrated ultra-high proton conductivity (up to 10-

1 S·cm-1),29 however without reporting their stability under 

working conditions. In this line, phosphonate-based MOFs (P-

MOFs) appear to be excellent electrolyte candidates since they 

cannot only present good proton conductivity (associated to a 

larger number of labile protons when compared to carboxylate- 

or sulfonate-MOFs), but also high stability, resulting from their 

often stronger coordination than carboxylate and N-donor 

MOFs.30 In contrast to carboxylate-MOFs and despite their a 

priori well-adapted properties, P-MOFs have been scarcely 

explored as proton conductors. The low commercial availability 

and poor solubility of the phosphonate ligands, together with 

challenges associated with elucidating their crystal structures 

are possible reasons that limit the number of available P-MOFs 

(P-MOFs vs. carboxylate-MOFs ≈ 1:12; according to Web of 

Science, March 2021).  

In this context, we report here a novel Bi(III) 

pyrenetetraphosphonate P-MOF structure, branded as IEF-7 

(IEF stands from IMDEA Energy Framework), showing Bi(III) in 

an unusual coordination environment, where Bi2O10 are 

distributed into two distorted opposite edge-sharing 

pentagonal pyramids. These secondary building units (SBUs) are 

connected to five different ligands with two free -PO3H groups, 

creating a new topology. One should highlight that, despite the 

huge number of topologies described in MOFs,31 the underlying 

net of IEF-7 has not been previously reported. All eight Bi-

phosphonate coordination polymers reported so far consist of 
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the coordination of halides to Bi(III), however IEF-7 is the first 

case lacking the presence of halides.32 

In addition, the proton conductivity of IEF-7 was assessed, being 

a pioneer study on Bi P-MOFs. IEF-7 shows a competitive 

conductivity, comparable to that of commercial Nafion® 112 

(10-3 S·cm-1) and good cyclability, associated to its excellent 

stability. Finally, the addition of an organic polysulfone polymer 

binder reduces the intergrain resistance in the resulting 

composite, enhancing its proton conductivity (up to 10-1 S·cm-1, 

values among the reported record values).29  

Results and discussion 

Synthesis and crystal structure of IEF-7  

A novel MOF, denoted IEF-7, was synthesized from bismuth and 

the lab-made pyrene tetraphosphonic acid (easily prepared at 

multi-gram scale, see experimental section for further details), 

optimizing the synthetic conditions (solvents, Bi precursor, 

time, temperature, etc.) by using the efficient high-throughput 

method.33 Briefly, IEF-7 was obtained by solvothermal-heating 

of a mixture of pyrene tetraphosphonic acid (Py(PO3H2)4) and 

bismuth nitrate in a mixture of water/methanol/hydrochloric 

acid at 120 °C for 60 h, reaching yields of 60%. Note here the 

successful scale-up of the synthesis from 1.5 to 61.8 mL, 

producing up to 500 mg in a single reaction. In all cases, small 

elongated crystals were isolated (around 0.5-1 μm, Fig. S1), 

preventing their structural unveiling by conventional single 

crystal X-ray diffraction. The crystalline structure of IEF-7 (Figure 

1) was thus elucidated by 3D electron diffraction (3DED), from 

a ca. 1 μm single crystal (Fig. S2). IEF-7 [Bi2Py(PO3)2(PO3H)2] 

(MW = 934.08) crystalizes in the triclinic space group P-1 (Table 

S1). The structure is built up from Bi2O10 clusters as SBUs (Fig. 

S3). Each Bi is coordinated to six O in a distorted pentagonal  

Figure 1: Crystalline structure view along the a axis of IEF-7. Bi, P, C, and O are 
represented in purple, orange, brown and red, respectively. Hydrogen atoms were 
removed for clarity. 

pyramid geometry, with the Bi atom located in the base of the 

pyramid rather than the center. This coordination geometry 

could be justified by taking into account the stereochemically 

active lone pair effect typical of the group 15 elements, as 

supported by the Bi-O distance found between the Bi and the 

axial O, which is shorter than the equatorial ones (ca. 2.2 vs. 2.5 

Å, Fig. S4). The O6, O2 and O3 are in the same plane as Bi, 

meanwhile the other two oxygens are out of the plane forming 

a 113.7º angle with the Bi. Both pyramids share an edge by both 

O6 and are inverted to the other one. Each SBU is connected to 

five different phosphonate linkers. The phosphonate groups of 

the pyrene linkers are symmetrical 2 by 2, exhibiting two of 

them two monodentate O coordinated to Bi atoms, and 

presenting the other two phosphonate groups a full 

coordination by the three O, acting as mono- and bidentate and 

being fully deprotonated. Figure 2 shows a topological 

representation of the IEF-7 structure, with a trinodal 3,3,5-c net 

with a transitivity of 3784, disclosing two types of potential 

pores (see the pink and purple ellipsoids). Remarkably, this 

unusual topology has not been described in the literature. In 

order to maintain electro-neutrality, one of the phosphonate 

groups of the asymmetric unit (i.e. two per linker) is expected 

to be protonated. According to the distances found in the 

phosphonic group having only two O coordinated to the Bi (P1-

O1, P1-O2 and P1-O3; 1.626, 1.599 and 1.541Å, respectively), 

we hypothesized that the hydrogen might interact with the O1. 

It was then possible to propose a plausible crystal structure by  

Figure 2: Topological representation of the IEF-7 structure 
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performing a geometry-optimization using Forcite and classical 

force fields (UFF) and starting from the experimental result 

obtained by 3DED. The plausible structure, given in ESI and 

presented in Figure S5, shows clearly distances Bi-O close to 

2.259 Å and P-O ranging from 1.731 (for the OH) to 1.750-1.781 

Å (for the others). In addition, C-P distances are close to 1.913 

Å. Further, the distances for the H+ with the phosphate groups 

can also be evaluated by considering the proton as mobile and 

using Monte Carlo simulations. It can therefore be shown that 

the H+ moves from one phosphate groups to the other (see 

Figure S6) with distances ranging between 2.13 Å to 3.3 Å and 

jumping from one P-O bond to another one. Such a structure 

will be useful to explain the conductivity measurements mainly 

governed by the ability of the protons to move in a very 

constrained porosity. 

From the crystalline structure, potential voids (5 Å) are 

present. However, only a slight N2 sorption capacity was 

measured at 77K (Fig. S7). Again using molecular simulations, 

specific surface area for N2 and pore volume can be estimated 

using the plausible structure, resulting in null porosity. Such 

values are in good agreement with the experimental data 

illustrating that the estimated surface area is closed to 34 m²·g-

1. In addition, the pore size distribution (Fig. S5) shows clearly 

that the pores obtained in the structure are very closed (radii 

ranging around 1 and 1.2 Å). 

 

Physicochemical characterization 

The purity of the polycrystalline sample was confirmed by Le 

Bail fitting (Fig. S8), which found lattice parameters by powder 

X-ray diffraction (PXRD) slightly different to those obtained by 

3DED (Table S2). Such differences are rather common in part 

due to the fact that 3DED and PXRD experiments are carried out 

under vacuum and air, respectively, which could affect the unit 

cell parameters.  

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra show a significant shift 

of the phosphonate bands in IEF-7 when compared to the free 

linker (from 1082 to 1090 cm-1 and from 1005 to 1019 cm-1; Fig. 

S9), supporting the coordination of the phosphonate groups to 

bismuth. Also, the vibrational stretching band OH can be 

observed at 3600 cm-1 in the IEF-7, in agreement with the 

presence of the free hydroxyl groups coming from the 

uncoordinated phosphonic acid of the linker.  

The chemical composition of the IEF-7, Bi2(Py(PO3)2(PO3H)2), 

was confirmed by elemental analysis (C, H) and inductively 

coupled plasma (ICP; P, Bi), estimating the oxygen by difference: 

Theo. (%): C 20.57; H 0.86; O 20.55; P 13.3; Bi 44.7. Exp. (%): C 

20.43; H 1.13; O 23.94; P 13.3; Bi 41.2. In addition, 

thermogravimetric analysis shows a slight weight loss (2%, Fig. 

S10) from RT to 200 °C, probably associated with the departure 

of some water molecules on the outer surface of the particles. 

Then, at around 400 °C, the material starts to degrade, with the 

decomposition of the ligand until the formation of Bi2P4O13 

residue at 800 °C. The structural thermal stability was more 

precisely evaluated by variable-temperature powder X-ray 

diffraction (VTPXRD). Remarkably, the IEF-7 structure was 

highly stable, with no structural significant changes in the 

VTPXRD patterns up to 400 °C (in good agreement with the TGA 

data), leading to the crystalline Bi2P4O13 phase after the 

decomposition of the linker (Fig. S11).  

Further, to assess the chemical robustness of the material, 

powdered IEF-7 was suspended in a variety of organic solvents 

and in aqueous solutions at different pH (see ESI for further 

details). Its structural integrity was evaluated by PXRD, and the 

degradation quantified by the ligand leaching to the solution 

using UV-Vis spectroscopy. It is interesting to note that IEF-7 not 

only presents a very high stability in all tested organic solvents 

(i.e. hexane, dichloromethane, acetonitrile, N,N’-

dimethylformamide, dimethyl sulfoxide and isopropanol; Fig. 

S12), but also in aqueous solution. Remarkably, the crystalline 

structure of IEF-7 was kept intact in a very broad pH range (pH 

= 1-10.5), with a degradation <2% upon 16 h contact (Fig. S13). 

The mechanical stability was also evaluated by pelletizing the 

material under uniaxial pressure (see ESI for further details). 

PXRD patterns from the resulting pellets were collected and 

compared with the pristine sample (Fig. S14), confirming the 

IEF-7 structural integrity.  

 

Proton conductivity 

The presence of labile protons in the structure, in addition to 

the robustness of the latter, makes IEF-7 an excellent proton 

conductive candidate. The proton conductivity of the pelletized 

IEF-7 was determined by impedance spectroscopy (IS). 

Additionally, in an attempt to reduce the intergrain boundary 

and increase the mechanical stability of the pellets, a polymeric 

binder (10wt.%) was added to IEF-7 prior to the pelletizing 

process. The sulfonate polysulfone polymer (SPSU) was selected 

as a binder due to its polymeric hydrophilic nature and its 

proton conductivity,34 which is in the range of Nafion 112 

(3.4·10-3 S·cm-1). First, the sulfonation reaction of PSU was 

successfully confirmed by means of 1H-NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 

S15). Comparing both PSU and SPSU 1H-NMR spectra in the 

range of chemical shift corresponding to the aromatic protons 

(6.40 ppm δ < 8.40 ppm), the latter showed that the peak 

associated with the protons adjacent to the attached sulfonic 

groups (H4') was upshifted (δ = 7,71 ppm).34 The degree of 

sulfonation (DS) was calculated by using Kopf equation, as 

described Iojoiu et al.35. Thus, the value of DS for the SPSU used 

in present work was 100%, i.e., the polymer presents one 

sulfonic group per repeat unit. This fact will ensure a high ionic 

conductivity contribution from the SPSU. TGA analysis of the 

SPSU polymer (Fig. S16) shows three transitions of weight loss. 

The first step, between 50 and 250 °C, was related to the loss of 

the adsorbed water. The second one, between 250 and 450 °C, 

was attributed to the decomposition of the sulfonic groups. The 

third thermal degradation, above 450 °C, was assigned to the 

degradation of the polymer backbone. So, it was seen that the 

polymer was thermally stable at temperatures up to 100 °C 

under air atmosphere. Then, a 10 wt. % of SPSU was mixed with 

the IEF-7 by milling and then pelletized. In fact, the resulting IEF-

7-SPSU composite kept the IEF-7 crystalline structure intact (Fig. 

S17), while exhibiting a more homogeneous aspect (the 

polymer fills the intergrain space, see Fig. S18).  
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Figure 3: Impedance dataset from the IEF-7 at 70% RH and 90 ºC. 

 

The conductivity of IEF-7 and IEF-7-SPSU was thus investigated 

at different conditions (from 30 to 90 °C at RH= 70 and 90%, see 

experimental section for further details) using sputtered 

gold/palladium ion-blocking electrodes. Typical impedance 

datasets are displayed in Figure 3. At high frequency, the data 

show a semicircle with an associated capacitance of 1.8 pF·cm-

1, attributed to the bulk resistance of the sample. Also, an 

inclined spike, with an associated capacitance of 3.3 μF·cm-1, 

can be observed at the low frequency region, which indicates a 

partial-blocking electrode response consistent with proton 

migration. There are two defined regions in the frequency 

dependent conductivity (the plateau at high frequencies and 

the dispersion at low frequencies). The plateau corresponds to 

constant conductivity associated with the bulk conductivity of 

the sample, as extracted from the intersection of the semicircle 

in the Z’ axis of the Nyquist plots. A similar behavior was 

observed for the IEF-7-SPSU sample, although the conductivity 

values increased with respect to the IEF-7. 

As expected, the conductivity of IEF-7 and IEF-7-SPSU strongly 

depends on the temperature and humidity (Figure 4 and Fig. 

S19-21), increasing more than two orders of magnitude when 

passing from 70 to 90% RH at 90 °C (from 4.19·10-5 to 1.39·10-2 

S·cm-1 for IEF-7 and from 8.70·10-3 to 9.95·10-2 S·cm-1 for IEF-7-

SPSU). Note here that these values are among the best reported 

ones for MOFs (Table S3). Despite the slight differences with the 

best reported proton conductive MOFs (i.e. 1K_Eu, Co-tri and 

BUT-8-(Cr) with 1.9·10-1, 1.5·10-1 and 1.3·10-1 S·cm-1, 

respectively),36–38 IEF-7-SPSU (1.0·10-1 S·cm-1), advantageously 

presents a non-toxic composition (Bi vs. Eu, Co, Cr) and a lower 

price (EuCl3·6H2O 20k€·kg-1; CoCl2·6H2O 650€·kg-1; 

Bi(NO3)3·5H2O 180€·kg-1). Interestingly, the sample with the 

SPSU binder showed a proton conductivity of almost one order 

of magnitude higher than that of IEF-7. This could be explained 

by the presence of the SPSU between the IEF-7 particles (as 

observed by SEM, Fig. S18), decreasing the intergrain boundary 

and then, minimizing the limited proton conduction at the 

interparticle region.  

With the aim to shed some light on the proton conduction 

mechanism, the activation energy of the process was estimated. 

As depicted in Figure 4, the samples did not present an 

Arrhenius behavior. In this context, pseudo-activation energies 

(Ea) were calculated by fitting the conductivity data to the 

Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher (VTF) equation (Fig. S22),39 a widely 

used approximation for non-Arrhenius polymeric ion 

conductors.40 Although not fully understood yet, this non-

Arrhenius behavior has been already described for other MOF 

structures.41,42 The obtained values of the Ea from the VTF 

adjustment (Table S4) were in the range attributed to a 

Grotthuss mechanism (<0.5 eV),43 which involves proton 

mobility through H-bonding from one carrier to another,41,44 as 

also suggested by molecular simulation. The change of the Ea 

from the IEF-7 to the IEF-7-SPSU indicates a contribution of the 

SPSU on the proton conductivity, supporting the hypothesis of 

the reduction of the intergrain boundary. To confirm that the 

conductivity of the composite comes from the combination of 

the MOF and the SPSU, the protonic conductivity of the SPSU 

alone was measured and compared with both IEF-7 and IEF-7-

SPSU. As shown in Fig S23, the higher conductivity of the 

composite might be attributed to a synergetic effect of the MOF 

combined with the polymer. 

The cyclability of the materials was also monitored, keeping 

both the crystalline structure and the proton conductivity 

performances of IEF-7 intact for at least 3 cycles (Figure 4 and 

S24). In the case of the IEF-7-SPSU composite, although the 

proton conductivity and crystalline structure were also 

maintained (Figure 4 and S25), the hydrophilicity of the polymer 

(due to its high sulfonic group content) led to an important 

hydration of the composite, which then, lead to a loss of the 

pellet cohesion. This result is directly related to the polarity 

increment in the pellet which, in turn, is associated with the 

water absorption capacity (WU%). Thus, higher content of 

sulfonic group (>DS) in a SPSU will show higher WU%. Martos et 

al. obtained a WU% at room temperature (R.T) higher than 60% 

for SPSU with DS of 77%.34 
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Figure 4: Arrhenius plots of IEF-7 (left) and IEF-7-SPSU (right). 

 

Despite the lower consistency of the IEF-7-SPSU composite, the 

incorporation of a polymeric binder has demonstrated to be a 

promising strategy to enhance the MOF proton conductivity, 

reaching values among the best reported so far.  

Experimental Section:  

Synthetic procedure 

Bulk IEF-7 Bi2(Py(PO3)2(PO3H)2): 200.81 mg (0.414 mmol) of 

Bi(NO3)3·5H2O and 108.09 mg (0.207 mmol) of the lab-made 

linker Py(PO3H2) (see ESI) were dispersed in 13.8 mL of a mixture 

of distilled H2O, MeOH and HCl 6M (volumetric ratio 

0.45:1:0.05) inside a 23 mL Teflon-lined autoclave. Then, the 

reactor was closed and heated from room temperature (RT) to 

120 °C in 6 h, maintaining this temperature for 48 h. After 

cooling to RT for 6 h, the obtained brown material was filtered  

and washed with water and methanol, recovered and dried 

under air. Yield: 60% 

Higher crystallinity IEF-7 Bi2(Py(PO3)2(PO3H)2) (used to solve 

the structure by EDT): 26.536 mg (0.045 mmol) of BiI3 and 

11.749 mg (0.023 mmol) of the lab-made linker Py(PO3H2) (see 

ESI) were dispersed in a 1.5 mL of a mixture of distilled H2O, 

MeOH, HCl 6M and formic acid (volumetric ratio 

0.366:1:0.05:0.084) inside a 2.5 mL Teflon-lined autoclave. 

Then, the reactor was closed and heated from RT to 120 °C in 6 

h, keeping this temperature for 48 h. After cooling to RT in 6 h, 

the obtained brown material was filtered and washed with 

water and methanol, recovered and dried under air. 

Sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU): SPSU was synthesized 

according to a previous report (Fig. S26).35 The polysulfone 

Udel® (PSU, 22000 g mol-1, 5,00 g) was dissolved in 1,2-

dichloroethane (DCE, 30 mL) under inert atmosphere at 

ambient temperature. Subsequently, the polymer was 

dissolved and the sulfonating agent (trimethylsilyl 

chlorosulfonate, or TMSCS, previously dissolved in DCE with a 

1:1 PSU:TMSCS molar ratio) was added dropwise and 

maintained during 24 h. A sulfonation reaction of PSU was 

performed using TMSCS since lower degradation of polymer 

chains was reported in a previous study.45 The resulting polymer 

was precipitated in a 0.1 M solution of sodium hydroxide, and 

dried under vacuum at 60 °C. 

 

Crystallographic studies  

Three-dimensional electron diffraction (3DED) data were 

collected using a JEOL JEM2100 TEM, equipped with a Timepix 

detector from Amsterdam Scientific Instruments, while 

continuously rotating the crystal at 0.45° s−1. The experiment 

was carried out through the aid of Instamatic,46 with data 

reduction performed in XDS.47 A total of six crystals were used 

for the data collection, for which the individual data were 

merged. The acquired intensities were then used to solve the 

structure with SHELXT,48 and refined using SHELXL,49 with 

electron scattering factors which were extracted from 

SIR2014.50 The topological analysis of the framework was 

carried out using the software package ToposPro,51 as well as 

Systre,52 and 3dt (both part of the GAVROG package).53 

PXRD data were collected in an Empyrean Panalytical 

diffractometer, equipped with a PIXcel3D detector and with a 

copper radiation source (Cu Kα, λ =1.5406 Å), operating at 45 kV 

and 40 mA with 0.02 soller slits from 3 to 90 2θ° with an 

acquisition time of 120 s and refined by using FullProf suit 

program.54 

 

Molecular simulation 

In order to propose a plausible structure, a geometry 

optimization was performed using Forcite with partial charges 

calculated from the electronegativity equalization method  

combined with UFF parameters55 to calculate the electrostatic 

part and the van der Waals interactions. Monte Carlo 

simulations were also performed to localize the H+ in the 

structure considering the same force-field than previously. The 

electrostatic interactions were calculated by Ewald summation, 

while the short-range contributions corresponding to Lennard 

Jones parameters were computed by applying the Lorentz-

Berthelot rules. The simulations were conducted using a 

multicell (corresponding to 7x3x3 unit cells), which is consistent 

with a cut-off distance for Lennard Jones interactions equal to 

12 Å. The plausible theoretical structure was determined by the 

energy criteria.  

The accessible surface area and pore volume of the simulated 

structure was estimated using the strategy previously reported 

by Düren et al.56 This surface was calculated from the center of 

a nitrogen probe molecule rolling across the surface. While the 

radius of the nitrogen probe molecule was considered to be 

1.835 Å, the diameters of each atom constituting the IEF-7 

structure were taken from the UFF force field.55 

The free volume was calculated by using a similar method of 

trial insertions within the entire volume of the unit cell. A probe 

size of 0 Å was used to enable us to determine this total free 

volume of the unit cell that is not occupied by the atoms of the 

framework.56 

Finally, using the same parametrization for the framework 

(UFF), the methodology of Gelb and Gubbins57 was used to 

calculate the pore size distribution (PSD), in order to estimate 

the pore size or cavity size. 
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Characterization  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were collected on 

a Hitachi TM-1000 microscope operating at 15 kV. Powder X-ray 

diffraction (PXRD) patterns were collected in an Empyrean 

Panalytical diffractometer, equipped with a PIXcel3D detector 

and with a copper radiation source (Cu Kα, λ =1.5406 Å), 

operating at 45 kV and 40 mA. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 

spectra were collected in the 4000 to 400 cm-1 range using a 

Thermo Nicolet 6700 FTIR with ATR accessory instrument 

(Thermo scientific, USA). Elemental analyses were carried out in 

a Flash 2000 analyzer from Thermo Scientific. Inductively 

coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 

analyses were done in a 2300 DV spectrometer equipment from 

Perkin Elmer. TGA were carried out using a SDT Q-600 

thermobalance (TA instruments) in the 25 -800 °C range under 

at 5 °C·min-1 and an air flow of 100 mL·min−1. VTPXRD data were 

collected on a D8 Advance Bruker AXS θ–2θ diffractometer (Cu 

Kα X-radiation, λ=1.54060 Å), equipped with a LYNXEYE XE 

detector, operating at 40 kV and 40 mA and an Anton Paar XRK 

900 high-temperature chamber. Nitrogen sorption isotherms 

were collected at 77 K using a Quantachrome iQ3 Autosorb. 

Prior to the analysis the samples were activated at 300 °C under 

primary vacuum for 5 h. The polymer (SPSU) was analysed by 

proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-NMR). 

Spectra were registered at 300 MHz on a Bruker Avance DPX-

300 spectrometer using DMF-d7 and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-

d6) as the solvents. TMS was used as the internal reference. The 

thermogravimetric analysis of the membranes was performed 

in a Pyris TGA1 instrument from Perkin-Elmer under air 

atmosphere at a rate of 10 °C min−1 heating from 40 to 600 °C. 

 

Ionic conductivity measurements  

The proton conductivity (σ) of IEF-7 and IEF-7-SPSU was 

investigated by IS. Compacted pellets of crystalline powders 

were prepared by applying uniaxial pressure (49 MPa; 6 mm 

diameter; see ESI). Both sides of the pellet were coated by 

Au/Pd ion-blocking electrodes by sputtering in a Quorum 

SC7620 Sputter Coater. The electrical measurements were 

performed on a parallel-plate capacitor configuration in air 

atmosphere. Measurements were performed using an 

impedance/gain-Phase analyzer SI 1260 (Solartron, UK), 

applying a 100 mV amplitude signal in the 10-1-107 Hz frequency 

range. Measurements at different temperatures (RT-90 °C) and 

humidity (70-90% RH) conditions were performed in a 

programmable climatic chamber (BINDER, UK). In order to 

ensure the reproducibility of all measurements, the samples 

were dried overnight at 100 °C before starting the 

measurements. A dwell time of 1 h and 15 min was defined for 

the system to reach stable humidity and temperature 

conditions, respectively. By using this method, the RH and 

temperature could be controlled up to ±1% and ±1 °C, 

respectively. 

The impedance data analysis was performed using the ZView2 

program.58 The σ (in S cm-1) was calculated by the following 

equation: 

𝜎 =
𝑙

𝑅 X 𝐴
,               (1) 

where l and A are the thickness (cm) and the area (cm2) of the 

pellets, respectively. R is the ohmic resistance (Ohm) obtained 

from the intersection of the impedance curve with the axis of 

the real component of the impedance. Finally, the pseudo-

activation energy is calculated according to the following 

equation,  

𝜎 = 𝜎𝑜 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−𝐸𝑎

𝑉𝑇𝐹)

𝐾(𝑇−𝑇0)
),          (2) 

where σ0 is the prefactor, T is the absolute temperature, K is the 

Boltzmann constant, Ea
VFT is the pseudo-activation energy, and 

finally T0, when considering polymers, is the glass transition 

temperature at which the “free” volume disappears or at which 

the configuration free entropy becomes zero. In this case, T0 

could also be related to the temperature at which molecular 

water motions cease. 

Conclusions 

A novel robust Bi-based P-MOF (branded as IEF-7) has been 

successfully synthesized. This solid exhibits an unusual topology 

as well as free –PO3H acidic groups, showing an exceptional 

thermal and chemical robustness, even under very aggressive 

conditions. IEF-7 presents ultra-high proton conductivity (up to 

1.39·10-2 S·cm-1 at 90% RH and 90 °C) combined with a good 

cyclability (up to three cycles). Also, the combination of IEF-7 

with a sulfonated polysulfone polymer (SPSU) in a 10 wt.% 

enhances the proton conductivity of the material up to 9.95·10-

2 S·cm-1 at 90% RH and 90 °C by reducing the intergrain 

boundary.  

Despite the decreasing of the IEF-7-SPSU pellet cohesion as 

consequence of the SPSU hydrophilicity, the incorporation of 

the SPSU binder has been demonstrated as an excellent 

strategy to enhance the proton conductivity of MOFs, opening 

the gates to the MOFs in adapted PEMFC devices.  
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Synthesis of the Py(PO3H2)4 linker 

The lab-made Py(PO3H2) linker was synthesized following the Scheme S1: 

 

 

Scheme S1. Synthetic route towards the preparation of Py(PO3H2)4. 
 

Py(Br)4: 

Py(Br)4 was synthesized according to a published work with slight modifications.1 In a 250 mL 

round-bottom flask, 2 g (9.88 mmol) of pyrene were dissolved in 60 mL of nitrobenzene at 

room temperature under constant magnetic stirring. 6.48 g of Br2 (40.56 mmol) were added, and 

the resulting mixture was heated with a condenser at 120 ºC for 5 h. After cooling to ambient 

temperature, acetone is added (approximately 50 mL) and the resulting yellowish Py(Br)4 solid 

was filtered, washed with acetone and dried at ambient conditions. Yield = 97%. 

Py(PO3Et2)4: 

In a 30 mL microwave reactor, 0.6 g of Py(Br)4 (1.16 mmol), 0.1063 g of [Pd(PPh3)4] (8% 

based on the mol of Py(Br)4, 0.092 mmol) and 6 mL of triethyl phosphite were added and stirred 

for 1 min. Then, the mixture was put inside the microwave and heated following the next 

temperature program: i) heating up to 200 ºC during 5 min; ii) keeping at 200 ºC for 25 min; and 

iii) cooling down to 60 ºC.  



After the reaction, the reactor was placed overnight at ambient conditions, leading to the 

crystallization of the desired compound. The reactor was filled with petroleum ether, sonicated 

for 1 min and the resulting yellow solid was filtered. The obtained powder, denoted 

Py(PO3Et2)4, was washed again by suspending it in 30 mL of petroleum ether and sonicated for 

few minutes in order to remove some residual triethyl phosphite and impurities. Finally, was 

filtered and dried at ambient conditions. Yield = 92%. 

Py(PO3H2)4: 

Finally, 1.43 g (1.92 mmol) of Py(PO3Et2)4 and 80 mL of HCl 12 M were mixed and heated at 

reflux temperature in a 250 mL round-bottom flask for 24 h. The resulting solid was filtered and 

washed with a small amount of acetone. The obtained yellowish compound, termed as 

Py(PO3H2)4, was then dried at 60 ºC. Yield = 98%. 

 

Stability tests carried out at room temperature were by suspending 20 mg of IEF-7 in 20 mL of 

the selected solutions (organic solvents, aqueous solutions at different pH). The initial pH of the 

aqueous samples was fixed with HCl (pH = 1.3) or NaOH (pH = 7.5, 10.5 and 12). The 

suspended solids were kept in sealed vials under stirring for 16 h. Then, the samples were 

collected by filtration. The liquid phase after the filtration was measured by UV-Vis 

spectroscopy in order to quantify the released linker.  

Mechanical stability under pressure and the pelletization of the samples were carried out by 

applying 49 MPa of uniaxial pressure to 50 mg of the powdered sample by using a 6 mm 

diameter die.  

 

Fig. S1: SEM image of IEF-7. 



 

Fig. S2: TEM image of an IEF-7 crystal.  

 

Table S1: Crystallographic parameters for the 3DED data of IEF-7. The data were collected 

from six individual crystals and merged together to give a higher completeness. 

Empirical formula C8BiO6P5 

Wavelength 0.0251 Å 

Crystal system Triclinic 

Space group P1̅ (No. 2) 

Unit cell dimensions a = 4.72 Å 

b = 9.62 Å 

c = 12.75 Å, 

α = 107.84°  

β = 92.42° 

γ = 97.13° 

Volume  544 Å3 

Z 2 

Correlation coefficient of merged data (CCI) 0.94 

Index ranges -5 ≤ h ≤ 5 

-11 ≤ k ≤ 11 

-15 ≤ l ≤ 15 

Reflections collected 10251 

Independent reflections 1634 

[R(int) = 0.2082] 

Completeness (to 0.8 Å resolution) 90 %  

R1 (ED model) [I > 2σ(I)] 0.2104 

 

 



 

Fig. S3: SBU of IEF-7. Bi, P, C, and O are represented in purple, orange, brown and red, 

respectively. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

 

 

Fig. S4: Bond distances in the Bi2O10 SBU. Bi and O are represented in purple and red, 

respectively. 
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Fig. S5: Plausible structure obtained from classical geometry optimization for IEF-7 (up)  (pink: 

P; purple: Bi, red: O, grey: C; white: H) and the resulting pore size distribution (bottom). 

 



 

Fig. S6: Distances obtained for the H+ in the structure obtained from Monte Carlo simulations 

(pink: P; purple: Bi, red: O, grey: C; white: H. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. S7: N2 sorption isotherm at 77K of IEF-7.  

 



 

Fig. S8: Le Bail profile fitting of the IEF-7 structure. 

 

Table S2: Structural parameters of IEF-7 obtained by EDT and by Le Bail refinement.  

 EDT PXRD 

Space Group P-1 P-1 

a (Å) 4.72 4.82 

b (Å) 9.62 9.45 

c (Å) 12.75 12.63 

α (º) 107.84 108.50 

β (º) 92.42 92.26 

γ (º) 97.13 97.15 

 

 



 

Fig. S9: FTIR spectra of IEF-7 (blue) and Py(PO3H2)4 linker (orange). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. S10: TGA curve of IEF-7. The final residue was identified as Bi2P4O13 by PXRD. 

 



 

Fig. S11: VTPXRD of IEF-7.  

 

 

Fig. S12: PXRD patterns of IEF-7 after the stability tests in organic media. 



 

Fig. S13: PXRD patterns and degradation quantification of IEF-7 after the stability tests in 

aqueous media at different pH. 

 

 

Fig. S14: PXRD patterns of IEF-7 before (blue) and after (red) applying pressure. 



 

Fig. S15: 1H-NMR spectra of PSU (a), and SPSU (b) in the range of chemical shift 

corresponding to aromatic protons (Solvents: DMF-d7 and DMSO-d6). 

 

Fig. S16. TGA of SPSU. 
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Fig. S17: PXRD patterns of IEF-7 (blue) and IEF-7-SPSU (red) 

 

 

 

Fig. S18: SEM images of IEF-7 and IEF-7-SPSU pellets. 

 



 

Fig. S19: Impedance spectra of IEF-7 and IEF-7-SPSU at 40 ºC and different RH. 

 

 

 

Fig. S20: Impedance spectra of IEF-7 at 70% and 90% RH at different temperature.  

 



 

Fig. S21: Nyquist plots of the IEF-7-SPSU at 70% and 90% RH at different temperature. 

 

 

Table S3: Ultra-high proton conductivity values of different MOFs  

MOF Composition Conductivity (S·cm-1) and conditions Ref. 

IEF-7 Bi2(Py(PO3)2(PO3H)2) 1.39·10-2 (90 ºC, 90% RH) This work 

IEF-7-SPSU Bi2(Py(PO3)2(PO3H)2)-SPSU 9.95·10-2 (90 ºC, 90% RH) This work 

1K_Eu K3Y0.95Eu0.05(pptd) 1.89·10-1 (94 ºC, 98% RH) 2 

Co-tri [Co(bpy)(H2O)4](Hbtc)⋅(H2O)1.5 1.49·10-1 (80 ºC, 98% RH) 3 

BUT-8-(Cr) A Cr3(μ3-O)(H2O)3(NDC(SO3H5/6)2)3 1.27·10-1 (80 ºC, 100% RH) 4 

MIL-101-SO3H Cr3(O)(OH)(bdc-SO3H)3(H2O)2 1.16·10-2 (80 ºC, 100% RH) 4 

UiO-66(SO3H)2 Zr6O4(OH)4(bdc-(SO3H)2)6 8.4·10-2 (80 ºC, 90% RH) 5 

TfOH@MIL-101 TfOH@Cr3(O)(OH)(bdc)3(H2O)2 8.0·10-2 (60 ºC, 15% RH) 6 

PCMOF21/2 [Na3L1]0.66[Na3H3L2]0.34·0.75H2O 2.1·10-2 (85 ºC, 90% RH) 7 

H2SO4@MIL-101 H2SO4@Cr3(O)(OH)(bdc)3(H2O)2 1.0·10-2 (150 ºC, 0.13% RH) 8 

Py(PO3H2)4 = 1,3,6,8-pyrene tetraphosphonic acid:  pptd = 5’-(4-phenylphosphonate)-

[1,1’:3’,1’’-terphenyl]-4,4’’-diyl)diphosphonate; bpy = 4,4′‐bipyridine; btc = 1,3,5-benzene 

tricarboxylate; NDC(SO3H) = 4,8-disulfonaphthalene-2,6-dicarboxylatlate; bdc-SO3H = 2,5-

disulfonic-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate; bdc = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate; L1 = 2,4,6-trihydroxy-

1,3,5-trisulfonate benzene; L2 = 1,3,5-benzenetriphosphonic acid. 

 

 



 

Fig S22: VTF fitting of the conductivity data from the IEF and IEF-7 SPSU samples at RH = 

90%. 

 

Table S4: Parameters of the VTF Eq. (Eq. 2) obtained by fitting the conductivity data 

VTF parameters IEF-7 IEF-7-SPSU 

To (K) 259 286 

σo (S·cm-1) 0.10 0.20 

Ea
VTF (eV) 0.022 0.007 

 

 

 

Fig. S23: Impedance spectra of IEF-7 (red), SPSU (black) and IEF-7-SPSU (blue) at 60ºC and 

90% RH. 

 



 

Fig. S24: PXRD patterns of pelletized IEF-7 before (red) and after (green) the proton 

conducting measurements. 

 

 

Fig. S25: PXRD patterns of the pelletized IEF-7-SPSU before (black) and after (purple) the 

conductivity measurements. 



 

 

Fig. S26: Sulfonation reaction of PSU. 
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Chapter 3.4: Novel robust and microporous Zr-

phosphonate as proton conductor. 

 

As previously mentioned in the Chapter 3.3, the development of new electrolyte 

materials for PEMFCs is required to overcome the main drawbacks of these materials 

(i.e. instability under working conditions: temperature and humidity). One strategy to 

obtain highly stable materials is the use of oxyphilic Group IV elements such as Zr (IV),22 

which tends to form robust structures based on the strong metal-oxygen bonds. 

However, the oxyphilic nature of Zr (IV) can hinder the preparation by de novo synthesis 

of new crystalline phases as a consequence of the fast formation of amorphous ZrO2 

phases. Among the reported Zr-based MOFs,23 there are only 40 P-MOFs, only 10 of 

them being porous. Some of these materials were recently proposed as electrolyte due 

to their high stability (by combining the oxyphilic character of Zr(IV) and the higher 

coordination strength of the phosphonate linkers), although depicting low proton 

conductivity values (≈ 10-4 S·cm-1).24,25  

In this context, we reported here the synthesis, characterization and proton 

conductivity evaluation of a novel microporous Zr- pyrene 1,3,6,8-tetraphosphonate 

MOF (branded as IEF-10). Its crystalline structure is based on ZrO5F octahedra, 

presenting a permanent porosity and labile protons coming from -PO3H groups. The 

outstanding stability of the material was confirmed under extreme conditions (e.g. aqua 

regia under reflux, pH 1-12). The proton conductivity properties were evaluated by 

pelletizing the sample with a polysulfone polymer as a binder (10% wt.), showing 

preliminary results ultra-high proton conductivity values (7.75·10-2 S·cm-1).  

The novelty of this work can be briefly summarized in the following aspects:  

- Synthesis and full characterization of a novel ultra-stable microporous Zr P- 
MOF.  

- Preparation of a composite material using a polysulfone polymer as a binder 
leads to ultra-high proton conductivity (7.75·10-2 S·cm-1), being in the range of the 
higher values for reported MOF-based materials.  
 
Author contribution: Conceptualization of this work: Dr. Patricia Horcajada. 

MOF synthesis: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela. MOF characterization: Pablo 

Salcedo. Crystallographic studies: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Artem A. Babaryk. Proton 

conductive experiments: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Nieves Ureña. Data analysis: Pablo 

Salcedo. Original draft preparation: Pablo Salcedo. Review and editing of the 

publication: Dr. Patricia Horcajada and Dr. Alejandro Várez, as well as all previously 

mentioned contributor coauthors. 
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Abstract  

Chemical stability of Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) is nowadays still a 

challenge. The combination of high valence cations (e.g. Zr4+) with phosphonated linkers 

appears as an efficient strategy to achieve this goal. Here, we report the synthesis of a 

novel extremely robust microporous MOF (branded as IEF-10; from IMDEA Energy 

Framework), built up from Zr(IV) and a pyrene tetraphosphonate derivative. This 

material exhibited free -PO3H groups,  permanent porosity accessible to N2 and a huge 

chemical stability in different  organic and aqueous media. Further, preliminary results 

showed an ultra-high proton conductivity of 7.75·10-2 S·cm-1, paving the way for its use 

as electrolyte in proton exchange membrane fuel cells.  

Introduction 

Despite the growing interest of Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs)1–3 in different 

economically-key fields (separation, sensing, energy, biomedicine and catalysis, among 

others),4–6 their industrial applications are limited by their relatively low thermal and 

chemical stability (majority of MOFs decomposes under air below 400 ºC and are instable 

in all the pH range). The stability of these porous crystalline hybrid materials, built up 

from inorganic units and polydentate organic linkers, strongly depends on the strength 

of the Mn+-ligand bond. Although it is known that MOF stability generally increases with 

the metal valence n+ and with the pKa of the ligand,7,8 the design and synthesis of highly 

robust MOFs is a great challenge. During the last years, the use of Group IV elements 

has raised as a promising strategy to obtain highly stable materials. Of particular 

relevance is the Zr(IV), which combines an absence of toxicity with an interesting 

(photo)catalytic.9 However, the oxyphilic nature of Zr(IV) can hinder the preparation of 

new crystalline phases by de novo synthesis as a consequence of the fast formation of 

amorphous ZrO2 phases due to the high reactivity of the Zr(IV).  

On the other hand, the coordination number and the pka of the ligand strongly 

impact on the stability of the resulting MOFs. While most of the reported structures are 

based on carboxylate and/or N-donor organic spacers; phosphonate-based MOFs (P-

MOFs) are comparatively much less explored (the ratio of articles referring to P-MOFs 

vs. carboxylate-MOFs ≈ 1:12; according to Web of Science, April 2021). This is probably 

a consequence of the difficult structural elucidation of P-MOFs when compared with 
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other MOFs, due to the versatile coordination modes of phosphonates. However, P-

MOFs exhibit several advantageous features, such as higher structural variety and 

improved thermal, chemical and mechanical stability, generally associated to stronger 

coordination bonds than those of carboxylates or azolates.10 Further, from the limited 

number of reported P-MOFs, only 1/3 are porous architectures (according with WoS). 

In particular, among the reported Zr-MOFs,11 only 40 structures are based on 

phosphonate ligands and 10 exhibit porosity (according to WoS), evidencing the 

challenge to obtain porous Zr-based P-MOFs.  

In this context, we report here a novel microporous Zr-based P-MOF (labeled as 

IEF-10; IEF stands for IMDEA Energy Framework) with outstanding stability based on 

the 1,3,6,8- pyrene tetraphosphonic acid linker, a rigid and symmetric pyrene-derivative 

bearing 4 phosphonic groups (8 labile protons per linker). The large number of available 

protons could result into the presence of labile protons into the structure. The resulting 

material, based on ZrO5F octahedra as secondary building unit (SBU), presents not only 

a high robustness and permanent accessible porosity  surface 380 m2·g-1 ) but also free 

-PO3H groups, making IEF-10 a promising proton conductor to be proposed as 

electrolyte in proton exchange fuel cells (PEMFCs). PEMFCs are an attractive technology 

applied in electric vehicles12 to produce electricity by using green fuels (e.g. H2).13–15 

Current commercial electrolytes (i.e. organic polymers such as Nafion®16) present 

however some important drawbacks such as a poor stability under operational 

conditions (i.e., humidity and temperature).17 In this sense, an ideal electrolyte should 

fulfil the following requirements, disclosing: i) an ultra-high proton conductivity (>10-2 

S·cm-1); ii) a good chemical and thermal stability under working conditions (temperature 

= 50 - 100°C and relative humidity-RH up to 95%); and iii) physicochemical compatibility 

with the FC electrodes. Several MOFs have been reported as promising electrolyte 

materials in PEMFCs.17–24 More specifically, seven stable porous and dense Zr P-MOFs 

have recently been described, depicting however a low proton conductivity (≈ 10-4 S·cm-

1).24–27 In contrast, our preliminary results showed an ultra-high proton conductivity for 

the IEF-10 (up to 7.75·10-2 S·cm-1), comparable to that of Nafion® and being within the 

range of the highest values reported so far for MOFs. 

 

Results and discussion:  

Synthesis and crystal structure of IEF-10 

A novel MOF, branded as IEF-10, was successfully synthesized from zirconium 

and the lab-made pyrene tetraphosphonic ethyl ester linker (easily prepared at multi-

gram scale, see experimental section for further details), optimizing the synthetic 

conditions using the efficient high-throughput method (solvents, Zr precursor, time, 

temperature, etc.).28 Briefly, IEF-10 was solvothermally prepared from a mixture of 

pyrene tetraphosphonic ethyl ester (Py(PO3Et2)4 and zirconium chloride in distilled 

water, methanol and hydrofluoric acid at 120 ºC for 60 h, reaching yields of  40%. Note 

here that the reaction was successfully scaled-up from 1.5 to 61.8 mL, producing up to 

450 mg in a single reaction. The obtained crystals (Fig. S1,  50 µm) were suitable for 

single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD), elucidating thus the IEF-10 crystalline 

structure. IEF-10 or Zr4F4[Py(PO3H)4]3·4H2O (M.W. = 2067,36 g·mol-1) crystallizes in the 
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triclinic space group P-1 (Table S1) and is based on ZrO5F octahedra as SBUs (Fig. S2). 

Each Zr octahedra is coordinated to five phosphonate groups coming from 5 different 

ligands. Zr coordination sphere is completed by a F- anion (coming from the HF used in 

the synthesis, as often used in Zr-based P-MOFs11,29,30), as supported by the shorter 

interatomic Zr-F distances ( d(Zr-F) 1.95 Å vs. d(Zr-O) 2.05 Å). Regarding the ligands, 

there are 2 types of independent linkers in the structure. One of them is coordinated to 

the Zr by just one O of each phosphonate group, meanwhile in the other, the four 

phosphonate groups of each pyrene are coordinated to a different number of Zr atoms 

(1 phosphonate coordinated to 1 Zr, 2 phosphonates coordinated to 2 Zr and 1 

phosphonate coordinated to 3 Zr). This particular coordination leads into a porous 

structure with interconnected rhombohedral channels (Figure 1) with a free aperture of 

7x11 Å (considering Van der Waals radii). The permanent open porosity was confirmed 

by N2 sorption (Fig. S3), exhibiting a type I isotherm, characteristic of microporous 

materials, and reaching a Brunauer-Emmet-Teller surface area (SBET) of = 380 m2·g-1.  

 

Figure 1: IEF-10 structure along [100] (a) and [010] (b). Water molecules were omitted 

for clarity. Zr, P, O, F, C and H were represented in green, orange, red, light blue, brown 

and white, respectively. 

Physicochemical characterization 

The purity of the polycrystalline IEF-10 sample was confirmed by Le Bail fitting 

using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD; Fig. S4). When compared the Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectra of the IEF-10 with the free linker (Fig. S5), the hydrolysis of the 

phosphonic esters of the linker in the material was evidenced by the absence of the C-H 

bands in the region around 3000 and 1400 cm-1. The coordination of the linker was also 

confirmed by the shifts of some P-O bands from 1044 to 1036 cm-1 and from 1018 to 1016 

cm-1. The chemical composition of the IEF-10 was determined by elemental analysis (C, 

H) and inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES; P, Zr), 

estimating the sum of the O and F by difference: Theo. (%): C 28.89; H 1.51; O 28.89; F 

3.80; (O+F 32.69); P 18.6; Zr 18,28. Exp. (%): C 31,2±0.1; H 2.6±0.2; O+F 32.7; P 17.6±0.8; 

Zr 15.7±0.9. Experimental and theoretical values are in good agreement, supporting the 

proposed chemical formula Zr4F4[Py(PO3H)4]3·4H2O. 
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Additionally, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA; Fig. S6) shows an initial weight 

loss from RT to 100 ºC (10%), corresponding to the water molecules located in the pores 

of the structure. Then, at around 500 ºC, the IEF-10 starts to decompose, with the 

degradation of the ligand until the formation of crystalline ZrP2O7 residue at 1000 ºC (as 

confirmed by the PXRD of the residue). The structural thermal stability was more 

precisely evaluated by variable-temperature PXRD (VTPXRD). Remarkably, the 

integrity of the IEF-10 structure was kept up to 450 ºC, showing no significant changes 

in the VTPXRD patterns and being in good agreement with the TGA data (Fig. S7).  

Further, to evaluate the chemical robustness of the material, IEF-10 was 

suspended in a variety of organic solvents relevant for future uses (e.g. hexane, 

dichloromethane, acetonitrile, N,N’-dimethylformamide, dimethyl sulfoxide and 

isopropanol) and in aqueous solutions at different pH under stirring for 16 h (see 

experimental section for further details). The structural integrity of the samples was 

assessed by PXRD and the leaching of the linker to the solution quantitatively 

determined by UV-Vis spectroscopy. Remarkably, IEF-10 demonstrated a high stability 

not only in the tested organic solvents (Fig. S8), but also in the aqueous solutions at the 

whole pH range (Fig. S9), exhibiting unaltered PXRD patterns. Further, upon 16h 

contact, the maximum linker released to the media was only ca. 3.7 % at the harsh 

conditions pH = 12. Taking into account these results, the IEF-10 stability was also 

evaluated under more aggressive conditions (3 M HCl at room temperature, 

concentrated HCl under reflux and Regal water-HNO3/HCl 1/3- under reflux), 

founding that, although IEF-10 kept its structural integrity after 16 h in concentrated HCl 

under reflux (Fig. S10), a significant decrease on its crystallinity was observed when 

suspended under reflex in Regal water (Fig. S11).  

Proton conductivity 

As a consequence of the presence of a high number of labile protons in the pores 

of the structure (4 per unit formula), combined with its outstanding stability, IEF-10 

appears as an excellent proton conductive candidate. Thus, the pure IEF-10 sample was 

initially pelletized by simply applying uniaxial pressure (see experimental section), 

confirming the retention of its crystalline structure by PXRD (Fig. S12). First attempts to 

evaluate the proton conductivity of these pelletized samples were however 

unsatisfactory since the poor cohesion between the IEF-10 particles within the pellet 

under the conductivity measurements. In order to increase the mechanical consistency 

of the pellet while improving the conductivity at the intergrain level, a 10 wt. % of a 

sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU) was incorporated to the material, allowing the evaluation 

of its proton conductivity by impedance spectroscopy (IS). The SPSU polymer was 

selected as a binder due to its polymeric hydrophilic nature and its proton 

conductivity,31 higher than that of Nafion (7.8·10-2 S·cm-1). Thus, the conductivity of the 

IEF-10-SPSU composite was investigated at different conditions (from 30 to 90 °C at RH= 

70 and 90%, see experimental section for further details) using sputtered 

gold/palladium ion-blocking electrodes. 

Typical impedance datasets are displayed in Figure 2. At high frequencies, the 

data show a semicircle with an associated capacitance of 2.6 pF·cm-1, attributed to the 

bulk resistance of the sample. Also, a spike, with an associated capacitance of 6.0 µF·cm-

1, can be observed at the low frequency region, which indicates a partial-blocking 
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electrode response consistent with proton migration. There are two regions in the 

frequency dependent conductivity (i.e. a first plateau at high frequencies and the 

dispersion at low frequencies). The plateau corresponds to a constant conductivity, 

associated with the bulk conductivity of the sample, as extracted from the intersection 

of the semicircle in the Z’ axis of the Nyquist plots at low frequencies.  

 

Figure 2: Impedance datasets from the IEF-10-SPSU composite at 70% RH and 40 ºC.  

As expected, the proton conductivity of IEF-10-SPSU strongly depends on the 

temperature and humidity (Figs. 3 and S13-14), increasing more than two magnitude 

orders when passing from 70 to 90% RH at 90 ºC (from 2.68·10-4 to 7.75·10-2 S·cm-1, 

respectively). When compared with other Zr-based P-MOFs (Table S2), IEF-10-SPSU 

appears as the best performing proton conductive material, exhibiting one magnitude 

order higher conductivity values than other reported Zr P-MOFs. Further, these values 

are within the range of the highest reported for MOF-based materials so far (Table S3), 

only been slightly exceeded by three MOFs (i.e. 1K_Eu, Co-tri and BUT-8-(Cr) with 

1.9·10-1, 1.5·10-1 and 1.3·10-1 S·cm-1, respectively).32–34 However, IEF-10-SPSU (1.0·10-1 

S·cm-1) present some important advantages when compared with these lasts: i) a lower 

price (EuCl3·6H2O 20k€·kg-1; YCl3 2.4k€·kg-1; ZrCl4 580€·kg-1) and/or ii) a higher thermal 

and chemical stability (450 ºC vs. 380, 300 and 300 ºC for IEF-10 vs. 1K_Eu, Co-tri and 

BUT-8-(Cr), respectively).  
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Figure 3: Arrhenius plot of IEF-10-SPSU at 90% RH.  

In order to shed some light about the proton conduction mechanism, the 

activation energy of the process was estimated. As despicted in Figure 3, the sample did 

not present an Arrhenius behavior. Pseudo-activation energies (Ea) were then calculated 

by fitting the conductivity data to the Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher (VTF) equation (Fig. 

S15),35 a commonly used approximation for non-Arrhenius polymeric ion conductors.36 

Even when this non-Arrhenius behavior has not been fully understood yet, it has been 

already described for other MOFs.37,38 The obtained value of the pseudo-activation 

energy from the VTF fitting (Table S4) was in the range attributed to a Grotthuss 

mechanism (charge carrier transported by water molecules; <0.5 eV),39 which involves 

proton mobility through H-bonding from one carrier to another.37,40 

The cyclability of the material was finally evaluated, observing a decrease of the 

conductivity in the second cycle (Fig. S16), probably associated to the cohesion loss of 

the pellet. The decrease of the pellet consistence might be related with the high 

hydrophilicity of the polymer, leading to an important hydration of the composite and 

to the pellet breaking. Thus, although the crystalline structure was maintained (Fig. S17), 

mechanical stability needs to be further improved by modifying the amount and/or 

nature of the binder. 

Finally, preliminary results have proven the replacement of the labile protons by 

other cations. Upon suspension of the IEF-10 in basic media (NaOH, pH = 12, see 

experimental section for further details) for 16 h, the replacement of some H+ by Na+ was 

successfully carried out. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (XEDS) analysis of the 

exchanged powder revealed the presence of 3 Na per unit formula (Table S5). This result, 

together with an weigh mass increase in the final residue of the TGA (Fig. S18), are in 

agreement with the cationic exchange (Na@IEF-10). Also, significant changes were 

observed in some reflections of the PXRD patterns (in the region between 22 and 22 º 2θ; 

Fig. S9) and in the spectral bands of the FTIR (from 831 to 836 cm-1 and from 1036 to 1033 
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cm-1) corroborating this hypothesis (Fig. S19). Even more, a subsequent treatment of the 

Na@IEF-10 solid with HCl 0.1 M leaded to the original IEF-10 structure (H@IEF-10), as 

evidenced by TGA, FTIR and PXRD (Figs. S18-20). Previous reports have evidenced the 

important impact of the nature of the cation on the conductive properties of a 

material.32,41 Thus, further studies will be performed in order to fully understand and 

characterize the cation exchange, investigating the influence on the conductive behavior 

of the solid. 

 

Conclusions 

A new microporous Zr-based P-MOF structure has been successfully synthesized 

by solvothermal method. The material, with a permanent microporosity accessible to N2 

(SBET = 380 m2·g-1), presents interesting features: i) free labile protons associated to -PO3H 

groups, reversibly exchangeable by Na+; and ii) an outstanding chemical stability even 

under extreme harsh conditions (pH=1-12; HCl conc. under reflux). In particular, the 

presence of labile protons coming from the free -PO3H groups and from the adsorbed 

water makes IEF-10 promising as proton conductor material. Thus, the proton 

conductivity of IEF-10, pelletized as a composite using a SPSU as binder, was among the 

highest reported so far for MOFs (7.75·10-2 S·cm-1). However, the insufficient mechanical 

stability of the composite pellet limits its cyclability and makes necessary to optimize 

IEF-10 shaping into membranes to be further tested as electrolyte in PEMFCs. 

 

Experimental Section 

Synthetic procedure 

IEF-10 or Zr4F4[Py(PO3H)4]3·4H2O: 96.48 mg (0.414 mmol) of ZrCl4 and 154.55 mg 

(0.207 mmol) of the home-made linker Py(PO3Et2) (see ESI) were dispersed in 13.8 mL of 

a mixture of distilled H2O, MeOH and 2 M HF (volumetric ratio 0.4:0.4:0.7) in a 23 mL 

Teflon-lined autoclave. The reactor was sealed and heated from room temperature (RT) 

to 120 °C in 6 h and then, maintained at this temperature for 48 h. After cooling to RT 

during 6 h, the obtained pale yellow material was filtered and washed with water and 

methanol, recovered and dried under air. Yield: 40 % 

IEF-10 synthesis for single crystal characterization: The single crystals used to 

solve the structure were prepared as follows: 56.42 mg ( 0.414 mmol) of Zr(OEt)4 and 

and 154.55 mg (0.207 mmol) of the home-made linker Py(PO3Et2)4 (see ESI for further 

details) were dispersed in a 13.8 mL of a mixture of distilled H2O, MeOH and 2M HF  

(3.561, 3.561 and 6.44 mL, respectively) in a 23 mL Teflon-lined autoclave. Then, 0.236 

mL of acetic acid (10 equivalents of acid per metal) were added. After that, the reactor 

was sealed and heated at 120 °C from RT in 6 h and then, maintained at this temperature 

for 48 h. After cooling to RT during 24 h, the obtained crystals were filtered and washed 

with water and methanol, recovered and dried under air. 

Sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU): SPSU was synthesized according to a previous report 

(Fig. S21).42 The polysulfone Udel® (PSU, 22000 g mol-1, 5,00 g) was dissolved in 1,2-

dichloroethane (DCE, 30 mL) under inert atmosphere at RT. Subsequently, the polymer 
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was dissolved and the sulfonating agent (trimethylsilyl chlorosulfonate, or TMSCS, 

previously dissolved in DCE with a 1:1 PSU:TMSCS molar ratio) was added dropwise 

and maintained for 24 h. A sulfonation reaction of PSU was performed using TMSCS 

since lower degradation of polymer chains was reported in a previous study.43 The 

resulting polymer was precipitated in a 0.1 M solution of sodium hydroxide, and dried 

under vacuum at 60 °C. 

Cationic exchange: 150 mg of IEF-10 were suspended un 50 mL of NaOH 0.01 M 

solution (pH = 12) under stirring during 16 h (overnight).  The resulting solid was 

filtered under vacuum and washed with water and methanol, recovered and dried 

under air. 

Stability tests were carried out by suspending 20 mg of IEF-10 in 20 mL of the 

selected solutions (organic solvents, aqueous solutions at different pH) at room 

temperature under stirring. The initial pH of the aqueous samples was fixed with HCl 

(pH = 1, 3) or NaOH (pH = 7.6, 9 and 12). The suspended solids were kept in sealed vials 

under stirring for 16 h. Then, the samples were collected by filtration. The liquid phase 

after the filtration was measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy in order to quantify the 

released linker.  

Characterization  

SC-XRD data were collected on a Bruker D8 Venture diffractometer equipped 

with an air-cooled IμS CuKa microfocus source and Bruker Photon100 CMOS detector. 

PXRD routine patterns were collected using a Empyream PANALYTICAL 

diffractometer equipped with a PIXcel3D detector with Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å) 

operated at 45kV and 40mA from 3 to 35° (2θ) using a step size of 0.013° and 39.525 s per 

step in continuous mode. Nitrogen sorption isotherms were collected at 77 K using a 

Quantachrome Autosorb. Prior to the analysis the samples were activated at 150 °C 

under secundary vacuum for 16 h. FTIR spectra were collected in the 4000 to 400 cm-1 

range using a Thermo Nicolet 6700 FTIR with ATR accessory instrument (Thermo 

scientific, USA). TGA were performed on a Perkin Elmer Diamond TGA/DTA STA 6000 

in the 25 -1000 °C range under at 5 °C·min-1 and a synthetic air flow of 100 mL min−1. 

VTPXRD data were collected on a D8 Advance Bruker AXS θ–2θ diffractometer (Cu Kα 

X-radiation, λ=1.54060 Å), equipped with a LYNXEYE XE detector, operating at 40 kV 

and 40 mA and an Anton Paar XRK 900 high-temperature chamber. Zr and P content 

were quantified using an ICP-OES 2300 DV from Perkin Elmer. Elemental analyses were 

carried out in a Flash 2000 analyzer from Thermo Scientific. Morphology and 

microanalyses of the samples were analyzed using a scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) coupled with a EDX detector (Hitachi TM-1000). UV-Vis spectroscopic 

measurements were recorded in a Perkin Elmer (Lambda 19). 

Ionic conductivity measurements  

The proton conductivity (σ) of IEF-10-SPSU was investigated by IS. Compacted 

pellets of crystalline powders were prepared by, first, mixing IEF-10 and SPSU in a 9:1 

wt. ratio by milling and then, applying uniaxial pressure (49 MPa) to 50 mg of the 

powdered samples by using a 6mm diameter die. Both sides of the pellet were coated by 

Au/Pd ion-blocking electrodes by sputtering in a Quorum SC7620 Sputter Coater. The 

electrical measurements were performed on a parallel-plate capacitor configuration in 
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air atmosphere. Measurements were performed using an impedance/gain-Phase 

analyzer SI 1260 (Solartron, UK), applying a 100 mV amplitude signal in the 10-1-107 Hz 

frequency range. Measurements at different temperatures (RT-90 °C) and humidity (70-

90% RH) conditions were performed in a programmable climatic chamber (BINDER, 

UK). In order to ensure the reproducibility of all measurements, the samples were dried 

overnight at 100 °C before starting the measurements. A dwell time of 1 h and 15 min 

was defined for the system to reach stable humidity and temperature conditions, 

respectively. By using this method, the RH and temperature could be controlled up to 

±1% and ±1 °C, respectively. 

The impedance data analysis was performed using the ZView2 program.44 The σ 

(in S cm-1) was calculated by the following equation: 

𝜎 =
𝑙

𝑅 X 𝐴
,          (1) 

where l and A are the thickness (cm) and the area (cm2) of the pellets, respectively. 

R is the ohmic resistance (Ohm) obtained from the intersection of the impedance curve 

with the axis of the real component of the impedance. Finally, the pseudo-activation 

energy is calculated according to the following equation,  

𝜎 = 𝜎𝑜 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−𝐸𝑎

𝑉𝑇𝐹)

𝐾(𝑇−𝑇0)
),       (2) 

where σ0 is the prefactor, T is the absolute temperature, K is the Boltzmann 

constant, EaVFT is the pseudo-activation energy, and finally T0, when considering 

polymers, is the glass transition temperature at which the “free” volume disappears or 

at which the configuration free entropy becomes zero. In this case, T0 could also be 

related to the temperature at which molecular water motions cease. 
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Synthesis of the Py(PO3H2)4 linker 

The lab-made Py(PO3H2) linker was synthesized following the Scheme S1: 

 

 

Scheme S1. Synthetic route towards the preparation of Py(PO3H2)4. 

 

Py(Br)4: 

Py(Br)4 was synthesized according to a published work with slight modifications.1 In a 

250 mL round-bottom flask, 2 g (9.88 mmol) of pyrene were dissolved in 60 mL of 

nitrobenzene at room temperature under constant magnetic stirring. 6.48 g of Br2 (40.56 

mmol) were added, and the resulting mixture was heated with a condenser at 120 ºC for 

5 h. After cooling to ambient temperature, acetone is added (approximately 50 mL) and 

the resulting yellowish Py(Br)4 solid was filtered, washed with acetone and dried at 

ambient conditions. Yield = 97%. 

Py(PO3Et2)4: 

In a 30 mL microwave reactor, 0.6 g of Py(Br)4 (1.16 mmol), 0.1063 g of [Pd(PPh3)4] (8% 

based on the mol of Py(Br)4, 0.092 mmol) and 6 mL of triethyl phosphite were added and 

stirred for 1 min. Then, the mixture was put inside the microwave and heated following 
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the next temperature program: i) heating up to 200 ºC during 5 min; ii) keeping at 200 ºC 

for 25 min; and iii) cooling down to 60 ºC.  

After the reaction, the reactor was placed overnight at ambient conditions, leading to the 

crystallization of the desired compound. The reactor was filled with petroleum ether, 

sonicated for 1 min and the resulting yellow solid was filtered. The obtained powder, 

denoted Py(PO3Et2)4, was washed again by suspending it in 30 mL of petroleum ether 

and sonicated for few minutes in order to remove some residual triethyl phosphite and 

impurities. Finally, was filtered and dried at ambient conditions. Yield = 92%. 

 

 

Fig. S1: SEM images of IEF-10.  

 

Table S1: Crystallographic information of IEF-10 obtained by SC-XRD an PXRD 

 SC-XRD PXRD 

Space Group P-1 P-1 

a (Å) 11.198(5) 11.307 

b (Å) 11.791(5) 11.723 

c (Å) 18.820(5) 18.877 

α (º) 85.498(5) 85.304 

β (º) 88.982(5) 92.069 

γ (º) 110.972(5) 110.411 

V (Å3) 2313.0(16) 2337.3 
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Fig. S2: View of the ZrO5F SBU of the IEF-10. 

 

 

Fig. S3: N2 sorption isotherm at 77K after outgassing the sample at 150 ºC for 16 h. 
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Fig. S4: Le Bail profile fitting of IEF-10. 

 

 

Fig. S5: FTIR spectra of IEF-10 (black) and the free pyrene tetraphosphonic ethyl ester 

(red). 
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Fig. S6: TGA of IEF-10. 

 

 

Fig. S7: VTPXRD of IEF-10. Each red curve corresponds to an interval of 50ºC. 
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Fig. S8: PXRD patterns of IEF-10 after being suspended in different organic solvents.  

 

 

Fig. S9: PXRD patterns of IEF-10 after contact with aqueous solutions at different pH. 

Information of the ligand leaching is included for each conditions as text.  
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Fig. S10: PXRD patterns of IEF-10 after chemical stability test in HCl at different 

concentration and temperature. 

 

Fig. S11: PXRD patterns of IEF-10 after chemical stability test in Regal water (HNO3:HCl 

1:3) under reflux. 
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Fig. S12: PXRD patterns of the powdered IEF-10 (blue) and pelletized IEF-10 (red). 

 

 

Fig. S13: Nyquist plots of IEF-10-SPSU at 70 and 90 % RH and different temperature.  
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Fig. S14: Impedance spectra of IEF-10-SPSU at 50 ºC and different relative humidity.  

 

Table S2: Proton conductivity values reported for Zr-based P-MOFs 

MOF Composition* 
Conductivity 
(S·cm-1) and 
conditions 

Ref. 

IEF-10-SPSU Zr4F4(Py(PO3H)4)-SPSU 
7.75·10-2 (90 ºC, 

90% RH) 
This work 

UPG-1 Zr(H4ttbmp)2·3H2O 
5.1·10-4 (70 ºC, 90% 

RH) 
8 

Lys@UPG-1 Lys0.9@Zr(H4ttbmp)2·10H2O 
6.5·10-4 (90 ºC, 90% 

RH) 
8 

UPG-2 Zr(H4mttbmp)2·10H2O 
5.7·10-4 (100 ºC, 

90% RH) 
9 

 ZrF[H3(O3PCH2NHCH2COO)2] 
∼1·10−3 (140 °C, 

95% RH) 
10 

 Zr3H8[(O3PCH2)2NCH2COO]4·2H2O 
∼1·10−3 (140 °C, 

95% RH) 
10 

 Zr([(O3PCH2)(HO3PCH2)NHCH2COOH)2·2H2O 
∼1·10−4 (140 °C, 

95% RH) 
10 

 
Zr2(PO4)[(HO3PCH2)(O3PCH2)NHCH2COOH]-

[(O3PCH2)2NHCH2COOH]·H2O 
1·10−3 (140 °C, 95% 

RH) 
11 

 ZrF[H3(O3PCH2NHCH2COO)2] 
∼1·10−3 (140 °C, 

95% RH) 
10 

*H6ttbmp = 2,4,6-tris[4-(phosphonomethyl)phenyl]-1,3,5-triazine; H6mttbmp = 2,4,6-

tris[3-(phosphonomethyl)phenyl]-1,3,5-triazine 
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Table S3: Highest reported proton conductivity values for MOFs 

MOF Composition* 
Conductivity (S·cm-1) and 

conditions 
Ref. 

IEF-10-SPSU Zr4F4(Py(PO3H)4)-SPSU 7.75·10-2 (90 ºC, 90% RH) This work 

1K_Eu K3Y0.95Eu0.05(pptd) 1.89·10-1 (94 ºC, 98% RH) 1 

Co-tri [Co(bpy)(H2O)4](Hbtc)⋅(H2O)1.5 1.49·10-1 (80 ºC, 98% RH) 2 

BUT-8-(Cr) A Cr3(μ3-O)(H2O)3(NDC(SO3H5/6)2)3 1.27·10-1 (80 ºC, 100% RH) 3 

MIL-101-SO3H Cr3(O)(OH)(bdc-SO3H)3(H2O)2 1.16·10-2 (80 ºC, 100% RH) 3 

UiO-66(SO3H)2 Zr6O4(OH)4(bdc-(SO3H)2)6 8.4·10-2 (80 ºC, 90% RH) 4 

TfOH@MIL-101 TfOH@Cr3(O)(OH)(bdc)3(H2O)2 8.0·10-2 (60 ºC, 15% RH) 5 

PCMOF21/2 [Na3L1]0.66[Na3H3L2]0.34·0.75H2O 2.1·10-2 (85 ºC, 90% RH) 6 

H2SO4@MIL-101 H2SO4@Cr3(O)(OH)(bdc)3(H2O)2 1.0·10-2 (150 ºC, 0.13% RH) 7 

*Py(PO3H2)4 = 1,3,6,8-pyrene tetraphosphonic acid:  pptd = 5’-(4-phenylphosphonate)-
[1,1’:3’,1’’-terphenyl]-4,4’’-diyl)diphosphonate; bpy = 4,4′‐bipyridine; btc = 1,3,5-
benzene tricarboxylate; NDC(SO3H) = 4,8-disulfonaphthalene-2,6-dicarboxylatlate; bdc-
SO3H = 2,5-disulfonic-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate; bdc = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate; L1 = 
2,4,6-trihydroxy-1,3,5-trisulfonate benzene; L2 = 1,3,5-benzenetriphosphonic acid 
 

 

 

Fig. S15: VTF fitting of IEF-10-SPSU at 90% RH. 
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Table S4: Parameters of the VTF Eq. (Eq. 2) obtained by fitting the conductivity data 

VTF parameters To (K) σo (S·cm-1) Ea
VTF (eV) 

IEF-10-SPSU 226 73 0.08 

 

 

 

Fig. S16: Arrhenius plot of IEF-10-SPSU at 90% RH and different cycles. 
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Fig. S17: PXRD patterns of IEF-10-SPSU before (black) and after (blue) the proton 

conductivity measurements.  

 

Table S5: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (XEDS) composition of the IEF-10 and 

the ionic exchanged sample.  

Sample Na/Zr P/Zr 

IEF-10 - 2.80 ± 0.28 

Na@IEF-10 0.76 ± 0.08 2.78 ± 0.29 
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Fig. S18: TGA of IEF-10 (blue), Na@IEF-10 (red) and H@IEF-10 (green). 

 

 

Fig. S19: FTIR spectra of IEF-10 (blue), Na@IEF-10 (red) and H@IEF-10 (green). 
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Fig. S14: PXRD patterns of IEF-10 (blue), Na@IEF-10 (red) and H@IEF-10 (green). 
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Synthesis of MOF-based composite materials and their 

applications. 

 

The association of active species with MOFs has been described for multiple 

purposes, as mentioned in the introduction section (Chapter 1). The objectives of the 

association of MOFs with other species, either organic or inorganic, are diverse and 

include: i) providing MOFs with improved and/or additional properties (e.g. redox, 

acidity-basicity, hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance, electron conductivity),1 ii) 

protection of the active species within the MOF framework/porosity (e.g. enzyme 

protection and recovery, drug stabilization from biological environment),2 iii) modifying 

the characteristics of the associated species (e.g. drug encapsulation modifies 

bioavailability and biodistribution as drug delivery systems-DDS)3 and/or iv) MOF can 

be used as template of the inserted active species (e.g. control of inorganic nanoparticles 

growth by the MOF porosity, nanostructured polymers, confinement effects)4, among 

others. When compared with de novo synthesis, this strategy presents some advantages, 

such as a faster, easier and a more versatile procedure, adapted to a large variety of active 

species (e.g. inorganic nanoparticles, polymers, macromolecules, small molecules). 

However, we can also mention some inconvenients: i) the porosity of the final composite 

could be reduced as a consequence of the association of the active species; ii) 

heterogeneous distribution of the active species within the MOF and iii) the reactivity of 

the reagents with the MOF should be considerered to avoid undesirable reactions.  

In this Chapter, the association of active species with MOFs was very useful to 

advantageously combine the MOFs’ properties (e.g. high and ordered porosity, stability, 

versatile hybrid composition, crystalline network) with those of the selected active 

species: 1) a highly conducting polymer with electrochromic properties that will be 

inserted within the MOF porosity in order to improve its properties (electronic, stability) 

through nanostructuration (Chapter 4.1); and 2) a nerve agent antidote adsorbed in the 

MOF porosity with the aim to protect and deliver this drug to the target site (i.e. brain) 

(Chapter 4.2). 
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Chapter 4.1: A highly conductive nanostructured PEDOT 

polymer confined into the mesoporous MIL-100(Fe). 

 

Electrochromic materials are very interesting due to their use in a wide range of 

cutting-edge technological areas, including light controllers or optical shutters. 

Although electrochromic polymers are the most promising materials exhibiting high 

efficiency, larger color range and faster stimulus response, their poor cyclability strongly 

hampers their practical application. Encapsulation inside the cavities of porous 

insulating materials (e.g. zeolites or mesoporous silica) has been widely proposed as a 

general strategy to stabilize conducting polymers, but this approach presents some 

drawbacks such as diffusional limitation (due to smaller pore size in the case of zeolites), 

inefficient polymerization and/or low chemical and structural versatility. As an 

alternative, the encapsulation of conducting polymers (CPs) in porous hybrid host 

matrices, like Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) has been recently proposed. Further, 

this strategy, scarcely explored, has been never applied for optoelectronics.  

In this context, we report here the entrapment of the highly conductive poly(3,4-

ethilendioxythiophene) (PEDOT) inside the mesoporosity of the benchmarked non-toxic 

iron trimesate MIL-100(Fe), evidencing promising optoelectronic properties. The novelty 

of this contribution can be briefly summarized on the following aspects: 

- Pioneer investigation of the electrochromic properties of a polymer@MOF composite. 

This stable composite possesses interesting electrochemical and electrochromic 

properties derived from the polymer with, however, enhanced cyclability and optical 

switching due to a protective effect of the MOF matrix, opening new perspectives for 

the development of novel robust optoelectronic polymer-MOF devices (e.g. energy 

efficient buildings, solar energy, reflecting surfaces). 

- An effective entrapment in the MIL-100(Fe) porosity (60% wt.) by using a simple 

impregnation method, followed by an in situ oxidative polymerization.  

- The in-deep characterization of the nanoarrangement of the polymer inside the MOF, 

using a combination of advanced experimental and molecular simulation techniques 

(i.e. Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy, pair distribution function analysis 

(PDF) and molecular simulations). 

Author contribution: Conceptualization of this work: Dr. Patricia Horcajada and 

Dr. Sergio Navalón. MOF synthesis and characterization: Pablo Salcedo. Composite 

synthesis and characterization: Andrea Santiago and Pablo Salcedo. Synchrotron data 

collection: Dr. Erik Elkaim. PDF analysis: Dr. Pierre Bordet. Rietveld refinement: Dr. 

Nathalie Guillou. Molecular calculations: Dr. Fabrice Salles. Conductivity 

measurements: Dr. Pedro Atienzar. Films preparation and characterization (including 

electrochromic properties): Andrea Santiago. Data analysis and original draft 

preparation: Pablo Salcedo. Review and editing of the publication: Dr. Patricia 

Horcajada, Dr. Sergio Navalón and Dr. Hermenegildo García, as well as all previously 

mentioned contributor coauthors. 
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Despite the higher efficiency, larger color range and faster stimulus response of polymeric electrochromic

materials, their poor cyclability strongly hampers their application in optoelectronics. As an original strat-

egy to stabilize and further nanostructure these polymers, herein an efficient encapsulation and in situ

polymerization inside highly porous metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) is reported. In particular, the suc-

cessful accommodation of poly(3,4-ethylendioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and its partially oxidized polarons

inside the mesopores of the nontoxic iron trimesate MIL-100(Fe) is convincingly proved by a large panel

of experimental techniques. Remarkably, the polymer–MOF interaction occurring for entrapped PEDOT

within the pores (deeply assessed by experimental and simulation methods) might be responsible for the

enhanced electrical conductivity of the resulting PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) composite when compared to the

insulating MIL-100(Fe) and the conductive free PEDOT. Furthermore, it was possible to observe the elec-

trochromic properties of the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) composite, achieving an improved stability and good

cyclability as a consequence of the effective protection by the MOF matrix.

Introduction

Electrochromic materials, which are able to change their
optical properties when an electric current is applied,1 are very
interesting due to their use in a wide range of cutting-edge
technological areas, such as light controllers or optical shut-
ters (e.g. mirrors, smart windows, sunglasses). Among them,
transition metal oxides,2–4 Prussian blue analogues5 and
organic conducting polymers6,7 have attracted considerable
attention. Despite their limitations concerning the color tailor-

ability and brightness, the most commonly used smart
materials are the inorganic ones (e.g. mainly WO3, as well as
TiO2 and V2O5) due to their excellent stability and cyclability.
In contrast, polymers have higher color intensity, larger varia-
bility in the choice of the color range and faster stimulus
response, as well as other advantages (e.g. electrical conduc-
tivity, easy chemical tunability, low-cost and facile processabil-
ity).8 Cyclability of organic conducting polymers is, however,
unsatisfactory as a consequence of the severe stability issues,
which hampers their real application in optoelectronics. This
is a consequence of their structural disordered nature and the
important volumetric changes occurring during operation of
the devices.

Encapsulation within the cavities of porous insulating
materials (e.g. zeolites or mesoporous silica) has been widely
proposed as a general strategy to stabilize conducting polymers
(CPs). However, this approach presents important drawbacks
such as diffusional limitation, inefficient polymerization and/
or low chemical and structural versatility.9–11 As an alternative,
the encapsulation of CPs in highly porous hybrid host
matrices, like metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), has recently
emerged as a promising method to achieve efficient CP load-
ings and adequate polymerization.12 MOFs, built up from in-
organic subunits (atoms, clusters, chains, etc.) and organic
polytopic linkers (phosphonates, carboxylates, azolates, etc.),
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combine a very high regular porosity (pore volume up to
2 cm3 g−1; specific BET surface area = 7000 m2 g−1; pore
diameter = 3–98 Å)13–15 with an easily tunable composition and
topology. Due to their outstanding properties, MOFs have been
extensively proposed in economical key applications (fluid separ-
ation and capture, sensing, heterogeneous catalysis, energy
and biomedicine, among others).16–18 However, the possibility
to apply MOFs in optoelectronics, generally requiring conduc-
tive materials, has been almost unexplored, probably as a con-
sequence of the poor electronic conduction of most MOFs.
Thus, to the best of our knowledge, only six MOF structures
have been recently reported exhibiting electrochromic pro-
perties with a modest cyclability.19–23 De novo synthesis of new
conductive MOFs is however time-consuming and complex,
requiring sophisticated non-commercial ligands and tedious
optimization of the synthesis parameters.

In this context, the entrapment of a CP within the voids of
a highly stable known MOF will be presented here, characteriz-
ing the electrochromic properties of the resulting composite.
Although scarcely explored and with different aims, the encap-
sulation of some CPs has been already reported within a few
low density MOF architectures (MIL-101(Cr), HKUST-1, DUT-4,
DUT-5, [La(BTB)]n, Zn2(1,4-ndc)2(dabco)).

24–29 As a general
observation, more stable materials with improved properties
(e.g. electrical conductivity, optical, ion diffusion, sensing) are
generally achieved as result of encapsulation.

The well-known CP poly(3,4-ethylendioxythiophene)
(PEDOT) has been successfully encapsulated within the pores
of the non-toxic iron(III) trimesate MIL-100(Fe) (MIL stands for
Material of Institut Lavoisier) using a two-step protocol: first,
adsorbing the monomer and then, by its in situ oxidative
polymerization within the MOF matrix. PEDOT was selected,
as an extensively studied active material, due to its excellent
properties in electrochromic devices.30,31 On the other hand,
the benchmarked MIL-100(Fe) solid was chosen as the host
matrix owing to its features: (i) remarkable porosity with an
adequate pore size, compatible with the monomer dimen-
sions, (ii) high chemical and thermal stability, (iii) environ-
mentally friendly character, (iv) green and scalable synthesis,
(v) presence of coordinatively unsaturated metal sites (CUS)
with a Lewis acid character and (vi) a reversible redox
behavior.32–35 The successful accommodation of PEDOT and
its partially oxidized polarons within the MIL-100(Fe) pores
was thus convincingly supported by a combination of different
techniques, including powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD),
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), N2 sorption measurements, scanning
electron microscopy coupled with an energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (SEM-EDX), UV-Vis spectroscopy, electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) and ζ-potential. Furthermore,
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) was characterized by a combination of
experimental (FTIR and pair distribution function-PDF ana-
lysis using high resolution synchrotron data) and molecular
simulations (Grand Canonical Monte Carlo – GCMC and
density functional theory – DFT) in order to elucidate the
polymer conformation inside the MOF. Finally, the electro-

chromic properties of the resulting PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) com-
posite were evaluated with respect to its potential as electro-
chromic devices.

Results and discussion

The conducting polymer PEDOT was successfully entrapped
within the MIL-100(Fe) mesopores using a simple and efficient
two-step process. Initially, the EDOT monomer was adsorbed
by suspending the previously dehydrated MOF in a concen-
trated EDOT solution. Subsequently, encapsulated EDOT was
subjected to in situ oxidative polymerization within the MOF
pores using an acetonitrile solution of anhydrous FeCl3 (see
Experimental section; Fig. 1). First, the EDOT encapsulation
process was optimized by investigating the influence of the
impregnation solvent (i.e. acetonitrile and hexane) and
EDOT : MOF wt ratio (i.e. 0.45 : 1, 0.9 : 1 and 1.8 : 1). Using a
90% (w/w) EDOT :MIL-100(Fe) ratio in hexane or acetonitrile
and a subsequent polymerization with FeCl3,

36 the amount of
entrapped PEDOT was 60 and 4 wt% (based on the dry
MIL-100(Fe)), respectively (Fig. S1† and Table 1). The much
lower PEDOT insertion in acetonitrile might be related to the
competitive adsorption of this polar solvent within the MOF.
Indeed, it is well-established that small polar molecules such
as H2O, CH3CN or dimethylformamide (DMF) can strongly
interact with the iron CUS of MIL-100(Fe) acting as Lewis
centers. This coordination to the CUS, pointing out to the
accessible window to the cages of MIL-100(Fe), might lead to a
decrease of its diameter, hindering the adsorption of EDOT
moieties. In contrast, negligible interactions might occur with
non-polar substances such as hexane, favoring the EDOT
encapsulation.

Then, by selecting hexane as the impregnation solvent, the
effect of the different EDOT : MOF wt ratios (0.45 : 1, 0.9 : 1 and
1.8 : 1, corresponding to the denoted PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-1, 2
and 3 solids, respectively) on the encapsulation rate was
assessed. These results evidence that the EDOT loadings
increase with the initial EDOT concentration (40 ± 6 and 60 ± 9
PEDOT wt% for 45 and 90 PEDOT wt%, respectively), reaching
a plateau with a maximal value of around 70 wt% for

Fig. 1 (a) Preparation procedure of PEDOT encapsulation inside the
cavities of the MIL-100(Fe) (R.T. = room temperature); (b) Illustration of
the PEDOT formation and its partially oxidized polarons by FeCl3.
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EDOT :MOF ratios higher than 0.9 : 1 (Fig. S2† and Table 1).
One has to consider here that the maximum EDOT loading,
estimated by Monte-Carlo simulation at saturation, is ca.
70 wt% (see the Experimental section for further details), con-
firming the small effect of the hexane on the encapsulation.
The very good agreement between the experimental and
theoretical loading suggests that a maximal PEDOT capacity
was reached using this optimized encapsulation protocol (i.e.
using a hexane solution EDOT :MOF wt ratio of 0.9 : 1).
According to this estimation based on Monte Carlo simu-
lation, higher EDOT loadings than the maximum theoretical
capacity might be explained by the location of the PEDOT moi-
eties out from the MOF pores (see below).

To further prove the location of the PEDOT moieties within
the MOF pores, N2 sorption isotherm studies were performed
on the initial MIL-100(Fe) and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) compo-
sites (Fig. 2). The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller surface area (SBET)
and micropore volume significantly decrease when the
polymer content increases (Table 1, Fig. 2a and b), in agree-
ment with the location of the PEDOT inside the MIL-100(Fe)
cages. In addition, the Horvath-Karazoe (HK) pore size distri-
bution plot shows a shift of the pore sizes to lower values; the

pore diameter at ca. 1.8 nm almost disappears as a conse-
quence of the PEDOT insertion (Fig. 2a). The very low N2 sorp-
tion capacity of the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-3 composite could
be related to the presence of a significant amount of PEDOT
out of the pores and/or adsorbed on the outer surface of the
crystals, blocking the N2 access to the pores.

In this line, the presence of an important PEDOT content
on the outer surface of the MIL-100(Fe) was confirmed by
determining the ζ-potential of the particles. While the starting
MOF exhibits a negative surface charge (−24 mV), the
ζ-potential values of the composites become neutral (−1 mV
for PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-1) or positive (around +35 mV for
both PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 and 3, respectively). This is in
accordance with the presence of a positively charged polymer
coating (free PEDOT ζ-potential = +32 ± 10 mV) on the external
surface of the MIL-100(Fe) particles. Therefore, the positive
nature of the PEDOT may indicate the presence of hole polar-
ons, generated during the oxidative polymerization. The hole
polarons are here associated with positively charged sulfur in
the aromatic ring of the PEDOT. Interestingly, the EPR spec-
trum of PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 was able to determine the
presence of partially oxidized PEDOT polarons (Fig. 2), thus
providing a rationalization of the observed positive charge at
the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 surface.37 The presence of PEDOT
within the MIL-100(Fe) solid was also assessed by diffuse
reflectance UV-Vis spectroscopy (Fig. 2). As already reported,
the length of the polaron chain in polythiophenes is related to
its UV-Vis absorption.38 Thus, Fig. 2 shows a broad visible
absorption band extending beyond 800 nm that is attributed
to the presence of PEDOT polarons. Note here that the differ-
ence in the visible-near IR region between PEDOT and
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 (see Fig. 2d), free PEDOT shows a
broad band centered at 550 nm that can be attributed to a
short chain polaron while the corresponding absorption band
is shifted to near IR (∼700 nm) in the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2,
is in agreement with a longer polaron absorption.

The structural integrity of MIL-100(Fe) in the PEDOT for-
mation process was confirmed by PXRD before and after the
PEDOT entrapment in the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-1 and 2 com-
posites, exhibiting the characteristic main reflections corres-
ponding to the MIL-100(Fe) structure (Fig. S4†). Furthermore,
the decrease of the relative intensity of the first two Bragg
peaks at 2θ values between 3 and 5° is consistent with the
filling of the pores by PEDOT chains. In the case of the
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-3 composite, the PXRD pattern shows an
almost amorphous material with only a weak diffraction peak
coming from the MIL-100(Fe) structure, probably due to the

Table 1 Textural properties, PEDOT content and ζ-potential values of PEDOT, MIL-100(Fe) and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) composites

SBET (m
2 g−1) Pore volume (cm3 g−1) EDOT :MIL100(Fe) (wt ratio) PEDOT loading (wt%) ζ-Potential (mV)

MIL-100(Fe) 1210 0.54 — — −24 ± 14
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-1 800 0.35 0.45 40 ± 6 −1 ± 13
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 630 0.28 0.90 60 ± 9 35 ± 15
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-3 155 0.20 1.80 80 ± 12 37 ± 12

Fig. 2 N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K (a) and Horvath-Kawazoe plots (b)
of the MIL-100(Fe) (black) and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-1, 2 and 3 compo-
sites (blue, red and yellow, respectively). (c) EPR spectra of MIL-100(Fe)
(1, black color) and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 (2, red color). (d) Diffuse
reflectance UV-Vis spectra of MIL-100(Fe) (1), as-prepared PEDOT (2)
and PEDOT@MIL100(Fe)-2 (3).
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important amount of external amorphous PEDOT. This last
result could also justify the absence of significant N2 sorption.
Finally, conductivity measurements were undertaken on the
powdered samples, comparing the PEDOT polymer ex situ as
prepared with the empty MIL-100(Fe) and the different
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) composites. Table 2 summarizes the
electrical properties of the different materials studied.

As expected, pristine MIL-100(Fe) pellets show lower con-
ductivity compared with the PEDOT polymer, exhibiting a
typical value around 8.09 × 10−5 S cm−1. This conductivity is
10 times lower than that of the ex situ free PEDOT polymer
(7.81 × 10−4 S cm−1). Notably, the conductivity of the
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) composites was in all cases much
higher, with an optimal value for PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 that
was 10 times higher than that of the free PEDOT as a polymer
reference. Higher amounts of PEDOT (i.e. PEDOT@MIL-100
(Fe)-3) are associated with the presence of an important
content of PEDOT out of the MOF pores, being detrimental to
the conductivity. Fig. 3 shows the J–V curves of pristine
MIL-100(Fe), the as-prepared PEDOT and a representative
sample of PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2. The higher conductivity of
the composite could be explained by two reasons: first, by a
polymer arrangement within the MOF porosity, induced by the
polymer chain confinement inside the cages and/or second, a
higher doping level of the occluded PEDOT, exhibiting a
higher polaron charge. This latter could be supported by the

larger amount of Cl− anions remaining after the polymeriz-
ation (Table S1†), which would act as counter-anions compen-
sating the positive charge of the sulfur polaron. As a hypoth-
esis, the iron clusters of the MIL-100(Fe) structure, with an
already proven redox activity,35 could participate in the sulfur’s
oxidation in the polymer, leading to the formation of
additional polarons.

In the literature, a higher conductivity value has been
reported for PEDOT doped with polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:
PSS), this higher conductivity being attributed to the align-
ment of the PSS doping chain.39 Similar reasons (alignment
of the PEDOT within the MOF porosity and higher number
of polarons) could explain the high conductivity of
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 in comparison with the ex situ poly-
merized PEDOT. Furthermore, this hypothesis would be also
supported by the differences in the UV-Vis spectra of PEDOT
and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2, as previously discussed (Fig. 2d).

By further comparing our results with the previous reported
PEDOT@MOF, our obtained conductivity is slightly higher
than that previously reported for the PEDOT entrapped within
the chromium(III) terephthalate MIL-101(Cr) (7.5 × 10−3 vs.
1.1 × 10−3 S cm−1).28 This difference might be explained by the
different nature of the employed polymer: Le Ouay and co-
workers used I2 as the polymerizing and oxidizing agent
instead of FeCl3, and a non-redox Cr-based MOF matrix, which
could lead to lower polaron density and thus, slightly lower
conductivity.

Taking into account the above disclosed data,
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2, which exhibits a good PEDOT insertion
(60 wt%) within the MOF porosity and the highest conductivity
value, was selected to carry out a deep structural and electro-
chemical characterization. It should be noted that the conduc-
tivity measurements performed in this work have been carried
out using pressed pellets of the different materials. Based on
previous reports, it would be expected that the preparation of
compact thin films with a smooth and homogeneous structure
facilitates the movement of charge carriers among the polymer
chains and, therefore, the resulting conductivity values.40

Advanced structural characterization

To gain some insight about the accommodation of PEDOT in
the MIL-100(Fe) cavities that could explain the high conduc-
tivity exhibited by this composite, a combined experimental
(FTIR, XPS, PXRD and PDF analysis) and computational
(Monte Carlo and DFT) approach was carried out (see
Experimental section). XPS analysis comparing the Fe2p peak
of fresh MIL-100(Fe) and PEDOT@MIL100(Fe)-2 shows in both
cases the exclusive presence of Fe(III) in the same distribution
of coordination spheres. Fig. S5 and S6† show the experi-
mental peaks for the different elements as well as the best
deconvolution to individual components for MIL-100(Fe) and
PEDOT@MIL100(Fe)-2, respectively. Of note Cl was present in
the case of PEDOT-MIL-100(Fe)-2 and was absent in the
MIL-100(Fe). Computational calculations should allow to attri-
bute the experimental data to specific PEDOT conformations
and interactions with other PEDOT chains of the solid matrix.

Table 2 Electrical conductivity data of the materials

Sample Conductivitya (S cm−1)

PEDOT 7.81 × 10−4

MIL-100(Fe) 8.09 × 10−5

PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-1 3.05 × 10−3

PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 7.51 × 10−3

PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-3 1.95 × 10−3

PEDOT:PSS (Sigma-Aldrich) 3.74 × 10−3

a All calculations were carried out at 1 V potential.

Fig. 3 J-V plot corresponding to PEDOT (a), MIL-100(Fe) (b) and
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 (c).
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In addition, it allows also to determine the maximum PEDOT
loading inside the MIL-100 voids. Ex situ PXRD patterns
(Fig. S7†) were collected at the CRISTAL beamline (SOLEIL syn-
chrotron source) by using glass capillaries filled with the
EDOT, PEDOT, empty MIL-100(Fe), EDOT@MIL-100(Fe) and
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 (solids were previously dehydrated at
120 °C overnight; see the Experimental section).

First, PDF analysis was carried out on the isolated EDOT
and PEDOT (Fig. S8 and S9†, see experimental details), com-
paring with the DFT simulated PDF obtained on the molecular
models corresponding to the chemical formula given in the
Molecular simulation section. This first step aims to generate
a realistic configuration in order to identify and assign the
main peaks corresponding to the main atomic distances
observed in the conformation of the polymer (Table 2).
Experimental and simulated PDFs of the free EDOT moiety are
in very good agreement, consistently assigning all the dis-
tances (Fig. S8† and Table 3). PDF oscillations vanish after the
longest S–C3 distance in the molecule, indicating the absence
of intermolecular structural correlations. For PEDOT, the PDF
oscillations persist up to ∼50 Å (Fig. S9†), which can be attrib-
uted to structural correlations along the polymeric chains.
Although most of the short range atomic distances of PEDOT
are similar to the ones in the EDOT (Fig. S8† and Table 3), con-
firming the integrity of the monomeric units, some differences
can nevertheless be observed after polymerization: (i) a new
intense peak appears at around 2.2 Å and may correspond to
Fe–Cl distances (RFe–Cl ∼ 2.14),41 associated with the presence
of residual iron chloride, either as FeCl3 (added for the
polymerization) or in nodal positions. This hypothesis was
further supported by the quantitative analysis of residual iron
in the free PEDOT, despite the extensive washing (Table S1†),
and by the absence of this peak in the simulated PDF (not con-
sidering this impurity); (ii) the intensity decrease for the peak
corresponding to C1–C5, C2–C3, and C2–C4 could be explained
by the higher electron density of the residual iron; (iii) a

shoulder at ca. 2.8 Å, which might correspond to the formation
of an additional interaction between the S+ and Cl−, in concor-
dance with the simulated distance (2.6–2.7 Å); (iv) two
additional intense broad peaks at ca. 3.6 and 4.5 Å might be
also related to the distances between the chlorine and neutral
sulfur from the neighbor monomers, in agreement with the
simulated distances (3.3–3.9 and 4.6–4.8 Å; Fig. S9†); and (v)
the very broad peak at around 5.5 Å in the free EDOT seems to
be shifted to a sharper peak at ca. 5.1 Å, which might corres-
pond to the PEDOT stacking distances, as suggested by the
DFT simulation with distances between 4.9 and 5.2 Å (Fig. S9†)
and in agreement with a more fixed conformation.

Then, the pristine and EDOT or PEDOT encapsulated
MIL-100(Fe) solids were compared. In order to obtain a more
precise structural model of the MIL-100(Fe) framework,
Rietveld refinement of the empty phase using synchrotron
PXRD (CRISTAL beamline, SOLEIL) was initially undertaken,
considering organic ligands as rigid bodies. The comparison
of the unit cell parameter of the empty phase (a = 73.33(4) Å)
with that of the PEDOT-containing MIL-100(Fe) (a = 73.04(4) Å)
(decrease of about 0.4%), led us to assume that the MOF
framework should not be strongly affected by the EDOT/
PEDOT encapsulation. However, a clear peak broadening can
be observed for the encapsulated compounds, which indicates
a loss of structural coherence related to EDOT and PEDOT
insertion. In order to extract the PDF of the encapsulated moi-
eties, the differences between the PDFs of encapsulated and
MIL-100(Fe) samples were computed. To take into account the
effect of the change of coherence length, the PDFs were cor-
rected by using a spherical envelope function and scaled
before subtraction. When the differential PDF of the MIL-100
(Fe) is further compared with that of the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-
2 (Fig. S10†), only slight differences can be observed. This
finding indicates that the MOF framework remains unaltered
after PEDOT entrapment, allowing to subtract the MOF frame-
work contribution to the EDOT@ and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2
samples in order to extract more precise information about the
EDOT and PEDOT conformation inside the MIL-100(Fe) pores
(Fig. S11†). Thus, on the whole, EDOT conformation in the
free state and confined within the MIL-100(Fe) pores is quite
similar (Fig. S11†, top). However, an additional new peak at ca.
3.6 Å appears in the encapsulated EDOT, which might be
associated with the formation of interactions between the
EDOT molecule and the MIL-100(Fe) matrix, as further sup-
ported by the simulation, in which additional interactions are
established between the carbon (C1,6 and C2,5) and oxygen
atoms of the EDOT, and the aromatic ring and the carbon
from the carboxylate group of the MOF, respectively.
Additional hydrogen bonding interactions at around 2.8 Å are
also evidenced by simulation, although not visible in the PDF
analysis due to the negligible scattering power of hydrogen. In
addition, the peak probability at around 5.5 Å might be due to
some interactions between different EDOT molecules inside
the MOF pores, as a consequence of the confinement effect.
Other differences concern the slight elongation of the 4.2 Å
distance and the appearance of new distance probabilities at a

Table 3 Main distances in simulated EDOT and PEDOT

Distance (Å) EDOT PEDOT

C1–C2 1.4 1.4
C2–C5
C2–O
S–C1 1.8 1.8
C1–C5 2.5 2.5
C2–C3
C2–C4
S+–Cl− — 2.8
S–Cl− — 3.6 & 4.5
S–O 3.8 3.8
S–C3 4.8 4.8
PEDOT stacking — 5.1
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longer range (5–7 Å), consistent with the presence of inter-
monomer interactions.

Finally, when comparing the conformation of the PEDOT
free or encapsulated within the MIL-100(Fe) (Fig. 4), one can
also observe important similarities, indicating a related con-
formation. The long range oscillations of the PDF (Fig. S11†)
appear to be quite similar, which indicates that the encapsu-
lated PEDOT maintains a long range structural coherence,
close to that in the free state. This is fully rational considering
the high PEDOT content inside the mesoporous cavities
(corresponding to 37 ± 6 and 58 ± 9 monomers per small and
large cage, respectively; Table S1†), which might lead to only a
PEDOT fraction directly interacting with the pore wall and a
second fraction interacting between them. However, some
differences, as a consequence of the confinement effect, can
be observed between the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 and the free
PEDOT. First, the distances corresponding to the first C–C
neighbors (∼1.4 Å) and S–C distance (∼1.8 Å) are slightly con-
tracted while the peaks at 2.2 and 2.5 Å are elongated, support-
ing a conformational change of the PEDOT heterocycles, in
agreement with the polymer arrangement within the pores.
Interestingly, the distance S+–Cl− is initially longer (∼2.8 vs.
∼3.0 Å), which could partially explain the higher conductivity
of the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 composite. The modification of
the relative intensity at around 3.7 Å (as well as slight changes
at larger distances, ∼5 and 8 Å) could be explained by the for-
mation of polymer–matrix interactions, similarly to the
EDOT@MIL-100(Fe) and in agreement with the molecular
simulations. In particular, Monte Carlo simulations evidence
weak interactions between the PEDOT-C1,6 and the MOF-aro-
matic ring (3.8 Å), and the PEDOT-neutral sulfur and the
oxygen from the carboxylate group of the MOF (3.5 Å), as well
as between the PEDOT-oxygen atoms and the carbon from the
carboxylate group of the MOF (3.7–3.8 Å), respectively. Keeping
that in mind, in Monte Carlo simulations, the conformation of
the PEDOT is not modified and can explain discrepancies
between experimental and theoretical results. In this context,
FTIR analysis confirms the presence of the PEDOT within the

MOF by observing additional bands corresponding to the
polymer (highlighted with * in Fig. S12†). Although difficult to
assign due to the intrinsic disordered polymer characteristics,
the presence of these bands provide experimental support for
the formation of weak PEDOT–matrix interactions, as pre-
viously observed by PDF and molecular simulations. Thus, a
shift to lower wavenumbers in the bands of the carboxylate
group and trisubstituted aromatic ring of the trimesate ligand
of the MOF (1650, 1460, 1370, 770 and 710 cm−1), suggests the
presence of weak interactions between the PEDOT and the car-
boxylate groups and aromatic rings of the MOF. On the whole,
it is accepted that immobilization of different species within a
porous matrix increases the stability of the guest by esta-
blishing diverse host–guest interactions.42–45 The so-called
“confinement effect” is observed here: all these proposed
PEDOT-MOF interactions (C1,6-aromatic ring, S–O, O–C) lead
to the confinement of the PEDOT inside the MIL-100(Fe) poro-
sity, protecting the polymer and increasing its stability.

Electrochemical and electrochromic properties

The electrochemical behavior of the PEDOT and
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 composite deposited on fluorine
doped tin oxide (FTO) conducting electrodes was investigated.
Cyclic voltammetry studies were initially performed to
evaluate the electrochemical stability of the PEDOT and
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2. Fig. 5 shows the cyclic voltammo-
grams after 50 cycles using LiClO4 and acetonitrile as the elec-
trolyte. The shape of the curves is very similar, exhibiting the
characteristic oxidation and reduction peaks at about 0.6 and
−0.6 volt, respectively. However, a decrease of 30% of the
current with respect to the initially measured current is
observed in the case of the free PEDOT polymer (Fig. 5). In the
case of the PEDOT-containing MOF, the reduction and oxi-
dation current diminishes about 10%, indicating that the
structure of the MOF provides a substantial protective effect to
the intrinsically unstable PEDOT. We also studied the electro-
chromic properties of PEDOT and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2
samples deposited by screen printing on transparent conduct-
ing FTO electrodes. First of all, we measured the absorption

Fig. 4 Subtracted PDF contribution of the PEDOT in the
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 compared with the free PEDOT and aromatic
rings of the MOF and the PEDOT.

Fig. 5 Top: Cyclic voltammetry of layers of PEDOT (a) and
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 (b) after 50 cycles between 1.5 to −1.5 Volt at
100 m V s−1 scan rate. Bottom: Main electrochemical parameters of
PEDOT and PEDOT@MIL-100-2 after 50 or 20 cycles.
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changes in the absorption spectra upon electrochemical oxi-
dation/reduction conditions. Fig. 6 shows the absorption
spectra of the films, which were obtained by applying a con-
stant potential of +1 V for oxidation and −1 V for reduction.
Oxidation of the polymer shows a decrease in the absorbance
throughout the visible region since the color changes from a
dark blue absorbing state (reduced form) to sky blue (oxidized
form). Also, we observe different absorbance maxima in the
absorbing state with values of 600 and 550 nm for the PEDOT
and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2, respectively. On the other hand,
the optical switching properties of these materials were evalu-
ated by repeated potential steps between their reduced and oxi-
dized states. In these studies, the variation of the absorption
of the material films was monitored as a function of time at a
constant wavelength (600 nm). As depicted in Fig. 6, the
evolution of the optical absorption changes demonstrates a
good switching behavior of the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2
composite. These experiments conclusively show that the
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 composite exhibits a better electro-
chromic behavior than the reference, the free PEDOT polymer,
since after 20 cycles the changes of the absorbance were practi-
cally negligible. However, in the case of the free PEDOT, a
decrease about 20% in the response after the same number of
cycles was observed. Therefore, these results are consistent
with the previous voltammetry studies, confirming a higher
stability in the case of the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 composite.

Furthermore, the stability of the films employed for the
cyclic voltammetry studies or for the electrochromic measure-
ments was evaluated by PXRD and SEM-EDX, focused ion
beam SEM (FIB-SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)

measurements. PXRD patterns show, in both cases, the charac-
teristic diffraction peaks of the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 solid
after 50 or 20 cycles for the voltammetric or electrochromic
measurements, respectively (Fig. S13†). The poor intensity
observed in the fresh and cycled films used for the electrochro-
mic measurements is due to the low amount of composite de-
posited in the FTO support.

SEM-EDX images, collected in two perspectives (flat surface
and cross-section; see Fig. S14 and S15†), show a surface with
a homogeneously distributed material before and after the vol-
tammetric or electrochromic measurements, evidencing a good
stability and adhesion of the composite films to the support.
The spatial distribution of the elements in the composite film,
evaluated by EDX mapping analysis, also evidences a regular
distribution of the MOF solid (see Fe, C and O) and the PEDOT
(see S, Cl, C and O) both at the surface and through the cross-
section before and after voltammetric or electrochromic evalu-
ation. Note that the presence of F, Sn and Si corresponds to the
FTO composition. Finally, FIB-SEM (Fig. S16†) and AFM
(Fig. S17†) images of the initial PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 film
show a ∼730 nm-thick homogeneous layer with a roughness
∼300 nm. After cyclic voltammetry (50 cycles), the films present
an unaltered thickness with a slight increase of the roughness
(∼350 nm), confirming the stability of the sample (Fig. S16 and
17†). These observations support the good cyclability of the
composite upon both measurements.

Conclusions

The highly conducting polymer PEDOT was successfully
entrapped (reaching remarkable capacities; 60 wt%) within the
benchmarked nontoxic MIL-100(Fe) mesopores using an
efficient and simple two-step process: by initially encapsulat-
ing the EDOT monomer followed by its in situ oxidative
polymerization within the MOF pores. The resulting
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) composite exhibits an electrical conduc-
tivity 10 times higher than the free polymer, as a consequence
of the nanoarrangement of the PEDOT inside the MOF, associ-
ated with a larger interatomic distance between the S+ and the
Cl− in the polymer. Remarkably, this stable composite pre-
sents interesting electrochemical and electrochromic pro-
perties derived from the polymer with, however, enhanced
cyclability and optical switching due to a protective effect of
the MOF matrix. These results pave the way for the develop-
ment of novel robust optoelectronic polymer-MOF devices and
their application in cutting-edge technological areas (e.g.
energy efficient buildings, solar energy, reflecting surfaces).

Experimental section
Synthesis procedures

Materials. All the reagents and solvents used in this work
were of analytical grade (excepting the anhydrous acetonitrile
which was HPLC grade) and supplied by Sigma-Aldrich.

Fig. 6 UV-Vis spectroelectrochemistry for PEDOT (a) and
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 (b) deposited films on FTO showing their
reduced and oxidized states. Electrochromic switching monitoring
the optical absorbance changes at 600 nm of PEDOT (c) and
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 (d) acquired by repeated potential steps between
−1 V (reduced) and 1 V (oxidized) in 0.1 M LiClO4 and acetonitrile.
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PEDOT. PEDOT was prepared following previously reported
procedures.46 Briefly, an acetonitrile solution of EDOT (135 μL,
1.267 mmol) was introduced in a Schlenk tube and purged
with N2 for 15 min. The oxidative polymerization of EDOT was
carried out by the addition of a solution of anhydrous FeCl3
(2.877 mmol per 1.267 mmol of EDOT) in anhydrous aceto-
nitrile under an inert atmosphere. After 18 h under stirring,
the obtained dark-blue solid was washed with acetonitrile, dis-
tilled water and ethanol. Finally, the solid was dried in an oven
at 100 °C for 24 h.

MIL-100(Fe). MIL-100(Fe) (Fe3O(OH)(H2O)2(C9H3O6)2) was
synthesized according to reported procedures.47 Briefly, the
corresponding amounts of triethyl 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate
(6.6 mmol; lab prepared, see below) and FeCl3·6H2O
(10 mmol) were added to a Teflon-lined autoclave (125 mL)
together with 50 mL of distilled water. The autoclave was
heated to 130 °C from room temperature (RT) in 1 h and then,
maintained at this temperature for 72 h. After cooling to RT,
the obtained orange material was filtered, recovered and dried
in an oven at 100 °C overnight.

The as-synthesized MIL-100(Fe) solid was first washed in
150 mL of milliQ water per gram for 3 h under reflux and
then, with 150 mL per gram of absolute ethanol for 3 h under
reflux. Then, it was suspended in a 0.1 M KF solution (50 mL
per gram of product) at 70 °C for 3 h. The last washing step
consisted of a suspension of the solid in milliQ water (150 mL
per gram) at RT for 2 h. Finally, the solid was dried in an oven
at 100 °C for 24 h.

Triethyl-1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate. The ester derivate of
the MIL-100 linker was prepared by adding 5 g of trimesic acid
in 100 mL of absolute ethanol with 2 mL of H2SO4 (98%) in a
250 mL round bottom flask at 90 °C for 24 h. After cooling to
RT, a white solid was filtered, washed with diethyl ether and
dried at 80 °C overnight.

EDOT encapsulation in MIL-100(Fe). 200 mg of the pre-
viously dehydrated MIL-100(Fe) (dried at 100 °C for 24 h) were
introduced into a 50 mL-Schlenk tube. The system was heated
at 150 °C under vacuum for 3 h to remove the adsorbed water
in the solid. After cooling-down at RT, the required amount of
monomer (45, 90 or 180 in wt% with respect to the MIL-100
(Fe)), previously dissolved in acetonitrile or hexane and purged
with N2, was added to the Schlenk tube. The system was mag-
netically stirred for 4 h under N2. Then, the suspension was fil-
tered, reintroducing the solid (EDOT@MIL-100(Fe)) in a
Schlenk tube for the following polymerization.

PEDOT polymerization in the MIL-100(Fe). The Schlenk tube
containing the EDOT@MIL-100(Fe) solid was subjected to two
vacuum/N2 cycles at RT. Then, a previously N2-purged solution
of anhydrous FeCl3 in anhydrous acetonitrile was added. After
16 h of reaction under stirring in a N2 atmosphere, the result-
ing material was washed thoroughly with acetonitrile, water
and ethanol. Finally, the solid was dried at 100 °C for 24 h.

Characterization

High-resolution synchrotron powder diffraction experiments
were carried out at the CRISTAL beamline, SOLEIL

Synchrotron (Gif-sur-Yvette, France). A monochromatic beam
was extracted from the U20 undulator beam by means of a
Si(111) double mono-chromator. Its wavelength of 0.51368 Å was
refined from a LaB6 (NIST Standard Reference Material 660a)
powder diagram recorded just before the experiment. High
angular resolution in the diffracted beam is obtained with a
21-perfect crystal Si(111) multi-analyzer. The sample was
loaded in a 0.7 mm capillary (Borokapillaren, GLAS,
Schönwalde, Germany), dehydrated at 120 °C overnight and
sealed. Then, the capillary was mounted on a spinner rotating
at about 5 Hz to improve particle averaging. Diffraction data
were collected in less than 4 h in the continuous scanning
mode and the diffractogram was obtained from the precise
superposition and addition of the 21 channels data. The
Rietveld refinements of the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
patterns were carried out using the Topas program (Topas V5:
general profile and structure analysis software for powder diffr-
action data, Bruker AXS Ltd, 2008).

For pair distribution function (PDF) analysis, the data were
collected on the same samples and at the same energy, but in
order to improve counting statistics and maximum Q =
4π·sin θ/λ, a XPAD3.2 hybrid pixel 2D detector was used.
Diffraction images were collected at every degree from 0 to
120° 2θ, with a 10 s exposure time. This procedure was
repeated up to 8 times for a total of 2.7 h. The images were
then corrected, integrated and summed to yield 1D powder
diffraction patterns with Qmax = 20 Å−1 using the software
ImageReducerCristal developed at SOLEIL. Similar data were
also collected for an empty capillary and Nickel and LaB6 stan-
dard samples for background subtraction and determination
of the instrument resolution function. The PDFs were obtained
with the PDFGetX3 software.48 As an example of the data
quality, the fit of the PDF for the Ni standard sample up to
50 Å using PDFGUI49 is shown in the ESI (Fig. S18).†

PXRD routine patterns were collected using a D8 Advance
Bruker diffractometer with Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å)
from 3 to 25° (2θ) using a step size of 0.02° and 2.5 s per step
in continuous mode. Nitrogen sorption isotherms were col-
lected at 77 K using a BEL sorp Mini (Bel, Japan). Prior to the
analysis the samples were activated at 130 °C under primary
vacuum for 3 h. Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) spectra
were recorded in the 4000 to 400 cm−1 range using a Thermo
Nicolet 6700 FTIR with ATR accessory instrument (Thermo
scientific, USA). Thermogravimetric measurements (TGA) were
performed on a PerkinElmer Diamond TGA/DTA STA 6000 in
the 25–600 °C range under at 5 °C min−1 and an O2 flow of
20 mL min−1. The Fe content was quantified using an induced
coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) 2300
DV from PerkinElmer. Elemental analyses were carried out in
a Flash 2000 analyzer from Thermo Scientific. ζ-potential
values of PEDOT, MIL-100(Fe) and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) sus-
pensions in Milli-Q water (10 mg L−1) were measured using a
Malvern Zetasizer instrument (Nano series). Morphology and
microanalyses of the samples were analyzed using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) coupled with an EDX detector
(Oxford instrument and Hitachi TM-1000) and coupled to a
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FIB instrument. The thickness and roughness of the MOF
films were measured using an AFM instrument working in the
contact mode in air at ambient temperature using a Veeco
apparatus operating in the tapping mode. Electron paramag-
netic resonance (EPR) spectra of solid samples previously
degassed were recorded on a Bruker EMX spectrometer
working at 9.803 GHz, sweep width 3489.9 G, time constant
40.95 ms, modulation frequency 100 kHz, modulation width 1
G, microwave power 19.92 mW. Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis
measurements were recorded in a PerkinElmer (Lambda 19)
equipped with an integrating sphere. Remarkably,
PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) films were stable for >6 months stored
under ambient conditions (relative humidity ∼55%, 20 °C,
atmospheric conditions and unprotected from light). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried
out on a SPECS spectrometer equipped with an MCD-9 detec-
tor using a monochromatic Al X-ray source (Kα = 1486.6 eV).
CASA software has been used for spectra deconvolution setting
at 284.4 eV the C1s peak as the reference.

Molecular simulations

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been per-
formed to elucidate the intrinsic conformation of the two
molecules EDOT and PEDOT. For that purpose, a geometry-
optimization has been performed on molecular models using
DMol3 software and the PBE GGA density functional combined
with the double numerical basis set containing polarization
functions on hydrogen atoms (DNP).50 In addition, all elec-
trons have been taken into account. The comparison of the
results with DFT calculations considering the Grimme method
for DFT-D shows no difference. The convergence criteria for
energy (10−5 Ha), maximal force (0.002 Ha Å−1) and maximal
displacement (0.005 Å) allow the calculations to reach the
global minimum and propose the plausible conformations of
the molecules. In the case of PEDOT, two models have been
tested: a simple structure (C18H14O6S3Cl) and a double struc-
ture in order to estimate the impact of long distance modifi-
cations. In addition, two kinds of configurations (see
Fig. S19†) have also been compared regarding the organization
of the cycles one to another. From the DFT calculations, it
follows that the conformation corresponding to the Fig. S17b†
is the most stable. Furthermore, a calculation on a stacking of
two EDOTs or PEDOTs has also been performed to estimate
the interaction distance between neighbor polymer units.

Using such calculations, it is therefore possible to extract
the partial charges using the ESP method for both EDOT and
PEDOT (see the ESI for partial charges for the molecular
models; Fig. S19†). In complement to the DFT calculations,
Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations using
SORPTION software have been performed to estimate the
maximal amount adsorbed in the MIL-100(Fe) structure and to
evaluate the main interaction existing between the EDOT/
PEDOT and the MIL-100(Fe) framework, which is impossible
to estimate by DFT calculations due to the size of the unit cell
of the MOF. For that purpose, a simulation box containing the
MIL-100(Fe) structure model (see Fig. S20†) issued from the lit-

erature has been used.32 The pristine MIL-100 model con-
sidered in this study was obtained from the reported structure
optimized using a classical force field combining partial
charges and Lennard-Jones parameters. ESP charges calcu-
lated previously by DFT for EDOT/PEDOT are combined with
charges issued from the equalization electronegativity
method51 for MIL-100(Fe) (calculated using Materials Studio)
to evaluate the electrostatic interaction. For the van der Waals
interaction, universal force field (UFF) has been used for the
12–6 Lennard Jones (LJ) atomic parameters.52 The LJ intera-
tomic potential has thus been calculated using the Lorentz-
Berthelot combining rule with a cut-off radius equal to 12 Å. In
contrast, the long range electrostatic interactions were calcu-
lated using the Ewald summation technique.

In order to probe the confinement of the EDOT/PEDOT
molecules, their insertion was investigated by Grand
Canonical Monte Carlo simulations. GCMC calculations have
been performed at 300 K with typically 5 millions of Monte
Carlo steps for equilibration and 1 million steps for pro-
duction. From these calculations, the plausible configurations
of the EDOT/PEDOT molecules adsorbed on the pore surfaces
of the MIL-100(Fe) framework can be determined as well as
the main interactions governing the adsorption of these
molecules.

Note here that, by validating computing simulations with
experimental data provided by PDF analysis and IR, allows one
to identify interatomic distances and provide relevant infor-
mation of PEDOT conformation and host–guest interactions at
the atomic level.

Conductivity measurements

All the conductivity measurements were performed in a home-
made system using a sourcemeter Keithley 2601 connected
with a PC using LabTracer software that controls the scan and
also provides data storage capability. The sourcemeter was pre-
viously calibrated by using a copper foil as a standard. A
detailed schematic description of the equipment has been pre-
viously published.53 Briefly, 20 mg of each powdered sample
were placed in a sample holder of 13 mm diameter between
two polished steel pellets that allow pressurizing during the
measurements. The samples were pressed at 8 Ton cm−2 with
a pneumatic press piston and the electrical conductivity was
measured between the top and bottom metallic surface of the
press holder at 25 °C. For the sake of comparison, commercial
PEDOT:PSS (Aldrich 483095-250G) was characterized upon the
same conditions by drying and grinding in powder. Thickness
of the pressed samples was measured by using a Mitutoyo
instrument with an accuracy of ±0.0001 in 2 µm.

Electrical resistivity of the materials was calculated by using
the eqn (1) and using the resistance (R) calculated at 1 V with
the dimensions of the pressed pellet, the thickness is the
length and the area was calculated from the diameter of the
conductive pellet.

ρ ¼ R � a=l ð1Þ
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where R is the resistance, l the thickness and a the area of the
circular pellet (13 mm diameter).

Since the electrical conductivity is the reciprocal of the res-
istivity, it was calculated by taking the inverse of resistivity (σ =
1/ρ).

Electrochemical and electrochromic experiments

The electrochemical experiments were performed using an
AMEL 7050 potentiostate. A fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)
substrate coated by screen-printing with a paste of the material
(10 wt% in terpineol) was used as the working electrode.
Electrochromic experiments were carried out in a 0.1 M
lithium perchlorate solution in acetonitrile and using a three-
electrode configuration with a platinum wire as the counter
electrode and saturated Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode. A
home-made quartz electrochemical cell mounted in a VARIAN
CARY 300 SCAN UV-Vis spectrophotometer was used for moni-
toring the absorption changes upon bias potential application.
For the changes in the absorption spectrum scans from +1 to
−1 V were carried out. For the electrochromic switching, the
spectrophotometer was fixed at 600 nm and sequential cycles
applying voltages of +1 and −1 Volt with a duration of 60 s
were performed for recording color changes. Note that all the
experiments were performed under ambient conditions (under
air and moisture) and using non anhydrous AcN, supporting
the stability of the PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) films under moisture.
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Figure S1.TGA curves of PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe) encapsulated in acetonitrile (blue) or hexane 

(red), together with the empty MIL-100(Fe) solid (black) 
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Figure S2. TGA curves of PEDOT@MIL-100 (Fe)-1 (blue), 2 (red) and 3 (orange) composites  
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Figure S3. FTIR spectra of MIL-100(Fe) (a), PEDOT-MIL100(Fe)-1 (b), PEDOT-MIL100(Fe)-

2 (c), PEDOT-MIL100(Fe)-3 (d) and as-prepared PEDOT (c). 

 

 

 

Figure S4. PXRD patterns of MIL-100(Fe) (Black) and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-1 (pink), 2 

(red) and-3 (green) composites. 



Table S1. Elemental composition of free PEDOT and amount of PEDOT inside the MIL-

100(Fe)-2 

 Theo. vs exp. 

Free PEDOT Fe/S at. ratio 0 vs 0,08 ± 0,05 

Free PEDOT Cl/S at. ratio 0,3 vs 0,33 ± 0,12 

 
PEDOT@MIL-

100(Fe)-2. 

PEDOT (%wt; dry empty solid) 60 ± 9 

Number of EDOT monomer/u.c. 1062 ± 174 

Number EDOT monomer/large cage 58 ± 9 

Number EDOT monomer/small cage 37 ± 6 

 
   

Number total Cl/u.c. 1365 ± 363 

Cl/S at. Ratio 1.28 ± 0.33 

Considering 1 Cl- / 3 EDOT 354 ± 58 

Number excess Cl/u.c. 1011 ± 319 

Number Fe total/u.c. 2003 ± 581 

Number Fe MIL100/u.c. 1152 

Number Fe excess/u.c. 851 ± 581 

Excess Fe/Fe MIL100 (u.c.) 0,74 ± 0,50 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S5. XPS of MIL-100(Fe). Legend: (a) C 1s; (b) O 1s; (c) Fe 2p; (d) Cl 2p; (e) F 1s. 
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Figure S6. XPS of PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2. Legend: (a) C 1s; (b) O 1s; (c) Fe 2p; (d) Cl 2p; 

(e) F 1s; (f) S 2p 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure S7. PXRD patterns collected by using synchrotron radiation 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure S8. Left: Simulated and experimental PDF analysis of EDOT molecule. Right: DFT 

Simulated chemical structure of isolated EDOT together with the main atomic distances. 

 



 
 

Figure S9. Top: experimental PDFs of EDOT and PEDOT up to 10 (left) and 25 Å (right). 

Bottom: DFT simulated chemical structure of free PEDOT together with the main atomic 

distances. Sulphur, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and chlorine are in yellow, grey, red, white and 

blue respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure S10. Comparison of the PDFs of MIL-100(Fe) and PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe). 

 

 

 
Figure S11. Top: Subtracted PDF contribution of the EDOT in the EDOT@MIL-100(Fe) 

compared with the free EDOT. Bottom: Subtracted PDF contribution of the PEDOT in the 

PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 compared with the free PEDOT. Sulphur, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen 

and iron are in yellow, grey, red, white and purple respectively 



 

 
Figure S12. a) FTIR spectra of MIL-100(Fe) (red), PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 (black) and 

isolated PEDOT (blue) (Asterisk indicate the presence of PEDOT bands in PEDOT@MIL-

100(Fe)) and b) zoom of the selected areas. 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S13. XRD patterns of: a) PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 thin film on FTO before (bottom) 

and after (up) of 50 cycles of cyclic voltammetry and b) PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 thin film on 

FTO before (bottom) and after (up) of 20 cycles of electrochromic switching. Asterisk indicate 

diffraction peaks corresponding to the MIL-100(Fe) material.  



 

Figure S14 SEM-EDX analysis of the PEDOT-MIL-100(Fe)-2 flat surface supported on FTO 

employed for cyclic voltammetry measurements (left) and for electrochromism measurements 

(right). 



 

Figure S15. SEM-EDX analysis of the PEDOT-MIL-100(Fe)-2 film thickness supported on 

FTO employed for cyclic voltammetry measurements (left) and for electrochromism 

measurements (right) 



 

Figure S16. FIB-SEM images of: (a) the fresh PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 film; (b) the used 

PEDOT@MIL-101(Fe)-2 sample after 50 cycles of voltammetry; PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 

before (c) and after (d) used in the 50 cycles of the cyclic voltammetry. Note: fast SEM images 

were recorded (c,d) with low quality on purpose to properly measure the thickness minimizing 

possible error due to the movement of the sample. 



 

Figure S17. AFM images of PEDOT@MIL-100(Fe)-2 film before (a) and after (b) 50 cyclic 

voltammetry cycles and roughness estimation. 
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Figure S18: Result of the fit of the PDF from the Ni standard sample.  

 

 



 
Figure S19: Conformations of the PEDOT investigated by DFT calculations 

 

 

 

Figure S20: Model of MIL-100 from literature (Horcajada et al., Chem. Commun., 2007, 2820-

2822) 
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Chapter 4.2: Nanometric MIL-125-NH2 Metal–Organic 

Framework as a Potential Nerve Agent Antidote Carrier. 

 

Inhibition of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) by organophosphate compounds (OPs; 

insecticides and nerve agents) causes accumulation of the neurotransmitter 

acetylcholine (ACh) in the synapses and overstimulation of ACh receptors, resulting in 

severe symptoms such as convulsions, flaccid muscle paralysis, seizures and ultimately, 

death. Several efforts have been applied to the prevention and/or treatment of OP 

poisoning. One of the current therapeutic treatment of OP poisoning entails the 

administration of a mixture of atropine (to block the AChE receptor), diazepam (an 

anticonvulsant) and a compound generally referred to as “oxime”, which is capable of 

restoring the activity of AChE. An example of such an oxime is pralidoxime (2-

pyridinium aldoxime methyl chloride; 2-PAM), which reactivates OP-inhibited AChE 

by attacking the covalent bond between the serine and the OP. Unfortunately, as a result 

of its permanent positive charge, 2-PAM poorly penetrates the blood brain barrier (BBB), 

limiting its action at central nervous sites. In this context, certain MOFs have proven to 

be promising drug nanocarriers due to their biocompatibility, and high drug loading 

capacities and controlled releases, associated with their exceptional porosity. Although 

several MOFs have been proposed as nanocarriers for different therapeutic molecules 

(e.g., antitumorals, analgesics and biological gases, among others), to the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first time that a MOF structure is employed for the entrapment of 

a nerve agent antidote.  

In this work, we report the preparation of nano-sized MIL-125-NH2 by using a 

simple, safe and low-energy consumption approach, evaluating its performance as DDS. 

The novelty of this contribution can be briefly summarized on the following points:  

- The synthesis of the titanium(IV) 2-aminoterephthalate MIL-125-NH2 was adapted 

for the first time to the nanometric scale, obtaining monodisperse nanoparticles of 

170 nm, compatible with their intravenous administration for therapeutic uses. 

- The resulting solutions in both organic solvents and simulated intravenous 

conditions showed a remarkable colloidal stability which is not common in this 

family of Ti(IV) terephthalate crystalline materials.  

- The successful encapsulation of the 2-PAM antidote (10.9 %wt.) into the MIL-125-

NH2 porosity by using a simple and fast and impregnation method. 

-  MIL-125-NH2, exhibiting interesting features (biocompatibility, chemical and 

colloidal stability, high drug encapsulation) was here proposed as a pioneer drug 

carrier system.   

 

Author contribution: Conceptualization of this work: Dr. Patricia Horcajada. 

MOF nanoparticles synthesis and characterization: Pablo Salcedo and Isabelle Colinet. 

Drug encapsulation and characterization: Pablo Salcedo and Isabelle Colinet. In vitro 

delivery tests: Dr. Marloes J. A. Joosen and Dr. Martijn C. de Koning. Molecular 
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calculations: Dr. Fabrice Salles. Data analysis: Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela and Pablo Salcedo. 

Original draft preparation: Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela. Review and editing of the publication: 

Dr. Patricia Horcajada and Dr. Christian Serre, as well as all previously mentioned 

contributor coauthors.  
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Abstract: The three-dimensional (3D) microporous titanium aminoterephthalate MIL-125-NH2

(MIL: Material of Institut Lavoisier) was successfully isolated as monodispersed nanoparticles,
which are compatible with intravenous administration, by using a simple, safe and low-cost
synthetic approach (100 ◦C/32 h under atmospheric pressure) so that for the first time it
could be considered for encapsulation and the release of drugs. The nerve agent antidote
2-[(hydroxyimino)methyl]-1-methyl-pyridinium chloride (2-PAM or pralidoxime) was effectively
encapsulated into the pores of MIL-125-NH2 as a result of the interactions between 2-PAM and the
pore walls being mediated by π-stacking and hydrogen bonds, as deduced from infrared spectroscopy
and Monte Carlo simulation studies. Finally, colloidal solutions of MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles
exhibited remarkable stability in different organic media, aqueous solutions at different pH and
under relevant physiological conditions over time (24 h). 2-PAM was rapidly released from the pores
of MIL-125-NH2 in vitro.

Keywords: MIL-125-NH2; metal–organic frameworks; nanoparticles; colloidal stability; drug
delivery; pralidoxime

1. Introduction

Organophosphate (OP) compounds, such as insecticides and nerve agents, are known for their
ability to inhibit acetylcholinesterase (AChE) [1] by forming a covalent bond with a serine residue in
the active site of AChE. AChE is an enzyme that rapidly hydrolyses the neurotransmitter acetylcholine
(ACh) in cholinergic synapses in peripheral as well as in central nervous tissues [2]. Inhibition of AChE
by OPs causes accumulation of ACh in the synapses and overstimulation of ACh receptors, resulting in
severe symptoms such as convulsions, flaccid muscle paralysis, seizures and ultimately, death. Several
efforts have been applied to the prevention and/or treatment of OP poisoning. Prophylactic strategies
are mainly based on aggressive prosecution of suspected terrorists, preparedness in our communities
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and personal protective equipment that is able to capture and degrade the toxin. On the other hand,
current therapeutic treatment of OP poisoning entails the administration of a mixture of atropine
(to block the AChE receptor), diazepam (an anticonvulsant) and a compound generally referred
to as “oxime”, which is capable of restoring the activity of AChE. An example of such an oxime
is pralidoxime (2-pyridinium aldoxime methyl chloride or 2-PAM; Figure 1a), which reactivates
OP-inhibited AChE by attacking the covalent bond between the serine and the OP [3]. Unfortunately,
as a result of its permanent charge, 2-PAM penetrates the blood brain barrier (BBB) poorly, limiting its
action at central nervous sites [4].

Several strategies and protocols have been developed for the adsorption and/or conjugation
of pharmaceutical drugs using non-toxic nanoparticles (NPs) for the preparation of drug delivery
systems [5–14]. Particularly, incorporation of 2-PAM into different nanocarriers has been proposed
to overcome the previously mentioned drawback [15–17]. Although mesoporous silica and solid
lipid NPs have shown promising results, the problem is far from being solved [18]. Apart from
the potential delivery of 2-PAM into the brain, sustained release of 2-PAM into the bloodstream
could lead to pharmaceutically relevant blood levels of the drug for prolonged periods of
time, which would be beneficial in case of intoxication by more persistent agents such as VX
(ethyl({2-[bis(propan-2-yl)amino]ethyl}sulfanyl)(methyl)phosphinate) [19].

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), traditionally proposed for other industrial fields (separation,
catalysis, sensing, etc.) [20], appear to be promising drug nanocarriers due to their high drug
loading capacities and controlled releases, associated with their exceptional porosity (up to
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface (SBET) = 7000 m2 g−1; pore diameter = 3–98 Å), and easily tunable
structure and composition [21,22]. Despite the proven interesting features of some biocompatible
MOF nanocarriers in the encapsulation and release of many different therapeutic molecules
(e.g., antitumorals, analgesics and biological gases) [23,24], nerve agent antidotes have never been
addressed. In addition, some of these crystalline hybrid materials have recently demonstrated the
ability to capture and catalytically degrade chemical warfare agents [25–27].

In particular, the microporous titanium aminoterephthalate MIL-125-NH2, first isolated by several
of us [28], has not yet been proposed as a drug carrier. Nevertheless, this structure possesses
physicochemical properties required in the biomedical field, specifically: (i) a significant porosity
(SBET = 1130 m2 g−1 and tetragonal or octahedral cavities of ca. 6.1 and 12.5 Å, respectively,
accessible through micropores of 5–7 Å (see Figure 1b) able to host important loadings of different
molecules [29,30]; (ii) very good chemical stability in water and organic solvents [31,32]; (iii) the
presence of –NH2 moieties, able to establish hydrogen bonds with guest molecules (e.g., 2-PAM); and
(iv) an a priori biocompatible character, associated with the inert biological behavior of titanium (rat
oral 50% lethal dose (LD50) = 464 and > 2000 mg kg−1 for TiCl4 and TiO2, respectively [33,34]) and
the low toxicity of the ligand (50% inhibitory concentration (IC50) in HeLa and J774 cells = 600 and
20 µg mL−1, respectively) [35]. To date, the only bio-application of MIL-125-NH2 was recently proposed
by Wang et al. [36], who developed a MIL-125-NH2-hemoglobin nanoconjugate. The resulting complex
was able to retain the gas-binding capacity of hemoglobin, suggesting that MIL-125-NH2-hemoglobin
could be potentially used as an O2 carrier. Additionally, the visible-photocatalytic activity of
MIL-125-NH2 [37] has been used to perform several catalytic reactions (e.g., cycloaddition of
epichlorohydrin [31], Cr(VI)-Cr(III) reduction under visible light irradiation [38]), and suggested
for the degradation of harmful volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [39].

Taking into account the above, nanometric MIL-125-NH2 seems to be an appropriate tool for
optimizing the treatment of nerve agent poisoning by the potential VOC degradation as well as
vectorization and controlled release of antidotes. Therefore, we present here the synthesis of high
yields of nanometric MIL-125-NH2 for the encapsulation and release of the nerve agent antidote
2-PAM. Firstly, nano-sized MIL-125-NH2 has been prepared by optimizing the previously reported
synthetic conditions. The obtained MIL-125-NH2 NPs were fully characterized by different standard
solid state techniques (powder X-ray diffraction-PXRD, infrared spectroscopy-IR, thermogravimetric
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analysis-TGA, scanning electron microscopy-SEM and argon adsorption measurements, among others),
paying particular attention to the evaluation of its colloidal stability under different conditions (solvent,
pH and relevant physiological media). Finally, the incorporation of 2-PAM within the MIL-125-NH2

NPs was assessed through a joint experimental and computational approach, investigating the 2-PAM
kinetics of release and colloidal stability of 2-PAM-loaded MIL-125-NH2 NPs under in vitro conditions.
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Figure 1. Representation of the structure of (a) 2-pyridinium aldoxime methyl chloride (2-PAM)
and (b) reaction scheme for the preparation of MIL-125-NH2 (MIL = Material of Institut Lavoisier),
highlighting its cavities of 6.1 (green sphere) and 12.5 Å (yellow sphere) from 2-aminoterephthalic acid
(H2BDC-NH2) and Ti4+. Titanium polyhedra, oxygen and carbon are represented in blue, red and clear
grey, respectively. Hydrogen atoms were omitted for the sake of clarity.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis and Colloidal Stability of MIL-125-NH2 Nanoparticles

Distinct synthetic methodologies have been used previously to prepare nano-scaled MIL-125-NH2:
(i) solvothermal synthesis (150 ◦C/20 h or 50 ◦C/16 h) [40–42]; (ii) microwave-assisted solvothermal
route (100 ◦C/15 min or 150 ◦C/1 h) [36,43]; and (iii) under reflux for 72 h [44]. Keeping in mind the
desire for a simple, easy and low-cost synthetic approach, we optimized an atmospheric pressure
method to obtain smaller MIL-125-NH2 NPs that are compatible with intravenous administration. Thus,
a reactive solution composed of H2BDC-NH2 and titanium isopropoxide (TiOiPr) in an appropriate
mixture of solvents [N,N’-Dimethylformamide (DMF):MeOH:H2O = 1:0.25:0.0045 (v/v)] was prepared
in a round-bottom flask and kept at 100 ◦C for 32 h (see Material and Methods for further details). The
obtained yellow powder was centrifuged and washed with DMF and methanol. It is worth noting
the efficiency of the synthetic procedure (final yield ~90%), which achieved a good space-time-yield
(36.5 kg m−3 day−1) when compared with other previously reported laboratory scale-up syntheses of
MOFs [45]. The nano-sized MIL-125-NH2 was fully characterized. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
pattern (Figure S1) shows the characteristic Bragg reflections of MIL-125-NH2 with broader diffraction
peaks, in agreement with the smaller particle size. In line with this, FEG-SEM images (Figure S2)
show spherical and more or less elongated nanoparticles of 170 ± 90 nm (n = 100 particles; note here
that although the definition identifies NPs as having dimensions below 100 nm, especially in the
area of drug delivery, relatively large NPs are also denoted as nanoparticles instead of submicronic
particles). When compared with previously synthesized MIL-125-NH2 also using a room pressure
method (300–400 nm) [44], these particles are smaller and more monodispersed.

The TGA curve (Figure S3) shows a first weight loss of ca. 24% (from 30 to 95 ◦C), which can
be attributed to the complete evacuation of solvent molecules retained in the pores. Above 300 ◦C,
the combustion of the ligand gives rise to the collapse of the framework and successive formation of
TiO2 (weight loss: obs. 37.3% vs. cal. 38.6%; calculated from the dried form of MIL-125-NH2). Due to
the presence of solvent molecules in the pores of MIL-125-NH2, its Fourier transform infrared (FTIR;
Figure S4) spectrum exhibits a very broad band in the 3700–2500 cm−1 range. Although it is difficult
to assign all vibration modes occurring in this spectral region, the two bands centered at ca. 3458
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and 3384 cm−1 which may correspond to the stretching υasym(N–H) and υsym(N–H) vibration bands,
respectively, of the –NH2 groups in the MOF structure [46]. Additionally, the absence of a very intense
band between 1725 and 1700 cm−1 suggests the coordination of both carboxylic acid groups, belonging
to H2BDC-NH2, to Ti cations as well as the absence of free remaining ligand.

Ar sorption measurements show a type I isotherm, characteristic of microporous materials
(Figure S5). The BET surface area and micropore volume values are slightly lower than those of
the bulk MIL-125-NH2 (1400 vs. 1890 m2 g−1 and 0.55 vs. 0.75 cm3 g−1), which could be related to
the presence of an amorphous fraction. Additionally, the permanent porosity of MIL-125-NH2 was
also confirmed through the determination of the pore size distribution, exhibiting pore diameters
ranging from ca. 5 to 14 Å, in agreement with the pore sizes determined from crystallographic
distances corresponding to cages of 6.1 and 12.5 Å, accessible through microporous windows of 5–7 Å
(see Figure S9 in the ESI). This data was also corroborated by theoretical calculations (see Figure S10 in
the ESI).

One of the main challenges concerning MOF NPs is their colloidal stability in different media.
Frequently, one is faced with several issues regarding the aggregation of these nano-sized materials,
complicating their storage and their application as isolated NPs. In this investigation, the colloidal
stability of the MIL-125-NH2 NPs in different media is described by measuring their hydrodynamic
size by dynamic light scattering at room temperature (DLS; Table 1; see Material and Methods for
experimental details). When suspended in DMF, methanol or ethanol, MIL-125-NH2 shows a small
and monodispersed particle size ranging from 210 ± 100 to 320 ± 100 nm (polydispersity indexes
(PdIs) from 0.06 ± 0.03 to 0.263 ± 0.003; Table 1), in agreement with previous FEG-SEM observations
(170 ± 90 nm). In contrast, the MIL-125-NH2 aqueous solution exhibits larger particle sizes. In general,
charged particles with ζ-potential above +30 mV or below −30 mV present enough electrostatic
repulsion to insure colloidal stability [47]. Thus, the larger particle size of the MIL-125-NH2 aqueous
solution can be attributed to the aggregation of the NPs as a consequence of the almost neutrally
charged surface (ζ-potential = −7 ± 4 mV; note here the influence of the initial pH, see below for
further explanations), which contrasts with the higher ζ-potentials measured for ethanol or methanol
(from −40 to −47 mV, respectively).

Table 1. Particle size and ζ-potential (with standard deviation) of the MIL-125-NH2 non-toxic
nanoparticles (NPs) in different media at 20 ◦C.

NPs Medium Size (nm) PdI ζ-Potential (mV)

MIL-125-NH2

DMF 240 ± 70 0.16 ± 0.01 *
Water 660 ± 250 0.263 ± 0.003 −7 ± 4

Methanol 320 ± 100 0.10 ± 0.02 −40 ± 7
Ethanol 220 ± 60 0.06 ± 0.03 −47 ± 19

PBS 230 ± 60 0.18 ± 0.03 −23 ± 5
PBS FBS 210 ± 100 0.220 ± 0.007 −10 ± 4

2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2

Methanol 630 ± 120 0.5 ± 0.1 −10 ± 7
PBS 290 ± 130 0.3 ± 0.1 −18 ± 4

PBS FBS 240 ± 40 0.4 ± 0.1 −9 ± 5

* Note here the impossibility of determining ζ-potential in adapted plastic cuvettes.

In parallel to the previously described experiments, the colloidal stability of MIL-125-NH2 NPs
was assessed as a function of the pH (Figure 2). In short, the nano-sized MIL-125-NH2 was dispersed
in water and the pH was adjusted in the 2–10 pH range (see Materials and Methods for further details).
At lower pH (<2.8), MOF NPs exhibit a positive surface charge from ca. 33 to 49 mV, ensuring enough
electrostatic repulsion to avoid NPs aggregation. In contrast, the low absolute ζ-potential values of ca.
0.3 ± 3 and −7 ± 4 mV measured at pH values of ca. 3.8 and 4.9 (autogenous pH) led to larger particle
sizes (ca. 800–1000 nm) and higher polydispersity (PdI) values (from 0.263 ± 0.003 to 0.320 ± 0.005),
associated to an important NP aggregation. In the 5.9–10.0 pH range, the absolute ζ-potential values
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are higher (from −25 ± 4 to −39 ± 5 mV), maintaining the colloidal stability of the MIL-125-NH2 NPs.
In summary, lower pH values enhance the presence of negatively charged species, while higher pHs
promote the presence of positively charged ones. Considering the pKa of the carboxylic acids of the
ligand (pKa ~3.5 and 4.4) and the amine group (pKa ~5.0 for the 2-aminobenzoic acid), the positive
surface charge at pH < 4 might be explained by the protonated state of both amine and carboxylic
groups (NH3

+ and –COOH). In contrast, negatively charged surfaces at pH > 5 might be related with
the presence of deprotonated carboxylates (–COO−) and neutral amines (–NH2). Finally, surface
change close to the isoelectric point, at pH ~4–5, might be associated with the charge compensation
between the negative charges of the deprotonated carboxylate groups (–COO−) and the positively
charged protonated amines (–NH3

+). Although one cannot exclude the presence of Ti–OH or Ti–OH2

species at the outer surface, these observations suggest that the external surface is mostly composed of
organic linkers.
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2.2. Encapsulation of 2-PAM

The nerve agent antidote 2-PAM was successfully encapsulated into the nano-sized MIL-125-NH2

using a simple impregnation method, by suspending the NPs in a 2-PAM methanolic solution
(see Material and Methods for further details). To gain insight into the encapsulation rate and
the location of 2-PAM entrapped in the pores, the resulting 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 material was
characterized by several solid-state techniques.

After 2-PAM encapsulation, the 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs appeared to be highly robust without
any structural modification associated with the impregnation procedure (Figure S6). The crystallinity
of the material remained intact and no secondary phase (e.g., recrystallized drug) was identified.

The thermogravimetric curves of MIL-125-NH2 NPs before and after encapsulation have different
profiles (Figure S7). After the drug adsorption, an additional weight loss below 300 ◦C was observed:
the first one of ca. 15% corresponds to the release of solvent molecules and the second one of
ca. 10.9 ± 2.2% (calculated from several thermograms acquired for the composite material), from
125 to 320 ◦C, was attributed to the combustion of 2-PAM molecules. Above this temperature, the
collapse of the framework occurred, leading to the formation of TiO2. Using Grand Canonical Monte
Carlo (GCMC) simulations, it was also possible to estimate the saturation capacity in 2-PAM (note
here that 2-PAM might be considered combined with Cl− to obtain a global neutral charge). The
theoretical estimation was evaluated without taking into account the effect of the solvent and reached
30.0 wt % (i.e., almost three times the experimental value (10.9 wt %)). The discrepancy between
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experimental measurements and theoretical loading might be mainly related to the use of generic
force fields (UFF in particular), not specifically developed for such precise applications, as well as the
presence of the impregnation solvent (i.e., methanol), which competes with 2-PAM for adsorption
within the MIL-125-NH2 pores. Although the 2-PAM loading capacity of MIL-125-NH2 is lower
than in solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN; 30.8% w/w) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) nanoparticles
(PLGA; 7.1–68.8% w/w), the loading rate is in the same range than the previously reported liposome
system (5.3–11.9% w/w) [16–18]. Nevertheless, the photocatalytic activity of MIL-125-NH2 could be
an important advantage in simultaneously degrading nerve agents. In addition, considering this work
as proof of the concept, the oximes loading capacity could be enhanced by using other MOF topologies.

Regarding its morphological features, 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 exhibits a shape and particle size
totally comparable with the ones of MIL-125-NH2 NPs (110 ± 50 vs. 170 ± 90 nm; n = 100 particles;
Figure S2). Similarly, the ζ-potential values are quite similar (−23 and −19 mV for MIL-125-NH2NPs
and of 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2, respectively), ruling out any significant adsorption of 2-PAM at the
outer NP surface, which corroborates its successful encapsulation into the pores.

After encapsulation, the reduction of BET surface area and pore volume values (1400 vs.
820 m2 g−1 and 0.55 vs. 0.34 cm3 g−1; Figure S8) confirmed the location of 2-PAM in the pores of the
MIL-125-NH2 NPs. In addition, the pore size distribution is shifted to smaller sizes as a consequence
of the drug encapsulation within the porosity (see Figure S9 in the ESI). The encapsulation of 2-PAM
into the pores of MIL-125-NH2 NPs was also verified by FTIR studies (Figure 3) performed on dried
samples (100 ◦C for 2 h). In the 1750–1150 cm−1 spectral range, the presence of the drug was deduced
from: (i) the slight shift of the vibrational bands of MIL-125-NH2 centered from ca. 1546, 1379, 1336
and 1255 cm−1 to 1538, 1383, 1339 and 1256 cm−1, respectively; and (ii) an additional band located
at ca. 1180 cm−1, characteristic of 2-PAM, only visible after encapsulation. In addition, a vibration
mode appeared at ca. 1689 cm−1, which was attributed to a free carboxylic acid group, suggesting
a partial degradation during the encapsulation process. As aforementioned, in the second selected
spectral range, from 3700 to 2500 cm−1, two bands at ca. 3458 and 3384 cm−1 with medium and
strong intensity, respectively, were assigned to the stretching υasym(N–H) and υsym(N–H) vibration
modes of the –NH2 groups of MIL-125-NH2 solid. The same vibration bands were also observed for
2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2, however, υasym(N–H) and υsym(N–H) vibrations were shifted to ca. 3404 and
3345 cm−1, respectively (i.e., a less energetic region when compared with those assigned to the empty
NPs). This suggests that 2-PAM molecules interact with the amino group of MIL-125-NH2 through the
formation of hydrogen bonds.

The main interactions between 2-PAM and MIL-125-NH2 can be further investigated from
statistical configurations extracted from GCMC simulations. Figure 4 illustrates π-stacking interactions
between 2-PAM species and the phenyl ring of the solid, but also between 2-PAM molecules.
In addition, the –NH2 groups from MIL-125-NH2, might establish specific hydrogen bonds with
the hydroxyl groups of the 2-PAM (2.717 Å), in agreement with the FTIR observations. Finally, the –OH
group of 2-PAM seems to reinforce the interaction between the drug and MIL-125-NH2 by interacting
with the O coming from the carboxylate group of the MOF (3.109 Å). These observations suggest that,
in agreement with TGA whereas only 1/3 of the theoretical maximun 2-PAM loading was achieved
experimentally, only the 2-PAM molecules with the strongest interactions with the framework (see the
distances MOF-NH2- - - HO-2-PAM (2.717 Å) and/or 2-PAM-OH- - - OOC-MOF (3.109 Å)), would be
successfully encapsulated into MIL-125-NH2.
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2.3. Colloidal Stability of 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2

The presence of electrolytes in the physiological medium influences the colloidal stability
of NPs and thus, their in vivo fate. Envisaging intravenous administration, MIL-125-NH2 and
2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs were dispersed in simulated biological fluids at 37 ◦C under continuous
stirring (see Materials and Methods for further details): (i) a phosphate buffered saline solution
(PBS) with electrolytes commonly present in serum (138 mM NaCl, 2.74 mM KCl and 10.0 mM
Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4, pH = 7.4) and (ii) PBS supplemented with 10% v/v of heat deactivated fetal
bovine serum (FBS), containing different macromolecules naturally present in the serum (proteins =
3.0–4.5 g/dL). Particle size and ζ-potential were monitored over a period of 24 h.

Despite the previously observed aggregation in aqueous solution, MIL-125-NH2 and
2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs in FBS-PBS exhibit a small and monodispersed particle size (ca. 220 nm),
compatible with intravenous administration (a priori avoiding emboli phenomena) and comparable
with those observed for the alcoholic solutions (Table 1). In the presence of phosphates, the ζ-potential
becomes more negative when compared with pure water (−23 and −18 mV vs. −7 mV for MIL-125-NH2

and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs, respectively), in agreement with the attachment of phosphate groups
on the outer NPs surface. To evaluate the influence of the ionic strength on the mobility measurements,
ζ-potential was determined at different PBS concentrations (1 and 10 mM). More negative ζ-potential
values were observed at lower ionic strength (−39 ± 8 vs. −23 ± 5 mV, respectively), however, with no
significant differences on the particle size (170 ± 50 vs. 230 ± 60 nm, respectively).

Addition of FBS to the PBS resulted in a clear reduction on the ζ-potential magnitude (from −23
to −10 mV and from −18 to −9 mV for MIL-125-NH2 and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs, respectively),
suggesting the formation of a protein corona onto the surface of both NPs [48]. As previously reported
for other MOFs [49], the most abundant serum protein, albumin will be negatively charged at pH
= 7.4 (isoelectric point = 4.7), replacing some phosphate groups at the outer surface and leading to
the formation of a protein corona that might stabilize the MIL-125-NH2 colloidal solution by steric
hindrance, instead of the electrostatic repulsions.

The long-term colloidal stability of MIL-125-NH2 and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs was further
monitored in FBS-PBS. No significant aggregation was observed for both NPs, which remained stable
for 24 h (Figure 5). Remarkably, the absence of any 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs aggregation in serum
conditions is a required condition to avoid toxicity and support the crossing of the BBB. However, it is
known that this passage is restricted when the size of the nanocarrier exceeds 100 nm [50]. Thus, a further
reduction of the particle size of 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs would be required to target the brain.
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The stability during the storage of MIL-125-NH2 and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs was evaluated
by simply drying the NPs at room temperature. Note that the dried NPs were kept for 6 months at
room temperature and, after reconstitution in FBS-PBS and redispersion by sonication, their crystalline
structure, particle size and superficial charge remained almost unchanged (for MIL-125-NH2: before
and after storage: 210 ± 100 vs. 270 ± 70 nm and for PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs before and after
storage: 240 ± 60 vs. 240 ± 40 nm; with ζ-potential values around −10 mV). These results confirm the
feasibility of storing the 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs for a prolonged period of time.

2.4. Release Kinetics of 2-PAM

The release kinetics of 2-PAM from the NPs was then analyzed, as 2-PAM needs to be in solution
to exert its pharmacological effects. This was evaluated by suspending the 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2

NPs in a simple in vitro medium (i.e., PBS) and monitoring the 2-PAM release over time by capillary
electrophoresis (Figure 6; and see Materials and Methods for further details). During the first 5 min,
the rapid release of ca. 82% of 2-PAM was observed. In the second stage, the remaining 2-PAM was
progressively delivered in approximately 50 min. The first release step might be attributed to the
2-PAM molecules with the weaker hydrogen bond interactions (2-PAM-OH- - - OOC-MOF, 3.109 Å)
between the drug and the MOF structure, whereas the second stage would correspond to release
of the more strongly interacting species (MOF-NH2- - - HO-2-PAM, 2.717 Å), in accordance with the
experimental and simulated studies (see Section 2.2). Additionally, it is likely that phosphates from the
PBS medium replace 2-PAM molecules, as well as rapidly destroy the MOF framework to produce Ti
phosphates, leading finally to an accelerated release. However, in contact with biological fluids, the
formation of a protein corona might slow down the 2-PAM release, as already observed during in vivo
studies for the MIL-100(Fe) NPs loaded with an antitumoral drug [51].
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General Instrumentation

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) of the MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles were collected in
an Empyream PANALYTICAL diffractometer (PANalytical, Lelyweg, The Netherlands), equipped
with a PIXcel3D detector and with a copper radiation source (Cu Kα, λ =1.5406 Å), operating at
45 kV and 40 mA. XRPD of the 2-PAM-encapsulated MOF were collected in a Siemens D5000 (θ–2θ)
diffractometer with Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å) from 3 to 30◦ (2θ) using a step size of 0.02◦ and
4 s per step in continuous mode.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were collected using a Nicolet 6700 instrument (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) from 4000 to 400 cm−1.
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Ar sorption isotherms were obtained at 87 K using a Quadrasorb system (Quantachrome
instruments, Boynton Beach, FL, USA). Prior to the analysis, approximately 30 mg of sample was
evacuated at 150 ◦C under primary vacuum for 3 h.

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) of the MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles were performed using
a SDT Q-600 thermobalance (TA instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) under air flow with a heating
rate of 5 ◦C min−1. TGA of the 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 (5−10 mg) were recorded on a PerkinElmer
Diamond TGA/DTA STA 6000 (PerkinElmer, Boston, MA, USA) under O2 atmosphere (20 mL min−1),
at a heating speed of 3 ◦C min−1 for the temperature range between RT and 600 ◦C.

Field emission guns-scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) images were acquired in
a FEI/Philips XL-30 Field Emission ESEM (Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) at 3 kV and
98–102 µA.

3.2. Reagents and Solvents

2-Aminoterephthalic acid (99%, Acros Organics, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA),
titanium isopropoxide (97%, Sigma Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA), phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
solution (pH = 7.4, 0.01 M, Sigma Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA), heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum
(FBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), pralidoxime (Sigma Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO,
USA), N,N’-Dimethylformamide (DMF, 99.5%, Chem-lab, Zedelgem, Belgium), methanol (analytical
grade, J. T. Baker, Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA). All reagents and solvents were used as received from
the commercial suppliers without further purification.

3.3. Synthesis of MIL-125-NH2 Nanoparticles

The nano-sized MIL-125-NH2 was isolated according to the following procedure: 1.375 g of
2-aminoterephthalic acid was dispersed in 20 mL of DMF and 5 mL of methanol in a round-bottom
flask at room temperature. The mixture was stirred for a few minutes and heated at 100 ◦C. Finally,
1.5 mL of titanium isopropoxide and 0.09 mL of water were added and the resulting reactive mixture
was kept at 100 ◦C until a color change (from orange to bright yellow) for 32 h. The obtained yellow
solid was recovered by centrifugation (13,000 rpm for 5 min) and washed with DMF. The solid was
then suspended in 100 mL of DMF for 3 h. Then, the solid was recovered by centrifugation and washed
with 50 mL of methanol. Yield: 90%.

3.4. Encapsulation of 2-PAM into the Nano-Sized MIL-125-NH2

2-PAM was entrapped into the pores of MIL-125-NH2 by suspending 10 mg of the powdered
MOF in 2.5 mL of a 16 mg mL−1 drug solution (in methanol), at room temperature under magnetic
stirring for 8 h. The material/drug weight ratio was therefore 1:4. The 2-PAM-containing solid
(2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2) was recovered by centrifugation and dried under air at room temperature.

3.5. Computational Simulation of 2-PAM Encapsulation

Using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) calculations, the saturation was estimated for
2-PAM in MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles. It is thus possible to estimate the saturation capacity in
the pores for the selected solids, as well as to elucidate the preferential adsorption sites for guest
molecules on the solid framework. Partial charges and force field parameters were required for GCMC
calculations. Simulations were performed at 300 K with a simulation box large enough to use a cut-off
equal to 12.5 Å with typically 5 × 106 Monte Carlo steps for both equilibration and prediction steps.
In our calculations, saturation was considered to be reached with P = 10000 kPa.

Short range interactions were estimated using a cut-off distance of 12.5 Å. The differential
adsorption enthalpy at low coverage was calculated through the fluctuation over the number of
particles in the system and from the internal energy.
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The crystallographic structure considered for this study originated from the literature and has
been optimized using force-fields with Forcite. In the GCMC calculations, the solid was supposed to
be rigid and the unit cell parameters were therefore fixed at the experimental values.

The adsorbed 2-PAM molecule was optimized by Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations
and considered in the GCMC calculations as rigid. It follows that no rearrangement of the conformation
for the confined molecules was possible in the MIL-125-NH2 pores.

Regarding the solid, we used the Universal Forcefield (UFF) for Lennard Jones interatomic
potentials, which is usually applied to describe solid interactions [52] and Equalization
Electronegativity Method implemented in Material Studio to determine the partial charges distribution
for the solid [53]. In contrast, the UFF parameters and DFT partial charges (calculated with a geometry
optimization performed with DMol3 using PW91 functional and DNP basis set and high convergence
criteria) were used for the adsorbate molecules.

3.6. Colloidal Stability of MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2

Particle size was monitored by dynamic light scattering (DLS) on a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern
Instruments). The following equation was used for the calculation of the polydispersity index: PdI =
(width/mean)2. Nanoparticles were washed with the selected solvents (DMF, methanol, ethanol and
water) to exchange the solvent into the pores, centrifuged (13,400 rpm, 7 min), redispersed in fresh
solvent and sonicated for 30 s. This procedure was repeated 3 times. When water was used as solvent,
the stability of MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles was assessed in the 2–10 pH range. The pH was adjusted
with NaOH 0.1 M and HCl 0.1 M solutions. Finally, particle size of the previously water-exchanged
MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles was also determined under simulated in vivo conditions using PBS and
FBS supplemented FBS media. The solution of PBS with FBS was in situ prepared by adding 10%
v/v of FBS to the previously prepared PBS solution. The final medium was sonicated for 30 s. The
aggregation kinetics of MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles was investigated by dispersing the nanoparticles
in the selected media (at 20 ◦C) at concentration of 0.1 mg mL−1 by using an ultrasound tip at 20%
amplitude for 20 s (UP400S, Hilscher, Teltow, Germany). Nanoparticles were weighed out (based on
the wet/dry ratio previously determined from nanoparticles dried at 100 ◦C overnight).

In parallel experiments, the particle surface charge was monitored by registering the ζ-potential of
the colloidal solution at different times on a Zetasizer Nano instrument (Malvern, Worcestershire, UK).
This value is obtained by measuring the electrophoretic mobility of the nanoparticles in dispersion by
the electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) technique.

The colloidal stability of the nanoparticles in the selected FBS-supplemented PBS medium was
further evaluated over a period of 24 h. For these tests, 1 mg of nanoparticles was dispersed in 10 mL
of the FBS supplemented PBS at the desired concentration and kept under bi-dimensional stirring at
37 ◦C. The particle size of MIL-125-NH2 and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 was measured at different times
(0, 1.5, 4, 7 and 24 h).

In order to validate the ζ-potential measurements in high ionic strength media such as PBS and
PBS FBS, the experiments were also carried out under reduced voltage. The ζ-potential values for
MIL-125-NH2 NPs when suspended in PBS were −23 ± 5, −21.3 ± 1 and 23.8 ± 0.4 mV using 50, 20
and 10 mV, respectively. In PBS FBS, the obtained ζ-potential values were −10 ± 4 mV, −10.9 ± 1 mV
and −10.7 ± 2 mV applying a voltage of 50, 20 and 10 mV, respectively. Note here that 50 V were
automatically selected by the equipment according with the analysis cell, the nature of the medium and
the sample conductivity. These results demonstrate that voltage variation did not provoke blackening
of the electrode or MOF degradation occurs due to the variation of the joule heating, supporting the
validity of the obtained ζ-potential data.
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3.7. 2-PAM Release Kinetics

2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 (3.5 mg, loading 10.9% w/w) was loaded in a 4 mL Eppendorf vial. PBS
buffer (1.5 mL) was added and the mixture was agitated by vortexing. At several time-points the
mixture was centrifuged briefly and an aliquot (30 µL) was taken from the reaction mixture. The
remaining mixture was vortexed again. The aliquot was transferred into a capillary electrophoresis
(CE) sample vial and analyzed using CE.

CE experiments were performed on a P/ACE System MDQ capillary electrophoresis instrument
(Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA) equipped with a Diode Array Detector (Beckman Coulter,
Fullerton, CA, USA). A bare fused silica capillary (i.d. 75 µm, total length 60 cm, length to detector
50 cm) was mounted. Running buffer consisted of a 200 mM 6-aminohexanoic acid/acetic acid buffer,
pH 4.55. The buffer was prepared by dissolving 2.6 g of 6-aminohexanoic acid and 1.14 mL acetic acid
in 100 mL of water. The sample was introduced using a pressure injection for 5 s at 0.5 psi. Separation
voltage was 15 kV. Detection was performed by measuring UV absorbance at 292 nm.

The peak areas of 2-PAM were taken from the electropherograms and the corresponding 2-PAM
concentrations were calculated from a calibration curve (slope 2.05 × 106 AU.mL mg−1, r2 > 0.99;
see Figure S11). The concentrations of 2-PAM determined at t = 90 min (0.25 mg mL−1) and t =
7200 min (0.24 mg mL−1, data not shown) were averaged and normalized to 100% release of 2-PAM
from MIL-125-MH2. As such, the loading of the MOF was determined to be 10.3% w/w confirming the
results by TGA (10.9%).

4. Conclusions

This manuscript describes the successful preparation of high yields of monodispersed
MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles (~220 nm) by using a simple, safe and low-cost methodology. These
colloidally stable MIL-125 NH2 solutions were able to effectively encapsulate the nerve agent antidote
2-PAM into the MOF pores via π-stacking and hydrogen bond interactions. Further, both MIL-125-NH2

and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2 NPs exhibited high in vitro colloidal stability during 24 h. Despite the
rapid release of 2-PAM under in vitro conditions, one could expect a more progressive drug delivery
under in vivo conditions due to the formation of a protein corona, as suggested by our surface studies.
In addition, further research could improve control over the drug delivery kinetics (e.g., surface
grafting, MOF functionalization, other MOF topologies), thus improving the 2-PAM half-life. Given
the simplicity of preparing MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles and its remarkable colloidal stability, this
nano-MOF system seems to be a powerful tool for application in biomedicine and other relevant fields
requiring stable colloidal solutions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-4991/7/10/321/s1:
complementary PXRD, TGA, FTIR and SEM images of MIL-125-NH2 and 2-PAM@ MIL-125-NH2 NPs, and
standard calibration curve of 2-PAM.
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Figure S1. PXRD patterns of the simulated (bottom) and the nano-sized (top) MIL-125-NH2. 

 

Figure S2. FEG-SEM images of the nano-sized MIL-125-NH2 before (left) and after (right) the 2-PAM 

encapsulation. 
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Figure S3. Thermogravimetric curve of the nano-sized MIL-125-NH2. 

 

Figure S4. FTIR spectrum of the nano-sized MIL-125-NH2. 

 

Figure S5. Ar adsorption isotherm of the bulk (red) and nano (black) MIL-125-NH2 measured at 87 K. 
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Figure S6. PXRD patterns of MIL-125-NH2 and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2. 

 

Figure S7. TGA curves of MIL-125-NH2 and 2-PAM@MIL-125-NH2. 

 

Figure S8. Ar adsorption isotherm of the MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles before (black) and after (blue) 

encapsulation of 2-PAM, measured at 87 K. 
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Figure S9. Horvath-Karazoe pore size distribution of MIL-125-NH2 nanoparticles before (black) and 

after (blue) encapsulation of 2-PAM, measured experimentally at 87 K using Ar. 

 

Figure S10. Pore size distribution for MIL-125-NH2 obtained from theoretical calculations. 

The pore size distribution reported in Figure S10 illustrates the monodisperse distribution of the 

pore size in MIL-125-NH2. The pore sizes are estimated at 2 and 5.5 Å using the strategy developed 

by Gelb and Gubbins [1] and UFF force field. From the pore size distribution, it is possible to estimate 

the cavity sizes (4 and 11 Å), close to the estimated sizes extracted from crystallographic data. 
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Figure S11. Standard calibration curve of 2-PAM. 
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Shaping of materials.  

 

As introduced in Chapter 1, a suitable manufacturing of the materials is one of 

the challenges for their final industrial use. The selected shaping will strongly depend 

on the targeted application (e.g. membranes or pellets for purification purposes, columns 

to remove contaminants, patches for cosmetics administration;9 foams or thin films11 for 

catalysis, among others).2–4 Also, a specific shaping could be required to characterize 

some properties of the tested materials. For instance, we can mention the preparation of 

pellets in Chapters 3.3 and 3.4 to determine the protonic conductivity of the MOFs, or 

film deposition in the Chapter 4.1 to measure the electrochromic properties of the solid.1 

In this sense, although pelletization was required to measure the proton conductive 

properties of MOFs, their manufacture as membranes is mandatory to apply them in 

complete PEMFC devices.  

During this PhD, we have worked on the preparation of different shaped 

materials. For instance, in the Chapter 4.2, the particle size of a MOF was reduced to be 

applied as a drug nanocarrier in biomedicine, allowing their administration by the 

intravenous route.8 Also, in Chapter 3.2, a MOF particle suspension was prepared, 

characterizing its colloidal stability to be used  as photocatalyst. Although both examples 

could be also considered as adapted conformation for a given application, the primary 

objective of these chapters was not specifically the shaping but the evaluation of the 

materials performances in nanomedicine and photocatalysis. In this line, the present 

Chapter specifically targets the MOF manufacturing. Thus, we selected two MOF 

structures aiming different shapings: 1) the benchmarked microporous Zr(IV) 

terephthalate UiO-66 with already proven fluid separation properties,12–14 conformed 

into a robust centimetric monolith with hierarchical porosity (Chapter 5.1); and 2) a 

proton conducting material based on a microporous Zr phosphonate exchanged with 

potassium cations (denoted K@UPG-1), originally reported in this work. This solid was 

further shaped into a mixed matrix membrane using an organic polymer as support, 

evaluating its performance as electrolyte for PEMFCs (Chapter 5.2). 
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Chapter 5.1: A robust monolithic metal–organic framework 

with hierarchical porosity. 

 

The preparation of monolithic MOFs with controlled hierarchical extra-porosity 

and their mechanical stability are crucial for the convenient separation and catalysis 

using MOFs. Despite the huge number of porous MOF architectures reported to date, 

only few (1 of each 13 works of MOFs are related with their manufacturing, according 

to Web of Science, March 2021) have been shaped towards industrial applications (e.g. 

as membranes, thin-films, pellets, granules, hollow structures, monoliths, foam 

precursors),6,7,15–22 exhibiting promising performances in almost all the aforementioned 

fields. Considering the high volume-to-surface ratio of monolithic structures as a clear 

advantage, MOF-based monoliths have been reported either as dense or highly porous 

pieces depending on the targeted application. However, the obtained monoliths 

reported until now (both dense or porous) are submillimetric (around 600 μm) or 

cracked monolithic fragments with low mechanical stability.23 In general, porosity and 

mechanical stability are two opposite properties. Thus, the preparation of mechanically 

stable and shape-tunable centimetric monolithic single-pieces of MOFs with controlled 

hierarchical porosity is a great challenge, addressed in this section. 

In this context and for the first time, we demonstrated the shaping of centimetric 

monolithic single-pieces with controlled hierarchical extra-porosity and mechanical 

stability, by preparing xero- and aero-gels from ethanolic-gel solutions of the preformed 

MOF. In particular, the benchmarked Zr(IV) aminoterephthalate UiO-66-NH2 was 

effectively shaped by drying the solutions under reduced relative humidity (xerogels) 

and/or supercritical CO2 (aerogels). The resulting monoliths exhibit different 

mechanical stability and extra meso- and macroporosity depending on the MOF 

concentration and the drying method. Note here that the porosity was exhaustively 

characterized using different and complementary techniques such as N2 sorption (micro- 

and mesopores), Hg intrusion porosimetry (MIP) (meso- and macropores) and focused 

ion-beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) (macropores).  

On could summarize the novelty of this paper on the following aspects: 

- Pioneering preparation of robust centimetric monolithic single-pieces 

(aerogels and xerogels) from UiO-66-NH2(Zr) 

- The porosity and mechanical stability of resulting monoliths can be tuned 

by controlling the initial concentration and drying method. 

- In deep characterization of the complex porosity of MOF monoliths by 

using different advanced complementary techniques 
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A robust monolithic metal–organic framework
with hierarchical porosity†
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Hierarchical porous UiO-66-NH2 cm-monolithic xero- and aero-gels

with a controlled shape and mechanical robustness were success-

fully produced from ethanolic gels. Their remarkable controlled

hierarchical porosity was effectively assessed using N2 sorption, Hg

intrusion porosimetry and focused ion beam-scanning electron

microscopy methods.

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), composed of metal cations
or inorganic clusters connected to multitopic organic linkers,
possess unique properties (very high regular porosity and
a tunable hybrid composition with high stability), enabling
them to be potentiality applied in several strategic social and
industrial fields (e.g., fluid storage and separation, catalysis,
biomedicine, sensing and energy, among others).1

Despite the huge number of porous MOF architectures
reported to date, only a few (e.g., MOF-5, MOF-74, HKUST-1,
MIL-89, MIL-100, MIL-101, MIL-88A, ZIF-8, CAU-1 and UiO-66)2–11

have been shaped for industrial applications (e.g., membranes,
thin-films, pellets, granules, hollow structures, monoliths, and
foam precursors), exhibiting excellent performances in almost all
the aforementioned fields.12 Considering the high volume-to-
surface ratio of monolithic structures as a clear advantage,
MOF-based monoliths have been reported either as dense
(MOF-177(Zn), ZIF-8(Zn), and HKUST-1(Cu))13–15 or highly porous
pieces (e.g., HKUST-1(Cu), MIL-100(Fe), and Zr-MOFs),12,16–18

depending on the target application.

The excellent thermal, chemical and mechanical stability of
porous Zr(IV)-MOFs (e.g. B300 1C, highly acidic aqueous media
and organic solvents, and B3.4 GPa found for UiO-66-NH2)19

make them of high industrial interest. In particular, the bench-
marked zirconium aminoterephthalate UiO-66-NH2 has been
shaped as composites, membranes, thin-films and stationary
phases, among others, providing satisfactory performances in
photocatalysis,20 sensing21 and separation/capture processes.22–24

Further, this highly porous and stable MOF can be isolated as a gel
(i.e., composed of small nanoparticles, NPs).25 This fact might allow
manufacturing UiO-66-NH2 as monolithic single-pieces with
hierarchical porosity. Although very recently Bueken et al. have
nicely reported the preparation of several Zr-based MOF monoliths,
the resulting submillimetric cracked monolithic fragments exhibit
low mechanical stability (as measured by nanoindentation).17 In
fact, the preparation of mechanically stable and shape-tunable
centimetric monolithic single-pieces of MOFs with controlled
hierarchical porosity is a great challenge, which might present
important advantages in some applicative fields [e.g., separation
processes (e.g., lower pressure drop and improved mass transfer of
species with different dimensions), catalysis (improving diffusion/
mass transfer of products and reactants) or hosting of larger
species (enzymes, macrocycles, etc.), among others].

Here, we report for the first time the efficient preparation
of cm-scaled UiO-66-NH2 monolithic single-pieces, with easily
tunable shapes, from simple ethanolic colloidal gels subsequently
dried under SiO2 (xerogels) or supercritical CO2 (aerogels) condi-
tions. Their mechanical robustness together with their structural
and textural properties was fully investigated, paying special
attention to their hierarchical porosity, exhaustively assessed by
a combination of several complementary techniques: nitrogen
sorption, mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and focused ion
beam-scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM), the latter being
a powerful tool to envisage the hierarchical porosity of the
monoliths through 3D reconstruction.

Small and monodisperse NPs of UiO-66-NH2 were success-
fully prepared using a fast, simple and easily scalable approach
from commercially available reagents (see the ESI† for further
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Chapter 5.2: Ion-exchanged UPG-1 as an efficient 

electrolyte membrane for fuel cells. 

 

The poor stability under working conditions (temperature and humidity) is one 

of the main drawbacks of the electrolytes in the PEMFC technology. MOFs have been 

recently proposed as efficient and robust electrolytes as an alternative24,25 to the currently 

used organic polymers (e.g. Nafion®).26 In this sense, phosphonate-based MOFs seem to 

be excellent candidates due to: i) the presence of a large number of labile protons 

(compared with carboxylate or sulfonate based ones), associated with good 

conductivity; and ii) a higher stability, generally associated to stronger coordination 

bonds. Thus, in this contribution, we report a strategy to improve the conductivity and 

stability of conductor MOFs by replacing some of the labile protons of the framework by 

different alkaline cations. 

In this context, we selected the Zr-phosphonate UPG-1,27 exhibiting a robust 

microporous structure with the presence of labile protons and water molecules with 

already proven proton conductivity (5·10-4 S·cm-1).28 We successfully replaced some 

labile protons by Li+, Na+ and K+, evaluating the proton conductive properties of the 

resulting exchanged solids. Interestingly, we found that the modified materials exhibited 

higher proton conductivity than the pristine UPG-1 (up to 2.3·10-2 S·cm-1 for the K 

sample), that are in the top of the reported ones for phosphonate-based MOFs (P-MOFs), 

and enhanced cyclability. Using a complete experimental (complex impedance 

spectroscopy, FTIR, TGA etc.) and simulation characterization (GCMC) approach, we 

concluded that the higher conductivity of the composites under working conditions 

might be related with the hydrophilic character of the materials (compared with the 

hydrophobic UPG-1) and with the higher ionic mobility of the K+ (and then, the higher 

mobility of the solvated water molecules) compared with the Li+ and Na+. Also, we 

originally reported the preparation of a mixed matrix membrane (MMM) containing a 

P-MOF, and the evaluation of its proton conductive properties, obtaining better stability 

than the membrane without the MOF with similar proton conductivity (up to 8.5·10-3 

S·cm-1 at 90% RH and 80 ºC).  

The novelty of this contribution can be briefly summarized on the following 

points: 

- Evaluation of the proton conductive properties of the ion-exchanged 

UPG-1 samples 

- Investigation of the proton conductive pathways of these solids, in order 

to establish a relationship between the material hydrophilicity and the cations 

polarization strength with proton conductivity. 

- Preparation of a MMM containing a P-MOF, evaluating its proton 

conductive properties. 

Author contribution: Conceptualization of this work: Dr. Patricia Horcajada. 

MOF synthesis and cation exchange: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela. MOF 

characterization: Pablo Salcedo and Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela. Molecular calculations: Dr. 
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experiments: Dr. Sérgio M.F. Vilela and Dr. Nieves Ureña. Data analysis: Pablo Salcedo. 

Original draft preparation: Pablo Salcedo. Review and editing of the publication: Dr. 

Patricia Horcajada and Dr. Alejandro Várez, as well as all previously mentioned 
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ABSTRACT  

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are an attractive green technology for energy 

production. However, one of their mayor drawbacks is the instability of the electrolytes under 

working conditions (i.e., temperature and humidity). Some Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) 

have recently emerged as promising alternative electrolyte materials due to their higher stability 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34319707/
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(compared with the organic polymers, currently used as electrolyte), proton conductivity and 

outstanding porosity and versatility. Here, we present the ionic exchange in a microporous 

zirconium phosphonate UPG-1 as an efficient strategy to enhance its conductivity and cyclability. 

Thus, labile protons of the hybrid structure were successfully replaced by different alkali cations 

(Li+, Na+ and K+), leading to two magnitude orders higher ionic conductivity than the pristine 

UPG-1 (up to 2.3·10-2 S·cm-1, which is comparable with those of the commercial electrolytes). 

Further, ionic conductivity was strongly influenced by the MOF hydrophilicity and the polarization 

strength of cation, as suggested by molecular simulation. Finally, a mixed matrix membrane 

containing the best performing material (the potassium exchanged one) was successfully prepared, 

showing moderate ionic conductivity (up to 8.51 10-3 S·cm-1). 

Introduction 

The urgent fight against pollutants emission and global warming requires from the development 

of green technologies. Fuel cells (FCs) and, more precisely, proton exchange membrane fuel cells 

(PEMFCs), are an attractive technology to produce electricity by exclusively using carbon-free 

fuels (e.g. H2).
1–3 A FC is basically constituted by an anode, a cathode, current collectors and an 

electrolyte. In brief, H2 is oxidized into H+ (in the anode), passing through the electrolyte to the 

cathode, where the reduction of O2 into H2O takes place. During this process, a current of e- is 

generated from the cathode to the anode. The high specific energy and the generation of just water 

as sub-product make PEMFCs one of the most promising systems for electric vehicles.4 Despite 

relevant advances in PEMFC components (i.e., electrolyte, electrodes and current collectors),5–7 

the development of efficient electrolyte material is still a challenge,8–12 due mainly to their 

instability under the operational conditions (temperature, humidity).13 In this line, an ideal 
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General discussion.  

 

The main objectives of this PhD thesis were the synthesis and characterization of 

new MOFs and MOF-based composites. These objectives were successfully achieved as 

described in the Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.  

In the Chapter 3, related with the synthesis of new MOF structures, the 

complexity of the de novo synthesis of hybrid materials was evidenced. By using the high 

through-put method, more than 650 reactions were carried out to discover 4 new hybrid 

crystalline solids based on photoactive ligands (i.e. squarate, triazine phosphonate, 

pyrene phosphonate derivatives) and different metal ions (i.e. Ni(II), Bi(III), Zr(IV) and 

Ti(IV)), optimizing their synthetic conditions. By combining phosphonate photoactive 

ligands and high valence cations, we aimed to obtain robust MOFs with optoelectronic 

properties.  

As general observation for the P-MOFs, different mixtures of water and 

methanol, with the occasional addition of different acids, were the best performing 

solvents for the preparation of these crystalline materials. The possibility to synthesize 

P-MOFs in aqueous media, in contrast with the carboxylate-based ones that are usually 

prepared in polar organic solvents (e.g. DMF), might be related with the different pKa of 

these linkers as well as their higher polarity. The lower pKa values of the phosphonic 

acids (pKa1 ~ 1.5) allowed the better solubilization of these linkers in their basic form 

RPO3H- (and then, better reactivity) as a consequence of their easy deprotonation; 

meanwhile the deprotonation of the carboxylic ones (pKa ~ 4) was less favored, limiting 

their solubility in aqueous media. Some of the main conclusions extracted from the 

optimization of the synthetic parameters are: i) The water:methanol ratios from 2:1 to 1:2 

used for all the pyrene tetraphosphonate-based materials allowed the solubility of all the 

reactants, and then, the formation of the crystalline materials; ii) the addition of an 

inorganic acid (e.g. HCl) was required to hydrolyse the phosphonic ester; iii) 

interestingly, the triazine phosphonate MOF IEF-13 was successfully synthesized in pure 

water using the triazine phosphonate in its acid form; iv) regarding the metals, it was 

observed that for the Group IV metals (i.e. Ti(IV) and Zr(IV)), strong acidic conditions 

were required to achieve the solid crystallization. The Zr-phosphonate (IEF-10) was 

synthesized in a mixture of water:methanol:HF 2M in a 4:4:7 proportion; meanwhile the 

Ti-squarate (IEF-11) required from a isopropanol:acetic acid in an approximately 1:1 

proportion. These harsh conditions might be related with the high oxyphilic character of 

the Group (IV) metals.1 We can also mention, the use of HF, mainly for its mineralizing 

effect (not its acidity) as a commonly applied strategy for improving the synthesis of Zr 

phosphates and phosphonates.2–5  

Apart from the 4 novel reported structures, other crystalline phases were 

identified during this PhD work by using the pyrene tetraphosphonic (Py(PO3H2)4) and 

the tris(phenylene)vinylene tricarboxylic acids with different transition metals (i.e., V, 

Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu and Ca for the pyrene derivative and V, Cu and Zn for the 

tris(phenylene)vinylene ligand). Due to the lower initial crystallinity compared with the 

previous mentioned materials, the synthesis optimization and characterization of these 

new phases was postponed to be carry out in a future. From these solids, the structure 
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of two Cu pyrene tetraphosphonates (branded as IEF-8 and IEF-9) was elucidated by SC-

XRD. IEF-8 structure presented Cu(II) in an isolated square-base pyramid coordination 

with CUS combined with free labile protons, meanwhile in the IEF-9 structure the Cu(II) 

ions were as chains of alternated octahedra and square-planes, being these chains 

connected through the linkers (Figure 6.1.). As for the IEF-8, the IEF-9 also presented 

CUS and free labile protons. Both materials were fully characterized, and preliminary 

tests evidenced their photocatalytic activity in the challenging HER, being able to 

produce up to 2000 µmol·g-1catalyst for the IEF-8. However, their limited stability in 

aqueous media restrict their use as photocatalyst, decreasing their activity after 4 cycles 

as a consequence of their degradation. 

 

Figure 6.1. Structures and SBUs of IEF-8 (a) and IEF-9 (b). Water solvent molecules were 

omitted for clarity (Cu, P, C, O and H were represented in dark blue, orange, brown, red 

and white, respectively). 

Concerning the characterization of the 4 new structures, the optimization of the 

synthetic conditions allowed the preparation of micrometric single crystals of IEF-10 and 

IEF-13 (100 and 500 µm, respectively), compatible with their structural elucidation by 

conventional SC-XRD. However, after optimizing several relevant synthetic parameters 

(solvent, modulator, concentration, linker/metal ratio, pH, inorganic precursor, organic 

linker, time and temperature), it was not possible to increase the crystal size of IEF-7 and 

IEF-11. For this reason, the structural elucidation of these solids was performed using 

the non-conventional three-dimensional electron diffraction (3DED) technique in 

collaboration with Dr. Inge and Dr. Willhammar from the Stockholm University. This 

powerful technique allows the structural determination of materials with very small 

particle size (up to 1 µm) or with poor crystallinity, incompatible with the traditional SC-

XRD technique. In addition, this technique allows a higher signal-to-noise ratio than the 

PXRD, reducing the overlapping of Bragg reflections and the peak broadening coming 

from the reduced size and defect-containing crystals (typical from MOFs).6 However, 

this technique presented some drawbacks as: it is not well-adapted for large crystals (> 

1 µm) due to the limited penetration of the electron beam through the sample and, the 

instability of many MOFs under the electron beam.   

All the materials were fully characterized using a large panel of techniques 

(PXRD, FTIR, TGA, variable temperature PXRD, gas sorption, elemental analysis, UV-
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Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy-SEM, among others). 

Of particular relevance is the characterization of their thermal and chemical stability, 

since it was historically a challenge to obtain robust MOFs. Note here that some of the 

first well-known MOF structures were based on divalent cations and carboxylate linkers, 

in general associated with a poor chemical stability.7 Nevertheless, during the last years, 

different stable MOFs have appeared as a consequence of the use of cations with higher 

formal charge (III, IV and V) and other stronger complexing groups (e.g. gallates, 

phosphonates, etc.). The stability of the MOFs is one of their main concerns to propose 

them in different applicative fields (e.g. photocatalysis, biomedicine, FCs, etc.). 

Regarding the present materials, we found very good thermal stability (mainly for the 

phosphonate based materials IEF-7, IEF-10 and IEF-13, that retained their crystalline 

structure up to 400 ºC; and for the squarate-based IEF-11 up to 300º C, all of them under 

air) and excellent chemical stabilities (in general, for aqueous solutions, all the materials 

were more stable in acidic pH than in alkaline pH, keeping their crystallinity in almost 

all the pH range). This higher stability in acidic pH might be associated with the low pKa 

values of the linkers (around 1 for phosphonates and squrate), being protonated at 

lowers pH  and then, protecting the materials.  

The difference in the thermal stability between the IEFs-7, 10 & 13 and the IEF-11 

mainly comes from the different complexing group of the linkers: the first ones 

presented phosphonates as coordinating groups (with a high coordination strength to 

the metals and then, higher stability),8 whereas the IEF-11 is based on the squarate linker, 

a very particular molecule that shows similarities with aldolate linkers, usually 

associated to a lower thermal stability.9,10 One could try to rationalize the thermal 

stability of the solids by considering their thermal decomposition and the resulting final 

residues. In the case of IEF-11, the C from the linker will be transformed into CO2, 

obtaining a titanium oxide (TiO2) as residue. However, for the phosphonates, the 

decomposition becomes more complex: the C and N from the linkers will be again 

transformed into CO2 and NOx gases, the P remaining in the solid residues as different 

phosphates. Thus, the higher thermal stability might be related with the higher 

coordination strength and the higher thermal stability of the phosphonates (compared 

with the squaric acid), in good agreement with the data reported for other phosphonates-
8 and squarate-based MOFs.9,10  

Concerning the crystalline structure of the here described IEFs, each of them 

exhibits some particularities, as summarized below: 

- The 2D structure of the IEF-13 presents Ni2O10 bioctahedra as SBUs with 4 

water molecules coordinated to the Ni(II) in the axial positions (Figure 6.2.a). 

As the layers are stacked in an staggered way, the created spaces between the 

SBUs do not form channels, as observed in other 2D Ni-MOFs.11 Despite the 

inaccessibility of the framework to N2 sorption, the crystallographic pore size 

was estimated to 2.75 Å, being  able to adsorb quantities of CO2 in the same 

range than other MOFs with larger pore sizes under similar conditions (e.g. 

MIL-101(Cr) or [Zn3(OH)(p-CDC)2.5(DEF)4]; p-CDC = 1,12-

dihydroxydicarbonyl-1,12-dicarba-closo-dode-caborane, DEF = diethyl 

formamide).12  
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- IEF-11 is constituted by a never described SBUs, consisting on 2D layers of 

interconnected Ti2O10 bioctahedra and TiO5 trigonal bipyramids sharing 

edges (Figure 6.2.b), therefore creating hexagonal motives. These 2D layers 

are linked by the disordered squarate ligands, allowing the formation of the 

final 3D network. In contrast with IEF-13, the 2D SBUs layers of IEF-11 are 

eclipsed, generating a hexagonal 1D channels with around 5.5 Å free-

diameter. This porosity is accessible to N2, reaching a specific surface area of 

120 m2·g-1. As a consequence of its infinite SBU, the surface area of IEF-11 is 

lower than that found in most other Ti-MOFs, in which the SBU often present 

lower dimensionality with higher connectivity.13–16  

- IEF-7 structure, built up from Bi2O10 clusters as SBUs (Figure 6.2.c), exhibits a 

completely new topology with a trinodal 3,3,5-c net and a transitivity of 3784. 

Increasing the novelty of this material, IEF-7 was the first purely based Bi-

phosphonate MOF,.17 Despite the potential porosity evidenced by 

crystallographic data (1D channels of around 5 Å), IEF-7 showed a negligible 

N2 sorption (34 m2·g-1), which might be related with the stereochemically 

active lone pair effect of Bi element (typical from the group 15 elements and 

already described for Bi-based MOFs).18 

 

- IEF-10 is constructed from ZrO5F octahedra as SBU (Figure 6.2.d), being the 

typical coordination for Zr-phosphonate materials.4,5,19 The O comes from the 

phosphonate groups and, if the number of phosphonates is lower than 6, the 

free positions can be occupied by F- ions coming from the HF used during the 

synthesis. The ZrO5F octahedral are connected through the linkers, leading 

to interconnected porous channels along the a and b axis of the structure (size 

8 x 12 Å). This porosity is accessible to N2 gas sorption, reaching a specific 

surface area of 380 m2·g-1. In contrast with IEF-7, with an unique type of 

linker, IEF-10 structure presents two different ligands, one coordinated 

through an oxygen atom of each phosphonate group and the other, with 

different coordination modes from each complexing function.  
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Figure 6.2. SBUs of the IEF-13 (a), IEF-11 (b), IEF-7 (c) and IEF-10 (d). (Ni, Ti, Bi, Zr, P, C, 

F, O and H were represented in dark green, dark red, purple, light green, orange, brown, 

light blue, red and white, respectively). 

In this context, the discovery of new MOF materials was motivated by both the 

advance of the basic knowledge and the necessity to develop efficient multifunctional 

materials for their implementation in different socio-economic key technologies. Since 

their discovery, more than 10.000 articles have been reported in the field of new MOF 

structures (WoS, April 2021). One should highlight here that, despite the huge number 

of described MOF topologies,20 new ones are constantly reported (e.g. IEF-7), as a 

consequence of the unlimited combination possibilities of linkers and SBU 

connectivities. The discovery of novel SBUs (e.g. IEF-11) and the design of different 

linkers further increase the possibilities to find original topologies. During the last 10 

years, the researches related with P-MOFs have increased up to 200% (WoS, April 2021), 

underlining the interest of these type of MOFs, notably because of their often higher 

stability. A similar tendency can be observed for Ti and Zr-based MOFs, as a 

consequence of their high stability and intrinsic properties. These trends are easily 

justified by the necessity of robust materials to be applied in different socioeconomic 

fields. 

Concerning the application of the materials described in this thesis, the excellent 

photocatalytic performances demonstrated by IEF-13 and IEF-11 in the overall water 

splitting reaction-OWSR (up to 160 µmol H2·g-1catalyst with UV-Vis light after 22 h and 780 

µmol H2·g-1catalyst using simulated sunlight after 22 h, respectively) make these solids very 

promising photocatatysts, appearing as the best performing MOFs in the OWSR at the 

time of their publication. In this sense, IEF-13 was the first reported MOF working in the 

OWSR in absence of any co-catalyst under UV-Vis and simulated sunlight. Before that, 
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only three MOF photocatalysts (MIL-125-NH2, MIL-125 and an Al- terephthalate)21–23 

were proposed for this type of reaction, but always involving additives. Thus, noble 

metals (Pt or RuOx) were added in the case of the MIL-125-NH2, and transition metal 

oxides nanoparticles for the MIL-125 and Ni(II) for the Al-terephthalates, showing 

nevertheless similar performances than IEF-13 (around 170 µmol H2·g-1catalyst in 22 h 

under UV-Vis light). Regarding the simulated sunlight, only the MIL-125-NH2 was 

studied employing this radiation, showing also similar performance than IEF-13 (around 

50 µmol H2·g-1catalyst in 22 h).  

After the publication of the IEF-13 work,24 other articles reporting MOFs for 

OWSR have been published. One isbased on the UiO-66-NH2 combined with MnOx NPs 

as co-catalyst (with a production of 19.6 µmol H2·g-1catalyst h-1 using UV-Vis light),25 other 

one on a defective MIL-125-NH2 that reaches 90 µmol H2·g-1catalyst in 22 h using simulated 

sun light26 and a third one using the UiO-66 with exchanged cations (replacing the Zr(IV) 

by Ce(IV) and/or Ti(IV)) and reaching a H2 production of 210 µmol H2·g-1catalyst in 22 h 

using simulated sunlight.27 These last works exhibited higher production than the IEF-

13 one using simulated sunlight. The rapid and abundant publication in this area 

supports its scientific and potential industrial interest. Further, an interesting composite 

based on two MOFs (one for hydrogen generation and the other for oxygen generation) 

and two co-catalysts (based on noble and rare metals-Pt and Y) embedded into a 

liposome system was reported with a huge performance for OWSR, surpassing all the 

previously reported values (H2 production of 836 µmol H2·g-1catalyst in 72 h using LED 

light).28 Despite these very good reported values, the complexity of the systems with an 

intricate preparation and high cost derived from the expensive components might limit 

the application of these kind of systems. After this outstanding value, we reported the 

IEF-11 as an excellent photocatalyst for OWSR, presenting a H2 generation more than 

two times higher than the best reported one using simulated sunlight or led light (i.e. 672 

µmol H2·g-1catalyst in 22h), appearing as the best MOF-based catalyst so far for OWSR.   

Following one step further, the very promising results of IEF-13 and IEF-11 as 

OWSR photocatalyst mainly come from their composition: the well-known catalytic 

Ni(II) combined with a photoactive triazine-based linker in the IEF-13, and the 

photocatalytic Ti(IV) with the squarate ligand, allowing a good ligand to metal (?) charge 

transfer as a consequence of its electron structure, for the IEF-11. These combinations 

resulted into functional materials with suitable band gaps (2.83 and 2.45 eV for IEF-13 

and IEF-11, respectively, with light absorption in the visible range) and an adequate 

band alignment for the photocatalytic HER and OWSR reactions. Even further, both 

solid evidenced a good stability that allowed their recyclability over several cycles 

without a significant loss of their activity (3 cycles for the IEF-13 and 10 cycles for the 

IEF-11). Although the previously reported materials presented a similar bad gap (3.5 and 

2.5 eV), their cyclability was not reported, generating doubts about their stability under 

the photocatalytic working conditions.  

One should also compare the MOFs performances with other photocatalysts 

(mainly metal oxides combined with metallic nanoparticles).29 In this sense, there are 

still a long way until reaching their production, stability and solar-to-hydrogen (STH) 

efficiency, being the record one established at about 0.6% under simulated sun 

irradiation.30 Note here that the MOFs’ STH is estimated at around 0.001%. However, 
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and taking into account the novelty of MOFs compared with other materials (which have 

been studied during more than 35 years, and being the first MOF for photocatalytic 

OWSR reported 4 years ago), the possibility of tune their band gap by modifying their 

chemical structure combined with the very promising results from the very recent last 

years, open the gate to the MOFs as very promising and cheap heterogeneous 

photocatalysts.  

On the other hand, IEF-7 and IEF-10 presented an ultra-high-proton conductivity 

(around 10-1 S·cm-1), relevant for their use as solid-state electrolytes in PEMFCs. These 

values were in the top of the reported ones for this type of materials,31 being also 

comparable, or even higher, with the conductivity values of the organic polymers 

currently used in commercial PEMFCs (e.g. Nafion®, 7.8·10-2 S·cm-1).32 These 

conductivity performances are associated to: first, the presence of labile protons in the 

channels of the structures, that conferred to the materials a high proton conductivity (up 

to 10-2 S·cm-1); and second, the use of a polysulfone polymer as a binder reducing the 

intergrain resistance in the bulk samples, allowing to reach proton conductivities in the 

range of the best reported ones for MOFs. The labile proton come from the Py-PO3H2 

ligand. Thus, due to the tetratopic nature of the selected pyrene linker with 4 phosphonic 

acid groups, each one with 2 labile protons (8 per linker in total), the resulting materials 

showed at least two free P-OH groups per linker (2 for IEF-7 and 4 for IEF-10). As 

difference, the protons were located within the pore channels in IEF-7, while in case of 

IEF-10, only 1 over 3 protons were placed in the pores. The presence of labile protons in 

the MOF porosity is very important, as supported by the literature. In particular, a Co 

trimesate (Co-tri) and a Cr-naphthalene dicarboxylate functionalized with -SO3H (BUT-

8-(Cr)A) showed either free -COOH or -SO3H in their porosity, reaching conductivity 

values of 1.49·10-1 33 and 1.27·10-1 S·cm-1, 34 respectively. The presence of protons within 

the pores is not the only strategy to reach high proton conductivity, but also the 

incorporation of other cationic species. Thus, the record conductivity value in MOFs was 

achieved with a Y and Eu-based phosphonate (branded as 1K_Eu), presenting free labile 

protons exchanged by K+ (1.89·10-1 S·cm-1).35 In this sense, this strategy was also 

successfully applied in this PhD work by exchanging the labile protons of the Zr 

phosphonate UPG-1 by different cations (Chapter 5.2, where it was observed an 

increment in the hydrophilicity of the exchanged materials, increasing the number of 

charge carriers). Note here that the increase of the conductivity upon cation exchange 

was two and six magnitude orders for the UPG-1 and the 1K_Eu, respectively. Following 

these promising results, the cationic exchange (e.g. Li+, Na+ or K+) is currently being 

evaluated also in the IEF-10 in an attempt to further enhanced its already measure high 

ionic conductivity (around 10-1 S·cm-1). One could expect that by exchanging of some of 

their labile protons (4 per unit formula), its ionic conductivity will increase. Preliminary 

tests have shown that an ionic exchange with Na+ occurs (upon treatment with NaOH 

0.01 M), exchanging 75% of H+. This reaction is currently being optimized to reach the 

complete exchange and further conductivity evaluation will be performed in a near 

future.  Despite the excellent results demonstrated by using the ion exchange strategy, it 

cannot be applied to all materials: stability under alkaline aqueous solution is a 

requirement. Other strategies to further improve the proton conductive properties of 

MOFs are also to introduce a sulfonated polymer as binder with different degree of 

sulfonation, affecting to both the proton conductivity and the stability of the final 
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composite. At higher sulfonation degree, associated to a higher water affinity, one can 

expect an improved conductivity with however a lower mechanical stability of the 

pellets. Thus, the polymer sulfonation degree could be optimized in an attempt to reach 

a compromise between proton conductivity and mechanical stability. 

Finally, the cyclability of these materials was assessed, finding a recyclability up 

to three cycles without losing conductivity, keeping intact their crystalline structure and 

chemical composition. This excellent behavior could be related with the outstanding 

chemical stability of IEF-7 and IEF-10. One should note here that the cyclability of MOFs 

for proton conductivity has been rarely reported, probably as a consequence of the 

degradation of the tested materials. The stability under working conditions and the 

cyclability during several cycles is one of the critical points for the final application of 

the materials into PEMFCs devices. Both robust materials previously mentioned with 

ultra-high proton conductivity could be consider an excellent advance in this way, 

requiring thus to perform in deep studies in real PEMFC devices by incorporating the 

MOFs into membranes as solid-state electrolytes. The specific conformation into MMM 

could will be applied to both IEF-7 and IEF-10, due to their higher proton conductivity 

(>10-2 S·cm-1) and their chemical, thermal and mechanical robustness under the PEMFCs 

working conditions (temperature 50-100º C, relative humidity 50-99%). These promising 

results have been protected via a National patent, which also includes some results on 

the photocatalytic degradation of contaminants. Remarkably, during the last 20 years, 

only 156 patents have been registered in the MOF field (according to WoS, April 2021), 

being mainly focused on both the MOF synthesis and their application in catalysis and 

fluid storage. Only one patent has been found dealing with the use of MOFs in FCs.  

Despite the interest of the newly developed materials, de novo synthesis is a 

complex and time-consuming process, being useful to apply simpler strategies to get 

multifunctional materials in an easier way. In this line, the Chapter 4 of this thesis was 

focused on the preparation of MOF-based composites. Different association strategies 

could be considered, briefly: i) encapsulation of active species (AS) using a simple 

impregnation approach (pore diffusion). This is the most commonly used strategy, 

providing a good protection of the AS inside the pores but limited by the dimensions of 

the AS and the pore size; in addition, both the host and guest should be chemically 

compatible to allow the formation of attractive interactions between them, ensuring the 

retention of the AS into the MOF porosity; ii) grafting of the AS on the MOF outer 

surface, not limited by the AS dimensions but offering a limited AS protection being 

readily accessible; iii) in situ formation of the AS inside the porosity (ship in a bottle; SiB), 

providing a good protection and control over the size/conformation of the AS; however, 

the stability of the MOF should be compatible with the formation conditions of the AS 

(bottle-around-ship; BaS); and iv) in situ formation of the MOF around the AS, which is 

not limited by the AS size but the AS should be stable under the MOF synthetic 

conditions. These strategies present some advantages compared with de novo synthesis 

(usually complex and time consuming, not requiring complexing groups), in which the 

AS can be included as a constitutive part of the MOF network (metal, ligand). In this last 

approcah, the distribution of the AS is by definition more homogeneous than in the 

previously mentioned approaches, reaching very high cargoes of the AS.36   
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In this context, the encapsulation of the monomer EDOT and its later in situ 

polymerization in the MOF porosity was described in the Chapter 4.1 (strategy SiB) and 

the entrapment of the nerve agent antidote 2-PAM inside the MIL-125-NH2 pores was 

depicted in the Chapter 4.2 (AS diffusion). In both works, the encapsulation of the AS or 

its precursors was initially carried out by using simple impregnation methods. The 

optimization of some encapsulation conditions (solvents and MOF:molecule ratios) was 

explored for the EDOT entrapping, concluding that non-polar solvents (e.g. hexane) 

favor the encapsulation of EDOT (60 wt. %). In contrast, the use of a polar solvent as 

acetonitrile led to a far lower EDOT loading, 4 wt. %. This might result from the 

coordination of acetonitrile to the iron Lewis acid CUS of MIL-100(Fe), reducing the 

diameter of the accessible windows of MIL-100 cages, and hence hindering the 

adsorption of EDOT (Concerning the 2-PAM encapsulation, a polar solvent (methanol) 

was used. In this case, the ionic nature of the 2-PAM required from a polar solvent to 

firstly allow its dissolution. As in the case of the MIL-100, the methanol molecules could 

interact with the titanium in MIL-125-NH2 (as a consequence of the presence of some 

defects), reducing the 2-PAM loading (10.9 wt. %exp. vs. 30.0 wt. %theo.). Also important is 

the distribution of the guest inside the MOFs porosity. In the case of the PEDOT 

association, the optimization needs to be done not only in the encapsulation step, but 

also in the polymerization one by the SiB strategy. Depending on the reactants used to 

promote the polymerization, diffusional issues could occur depending on the size of 

these species, blocking them and obtaining just oligomers as a consequence. A possible 

alternative to avoid this diffusional issues of a chemically-induced polymerization is to 

apply an electric potential to carry out the polymerization (electropolymerization). 

However, one should consider that this approach is only applicable to host materials 

presenting decent electric conductivity. Further, avoiding the pore-blocking is a very 

important concern, since the limited diffusion of species though the porosity could 

negatively affect their properties (e.g. diffusion of reagent or products in catalysis).  

Regarding the characterization of these type of materials, FTIR spectroscopy 

combined with molecular simulations have demonstrated to be powerful tools to 

understand the host-guest interactions. In the presented works, it was possible to 

identify some interactions between the functional groups of the guest molecules (i.e., the 

S and O in the EDOT/PEDOT and the N and OH from the 2-PAM) and the MOFs (linkers 

and SBUs). However, the overlapping of the FTIR bands in some regions (mainly in the 

fingerprint region of the organic part) hindered the full interpretation of some 

interactions. In this line, molecular simulation is a powerful complementary tool. Other 

complementary techniques that could shed more light about the interactions between 

the molecules and the network is the NMR. Despite the solid-state NMR is a powerful 

technique to study the chemical environment of the atoms, the interpretation of these 

spectra in not always easy as a consequence of the signal overlapping in complex 

molecules and, in some cases, due to the presence of magnetic atoms; being also a non-

accessible routine technique, in comparison with the FTIR. 

Concerning the potential uses of the PEDOT@MIL-100, this composite 

demonstrated good electrochromic properties, often difficult to reach by synthesizing 

new materials. For instance, some examples in literature on the de novo synthesis of 

electrochromic MOF-based materials reported the use of very complex ligands, 

expensive and difficult to synthesize.37–40 In addition, the reported electrochromic MOFs 
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did not present very good electrochromic efficiency, reducing their performance after 

few cycles. As an example, NBU-3 ([Zn(NDI-ATZ)]; NDI-ATZ = naphthalenediimide-

tetrazole) kept the electrochromic activity for only 6 cycles.39 Consequently, our rapid 

and efficient postsynthetic strategy to encapsulate PEDOT can be considered as very 

successful, keeping intact their performances more than 20 cycles.  The poor cyclability 

of conducting polymers (CPs) is in one of their most limiting parameters for their 

commercialization. Thus, CPs present better performances (color intensity, color range, 

stimulus response, processability)41 than the already used metal oxides (e.g. WO3, as well 

as TiO2 and V2O5), but lower stability and cyclability.41 In this context, the 

nanostructration and protection of CPs inside the MOFs could overcome these 

limitations. Notably, the nanostructuration of the polymer into the MOF porosity not 

only protects it from degradation but also produces an enhancement of its 

electrochromic properties by a confinement effect. It is worth it to mention that the 

conformation of the PEDOT inside the MIL-100 was evaluated for first time by 

combining different experimental (FTIR, PXRD and PDF) and molecular simulations 

(MD, PDF). The possibility to know how the polymer was ordered inside the porosity 

opens the gates to future studies about how the different parameters (pore sizes, pore 

volume, monomer dimensions, interactions between the molecules and the host 

framework, etc.) affect to the final polymer conformation, allowing to a priori select 

different isomers or conformations associated with different properties.  

Concerning the encapsulation of the 2-PAM antidote into the microporosity of 

the MIL-125-NH2, we should mention here the selection of the non-toxic MIL-125-NH2 

with a pore size suitable with the 2-PAM drug dimensions. Further, as the 2-PAM is a 

nerve agent antidote, it should be rapidly administered to reach the target site (i.e. the 

brain) using the fast intravenous route. Thus, it was first necessary to reduce the particle 

size of MIL-125-NH2 to the nanoscale, ensuring the compatibility of the nanocarrier with 

its intravenous administration, avoiding toxic effects associated to emboli phenomena. 

The synthetic parameters were thus optimized in order to scale-down the MIL-125-NH2 

dimensions below 200 nm, being compatible with their intravenous injection. By 

changing mainly pressure, temperature (solvothermal vs. RT) and time (72 vs. 32 h), we 

were able to reduce the particle size, leading to an average size of 170 nm. These 

nanoparticles were colloidally stable in different solvents (water, ethanol, methanol, 

DMF) and in different serological media (PBS and PBS-FBS) exhibiting hydrodynamic 

diameters suitable to intravenous administration (ca. 200 nm), avoiding emboli 

phenomena.  Despite the good colloidal stability of this formulation, one should also 

consider that the brain is efficiently protected by the blood brain barrier (BBB). 

According to some studies,42 the BBB bypass would be favored by the hydrophobicity 

and small size of the nanocarrier (<100 nm). Thus, further optimization would be 

required to propose hydrophilic MIL-125-NH2 (170 nm) as an efficient nerve agent 

antidote carrier. The particle size could be further reduced by applying other synthetic 

methods such as ultrasound or microwave that allow a good control of particle size and 

distribution. In addition, the external functionalization of the MOF with different 

polymers (brain targeting) or the use of the more hydrophobic non-functionalized MIL-

125 analogue could be good alternative nanocarriers to cross the BBB and reach the brain.  

Note here that the absence of the amino groups could reduce the drug encapsulation, as 

one of the 2-PAM interactions with the MIL-125-NH2 network involved these groups.  
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After publishing this work, this solid was also proposed for the encapsulation of other 

drugs with therapeutic aims,43 or even as oral detoxifying agent in drug overdoses.44 

Remarkably, authors demonstrated the safety and biodistribution of MIL-125-NH2 after 

its oral in vivo administration.  

Despite the demonstrated outstanding properties of MOFs, they still need to be 

adapted to specific devices for their final application. The shaping of MOFs is not a trivial 

task and needs from an adequate optimization, as described in the Chapter 5. This 

shaping could be just based on the pure material (e.g. films, pellets, gels) or need 

additives to improve their cohesion (e.g. MMM). The additive and the MOF should 

present a good chemical compatibility to ensure the good performance of the final 

device. In this line, the shaping of the UiO-66-NH2 was described in the Chapter 5.1, 

obtaining robust monoliths with extra hierarchical porosity that could enhance its fluid 

separation properties and allow its packaging into separation devices (e.g. columns). The 

resulting extraporosity can be controlled by varying the synthetic procedure of the 

monoliths, controlling also the final mechanical stability of the pieces. As expected, the 

robustness of the monoliths inversely depended on their porosity. The evaluation of the 

mechanical robustness of pure MOF-based monoliths was here addressed for the first 

time. Other examples in the literature described the preparation of monoliths based on 

different MOFs, evaluating their textural properties but without addressing their 

mechanical stability.45 In many of these studies, the monoliths were obtained as cracked 

pieces (the porous ones) or submillimetric particles (in the case of the dense ones). In 

contrast, we were able to form robust monoliths at the centimetric scale with tunable 

shape. More precisely, the obtained aerogels were shaped as cylinders, cones and even 

as a tiny house, by simply using different templates during the solvent removal from the 

gels by supercritical CO2. The main advantages of this manufacturing process are the 

possibility to modify the shape by choosing the desired template combined with their 

scale-up, allowing the preparation of monoliths with the required size.  

This simple and scalable shaping, that takes advantages from a tunable porosity 

and mechanical stability, could be very useful for future applications (e.g. catalysis, fluid 

separation and storage, etc.). Previous works already evidenced the enhancement of the 

MOFs performance in these relevant fields by the material shaping to modify their 

porosity.46,47  

Other example of the requirement of the conformation of materials was described 

in the Chapter 5.2, where an ionic conductive modified MOF (based on a Zr-

phosphonate material and denoted as K@UPG-1) was shaped into a MMM using a 

sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU) polymer as host matrix. SPSU was selected due to its 

already proven proton conductivity (similar to the Nafion® one, around 6.7·10-2 S·cm-1) 

and to the possibility to modify its sulfonation degree,48 permitting its compatibility with 

the MOF chemical composition. Nevertheless, other ionic conducting polymers could be 

also used as matrix to produce MMM (e.g. Nafion® or chitosan). The selection of the 

SPSU was mainly based on its higher chemical stability under working conditions 

compared with the Nafion® and its higher conductivity compared with the chitosan 

(around 1.5·10-2 S·cm-1);49 as well as by the easy modification of its composition, ensuring 

the chemical compatibility of the guest material with the host. Preliminary results 

showed that the incorporation of the K@UPG-1 into the SPSU MMM leaded into a higher 
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conductivity at lower temperature (>60 ºC) and to a higher stability at higher 

temperature (up to 80 ºC), reaching ionic conductivity values of 8.5·10-3 S·cm-1 at 90% 

RH and 80ºC. To improve the membrane properties, an optimization into the sulfonation 

grade of the polysulfone could be beneficial to find an equilibrium between ionic 

conductivity and stability, considering that at higher sulfonation degree, higher 

hydrophilicity and conductivity, but lower mechanical stability due to the swelling 

effect.48 Finally, we plan to test the best performing membranes in terms of its mechanical 

stability, proton conductivity (>10-2 S·cm-1) and cyclability. In collaboration with Dr. 

Frederic Jaouen (Montpellier) and within the frame of a M-Era.net project, the best 

MMM will be incorporated in an operative PEMFC device to evaluate its performance 

under real working conditions.  

Along the different works performed in this thesis, this manuscript highlights 

that MOFs are multifunctional materials with a huge structural and chemical versatility 

(so, physicochemical properties) that can be proposed in a variety of relevant application 

fields. However, very few examples of MOFs (compared with the reported structures) 

are in deep studied in real applications, remaining for the moment only as materials with 

promising properties.  
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Conclusions.  

 

In this PhD. thesis, different new MOF materials and MOF-based composites 

have been synthesized, fully characterized and proposed for their use in different 

socioeconomical key fields (i.e. photocatalysis, PEMFCs, optoelectroniccs and 

biomedicine). Also, other MOF-based materials have been specifically manufactured in 

order to adapt them to specific potential applications. From the obtained results, we can 

conclude that:  

1. A microporous 2D Ni-based P-MOF (IEF-13) was successfully synthesized by a 

simple and green hydrothermal method. This highly robust solid, exhibiting nickel(II) 

CUS as well as free –PO3H2 and –PO3H acidic groups, is active as photocatalyst for 

HER and overall water splitting in the absence of cocatalyst.  

2. A microporous Ti-MOF (IEF-11) was prepared based on the photoactive squarate 

ligand and 2D Ti-O-Ti layers, presenting a suitable bandgap and band alignment to 

perform as overall water splitting photocatalyst. Without further modification, IEF-

11 exhibits H2 and O2 production rates that are among the highest reported so far 

using simulated sunlight; with a photoresponse mainly arising from the visible range 

(over 90 %) and keeping its the cyclability during at least 10 days.  

3. A very robust Bi-based P-MOF (IEF-7) was successfully synthesized, exhibiting an 

unusual topology and free –PO3H acidic groups. IEF-7 presents ultra-high proton 

conductivity (up to 1.39·10-2 S·cm-1 at 90% RH and 90 °C) combined with an excellent 

cyclability (up to 3 cycles). Further, the combination of the IEF-7 with a sulfonated 

polysulfone polymer (SPSU; 10 wt.%) enhances its proton conductivity (up to 9.95·10-

2 S·cm-1 at 90% RH and 90 °C) by reducing the intergrain boundary.  

4. A microporous and exceptionally robust Zr-based P-MOF (IEF-10) was prepared, 

showing free -PO3H groups, SBET = 380 m2·g-1. IEF-10, in combination with a 10 wt. % 

of a sulfonated polysulfone exhibits ultra-high proton conductivity (up to 7.5·10-2 

S·cm-1 at 90% RH and 90 °C). 

5. The highly conducting PEDOT polymer was successfully entrapped (reaching 

remarkable capacities; 60 wt%) within the mesopores of the benchmarked nontoxic 

MIL-100(Fe) using an efficient and simple two-step process. The resulting composite 

exhibits an electrical conductivity 10 times higher than the free polymer, as a 

consequence of the nanoarrangement of the polymer inside the MOF. In addition, this 

stable composite presents interesting electrochemical and electrochromic properties 

(derived from PEDOT) with an enhanced cyclability and optical switching due to a 

protective effect of the MOF matrix.  

6. The preparation of high yields of small and monodispersed MIL-125-NH2 

nanoparticles (~170 nm) was achieved by using a simple, safe and low-cost 

methodology. These colloidally stable MIL-125-NH2 solutions are able to effectively 

encapsulate into the MOF pores via π-stacking and hydrogen bond interactions (10.9 

wt. %) and deliver (100% in 90 min) the nerve agent antidote 2-PAM.  
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7. Mechanically robust centimetric monolithic xero- and aerogels of the benchmarked 

microporous UiO-66-NH2 NPs were efficiently prepared with a tunable hierarchical 

micro-, meso- and macroporosity. 

8. The ionic exchange of the labile protons from the UPG-1 by different alkali cations 

(Li+, Na+ and K+) was successfully carried out by a simple wet method (around 5 over 

8 labile protons were exchanged). The ionic conductivity of the exchanged materials 

increases up to 2 magnitude orders compared with the pristine one (from 5·10-4 S·cm-

1 to 2.3·10-2 S·cm-1 in the case of the K@UPG-1 sample), being cyclable (3 cycles). 

Homogeneous membranes of the K@UPG-1 and a sulfonated polysulfone reach 

moderate conductivity values (8.5·10-3 S·cm-1) with improved stability when 

compared with the SPSU membrane alone.  
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- Participation in funded project:  

Participation in 6 national projects (5 as researcher and 1 as PI) and 1 European project (as a researcher) 
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1. Combined separation and photodegradation of emerging contaminants in wastewater using MOF-
based devices (MOFSEIDON). Programa Retos Investigacion PID2019-104228RB-I00. PIs  Patricia 
Horcajada/Sara Rojas (IMDEA Energía). 2020 – 2023, 193.6 k€, researcher 

2. Novel materials as electrode and electrolyte components in fuel cell technology (C-MOF.cell) M-
ERA.NET. PI Patricia Horcajada (IMDEA Energía). 2020 – 2023, 100 k€, researcher 

3. Novel proton-conducting MOF composites for fuel cell devices (H+MOFs). Fundación Ramon Areces. PI 
Patricia Horcajada (IMDEA Energía). 2019 – 2022, 129.6 k€, researcher. 

4. Throug efficient solar cells: new environmentally free 1D perovskites (CESOLMAT). Fundación Iberdrola 
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7. Materials for energy: electric, magnetic and superconductors (S2013/MIT-2753, MATERYENER3-CM), PI 
Emilio Morán Miguelez (UCM), 2014 – 2016, 751 k€, researcher, project finished. 

 

- Scientific Stays 

23rd Sept – 4th Oct 2019  Institut des Materiaux Jean Rouxel (IMN) with the Dr. Thomas Devic for testing Metal-
Organic Frameworks as cathode in Li-ion batteries.  

1st Sept – 15th Oct 2017 Instituto Superior Tecnico de Lisboa (IST) with the Prof. Dr. João P. C. Tomé for the 
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Scientific production: 

 

- Scientific publications: 

Scientific articles (*equally contributing authors; IF = impact factor): 

1- P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. M.F. Vilela, N. Ureña, F. Salles, A. Várez,* P. Horcajada* 
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and D. Fairen-Jimenez,* 

How reproducible are surface areas calculated from the BET equation? 
Nature Materials, submitted, IF = 42.778, Q1 (1/145) Multidisciplinary 



3- P. Salcedo-Abraira and P. Horcajada 
Redes Metal-Orgánicas: Tipos, síntesis, modificaciones y materiales compuestos 
Anales de Química, in press 

4- P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, A. A. Babaryk, M. Cabrero-Antonino, P. Gregorio, F. Salles, S. Navalón, 
H. García, P. Horcajada 
Nickel phosphonate MOF as efficient water splitting photocatalyst 
NanoResearch 2021, 14, 450-457, IF = 8.515, Q1 (37/626) Materials Science (miscellaneous) 

5- M. de J. Velásquez-Hernández, E. Astria, S. Winkler, W. Liang. H. Wiltsche, A. Poddar, R. Shukla, G. Prestwich, 
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6- S. M. F. Vilela, P. Salcedo-Abraira, A. Gómez-Peña, P. Trens, A. Várez, F. Salles , P. Horcajada 
Proton conductive Zr-phosphonate UPG-1: aminoacid insertion as proton carrier stabilizer 
Molecules, 2020, 25 (15), 3519, IF = 3.267, Q1 (44/214) Pharmaceutical science 

7- C. Fernández-Paz*, S. Rojas*, P. Salcedo-Abraira, C. Remuñán-López, P. Horcajada 
Metal-Organic Framework microspheres formulation for pulmo-nary administration 
ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces 2020, 12, 23, 25676-25682, IF = 8.456 Q1 (36/626) Materials Science 

8- P. Salcedo-Abraira*, A. Santiago-Portillo*, P. Atienzar, P. Bordet, F. Salles, N. Guillou, E. Elkaim, H. Garcia, 
S. Navalon, P. Horcajada 
Highly conductive nanostructured PEDOT polymer confined into the mesoporous MIL-100(Fe) 
Dalton Transactions 2019, 48, 9807-9817, IF = 4.099, Q1 (11/71) Inorganic Chemistry 

9- S. M. F. Vilela*, Pablo Salcedo-Abraira*, L. Micheron, E. L. Solla, P. G. Yot, P. Horcajada 
Robust Monolithic Metal-Organic Framework with Hierarchical Porosity 
Chemical Communications, 2018, 54, 13088-13091 IF = 6.29 Q1 (34/463) Chemistry (miscellaneous)  

10- S. M. F. Vilela*, P. Salcedo-Abraira*, I. Colinet, F. Salles, M. C. de Koning, M. J. A. Joosen, C. Serre, P. 
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Nanometric MIL-125-NH2 Metal–Organic Framework as a Potential Nerve Agent Antidote Carrier 
Nanomaterials, 2017, 7, 321. IF = 3.553 Q1 (126/626) Materials Science (miscellaneous) 

11- P. Salcedo-Abraira, E. Morán, M. E. Villafuerte-Castrejón, R. Vivar-Ocampo, L. Pardo  
Ba0.9Ca0.1TiO3: microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis and piezoelectric properties 
Advanced Applied Ceramics, 2017, 117(2), 72. IF = 1.325, Q1 (122/614) Industrial and manufacturing 
engineering (Engineering) 

 

- Patents: 

1 P201912095 Redes Metal-Orgánicas a base de pireno-fosfonato, P. Horcajada, P. Salcedo, S. Rojas, S. M. F. 

Vilela 

 

- Congress communications:  

(Presenter author underlined) 

1- 19th – 22nd Jan 2021, XXIX simposio del grupo especializado de cristalografia y crecimiento cristalino GE3C 
2021, Vigo (on line). Oral communication: “Nickel phosphonate MOF as efficient water splitting photocatalyst” 
(P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, A. A. Babaryk, M. Cabrero-Antonio, P. Gregorio, F. Salles, S. Navalón, H. 
García, P. Horcajada). 

2- 16th Dec 2020, 9th Annual Workshop of Young Researchers of IMDEA Energy, Móstoles (on line). Oral 
communication: “Nickel phosphonate MOF as efficient water splitting photocatalyst” (P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. M. 
F. Vilela, A. A. Babaryk, M. Cabrero-Antonio, P. Gregorio, F. Salles, S. Navalón, H. García, P. Horcajada). 



3- 14th – 15th Dec 2020, V Simposio Anual en Química Avanzada UCM, Madrid (on line). Oral communication: 
“Nuevas Redes Metal-Orgánicas y composites: síntesis y aplicaciones” (P. Salcedo-Abraira, T. Devic, D. Ávila, 
P. Horcajada). 

4- 27th Nov 2020, III edition “Brain Wars: the future is in your hands” ECS UCM student chapter, Madrid (on line),  
Oral communication: “Ion conductive Zr-phosphonate UPG-1 materials: strategies to enhance their 
conductivity” (P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, A. Gómez-Peña, P. Trens, A. Várez, F. Salles, P. Horcajada). 

5- 18th – 20th Feb, International Conference on Aerogels for Biomedical and Environmental Applications, Santiago 
de Compostela (Spain).  
Poster communication: “A new micro-nanoMOF platform for pulmonary drug delivery” (C. Remuñán-López,* C. 
Fernández-Paz, P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. Rojas, T. Simón-Yarza, P. Horcajada), best poster award. 

6- 22nd – 24th Jan, XIII Spanish-Portuguese Conference on Controlled Drug Delivery, Santiago de Compostela 
(Spain).  
Poster communication: “Microencapsulated isoniazid-loaded MIL-100-(Fe) nanoparticles in manitol 
microspheres for pulmonary treatment of Tuberculosis” (C. Fernández-Paz, P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. Rojas, T. 
Simón-Yarza, P. Horcajada, C. Remuñan-López). 

7- 13th Dec 2019, the 8th Annual Workshop of Young Researchers of IMDEA Energy, Móstoles (Spain).  
Oral communication: “Enhancing the ionic conductivity in UPG-1: proton exchange strategy” (P. Salcedo-
Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, F. Salles, A. Várez, P. Horcajada). 

8- 4th – 7th Nov 2019, XVI Simposio Jóvenes Investigadores Químicos RSEQ – Sigma Aldrich (Merck), Valencia 
(Spain).  
Oral communication: “Enhancing the ionic conductivity in UPG-1: proton exchange strategy” (P. Salcedo-
Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, F. Salles, A. Várez, P. Horcajada) 
Poster communication: “Nano-estructuración de un polímero conductor por efecto plantilla” (G. Armani-
Calligaris, P. Salcedo-Abraira, F. Salles, N, Guillou, P. Bordet, P. Atienzar, S. Navalón, P. Horcajada) with an 
assistance grant coming from the organising committee and the Young Researchers group of RSEQ (JIQ). 

9- 16th July 2019, IV Simposio Anual en Química Avanzada UCM, Madrid (Spain).  
Oral communication: “Materiales Multifuncionales Porosos Electroactivos” (P. Salcedo-Abraira, T. Devic, D. 
Avila, P. Horcajada) 

10- 26th – 30th May 2019, XXXVII Congreso Bienal de la Real Sociedad Española de Química (RSEQ), San 
Sebastián (Spain).  
Poster communication: “Towards conductive Metal-Organic Frameworks: templated polymerization” (P. 
Salcedo-Abraira, A. Santiago-Portillo, P. Atienzar, P. Bordet, F. Salles, N. Guillou, H. García, S. Navalón, P. 
Horcajada) with an assistance grant coming from the Solid State specialized group of RSEQ. 

11- 4th – 5th April 2019, IV Jornadas de investigación de la Universidad Rey Juan Carlos (URJC), Móstoles (Spain). 
Oral communication: “Robust Monolithic Metal-Organic Framework with Hierarchical Porosity” (P. Salcedo-
Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, L. Micheron, E. L. Solla, P. G. Yot, P. Horcajada). 

12- 23rd – 25th Jan 2019, SEFIG XIV Congreso de la Sociedad Española de Farmacia Industrial y Galénica, Santiago 
de Compostela, (Spain).  
Oral communication: “Microencapsulación de redes metalorgánicas (MOFs) cargadas conisoniazida: Una 
nueva estrategia para el tratamiento de la tuberculosis” (C. Fernández-Paz, P. Salcedo-Abraira, T. Simón-
Yarza, P. Horcajada, C. Remuñán-López). 

13- 14th Dec 2018, 7th Annual Workshop of Young Researchers of IMDEA Energy, Móstoles (Spain).  
Oral and Poster communication: “Robust Monolithic Metal-Organic Framework with Hierarchical Porosity” (P. 
Salcedo-Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, L. Micheron, E. L. Solla, P. G. Yot, P. Horcajada). 

14- 3rd – 4th Sept 2018 MultiMat, 1st conferece about multifuctional materials for Young Researchers, Granada 
(Spain).  
Oral communication: “Highly conductive Nanostructured PEDOT polymer confined into the mesoporous MIL-
100(Fe)” (P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. Navalón, P. Atienzar, P. Bordet, F. Salles, N. Guillou, H. García, P. Horcajada). 

15- 19th – 24th Aug 2018, XXVIII International Materials Research Congress, Cancún, (Mexico).  



Poster communication: “Nanometric MIL-125-NH2 Metal–Organic Framework as Nerve Agent Antidote Carrier” 
(P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, I. Colinet, F. Salles, M. C. de Koning, M. J. A. Joosen, C. Serre, P. 
Horcajada). 

16- 1st – 6th July 2018, Carbon 2018, the world conference on Carbon, in Madrid (Spain).  
Poster communication: “Self-templated carbon materials from the chlorination of Metal-Organic Frameworks” 
(S. Martín-Calvo, D. Arenas-Esteban, P. Salcedo-Abraira, P. Horcajada, D. Ávila-Brande). 

17- 17th – 20th June 2018. 18th biennial meeting of Inorganic Chemistry specialized group from RSEQ and 12th 
biennial meeting of Solid State specialized group from RSEQ (QIES18) in La Laguna (Spain).  
Poster communication: “Self-templated carbon materials from the chlorination of Metal-Organic Frameworks 
(MOFs)” (A. Cendoya-Peñaranda, D. Arenas-Esteban, P. Salcedo-Abraira, P. Horcajada Cortes, J. Carretero-
González, D. Ávila-Brande). 

18- 29th April– 2nd May 2018, DocMOF 2018, Raitenhaslach, (Germany).  
Poster communication: “Nanometric MIL-125-NH2 Metal–Organic Framework as Nerve Agent Antidote Carrier” 
(P. Salcedo-Abraira, S. M. F. Vilela, I. Colinet, F. Salles, M. C. de Koning, M. J. A. Joosen, C. Serre, P. 
Horcajada). 

19- 19th – 22th March 2018, 11th World Meeting on Pharmaceutics, Biopharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical 
Technology, Granada (Spain).  

Poster communication: “Pulmonary formulation of microencapsulated isoniazid containing metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs)” (Cristina Fernández-Paz; Pablo Salcedo-Abraira, Teresa Simón-Yarza; Patricia 
Horcajada; Carmen Remuñán-López). 

20-  15th Dec 2017, 6th Annual Workshop of Young Researchers of IMDEA Energy, Móstoles (Spain).  
Oral and Poster communication: “Towards conductive Metal-Organic Frameworks: templated polymerization” 
(P. Salcedo, S. Navalón, P. Atienzar, P. Bordet, F. Salles, H. García, P. Horcajada). 

21- 25th – 29th June 2017, XXXVI Congreso Bienal de la Real Sociedad Española de Química (RSEQ), Sitges 
(Spain).  
Poster communication: “Towards conductive Metal-Organic Frameworks: templated polymerization” (P. 
Salcedo, S. Navalón, P. Atienzar, P. Bordet, F. Salles, H. García, P. Horcajada) with an assistance grant coming 
from the Solid State specialized group of RSEQ.  

22- 19th – 22th Feb 2017, Piezo2017: Electroceramics for End Users IX, Cercedilla (Spain).  
Poster communication: “Ba1-xCaxTiO3 Microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis” (P. Salcedo, E. Morán, M. 
E. Villafuerte-Castrejón, R. Vivar-Campo, L. Pardo) with an assistance and accommodation scholarship from 
the organizing committee.  

23- 16th Dec 2016, 5th Annual Workshop of Young Researchers of IMDEA Energy, Mostoles (Spain).  
Poster communication: “Towards highly conducting polymers: in situ polymerization into porous Metal-Organic 
frameworks” (P. Salcedo, S. Navalón, P. Atienzar, P. Bordet, F. Salles, H. García, P. Horcajada). 

24- 19th – 22th June 2016, 17th biennial meeting of Inorganic Chemistry specialized group from RSEQ and 11th 
biennial meeting of Solid State specialized group from RSEQ (QIES16), Torremolinos (Spain).  
Poster communication: “Síntesis hidrotermal asistida por microondas de Ba1-xCaxTiO3” (P. Salcedo, E. Morán, 
M. E. Villafuerte-Castrejón, R. Vivar-Campo, L. Pardo) with an assistance grant coming from the Solid State 
specialized group of RSEQ. 

25- 19th – 23th July 2015, XXXV Congreso Bienal de la Real Sociedad Española de Química (RSEQ), A Coruña 
(Spain).  
Poster communication: “Síntesis hidrotermal asistida por microondas de VO2 con estructura tipo 
Paramontroseita” (P. Salcedo, A. Kuhn, F. García-Alvarado, J.C. Pérez-Flores, E. Morán). 

 

- Dissemination:  

1. European Researcher’s Night at IMDEA Energy Activities in:  

2019: “Microenergía” 

2018: “Microbioporosia” 



2017: “Azúcar: la energía química universal” 

2016: “La batalla verde contra el CO2” 

2. Week of the science at IMDEA Energy workshops: 

2019: “Fabricación de celda solar con colorantes: fotosíntesis artificial y materiales porosos” 

2018: “Fabricación de celda solar con colorantes: fotosíntesis artificial y materiales porosos” 

2017: “Combustibles solares y fotocatálisis”  

2016: “Combustibles solares y fotocatálisis” 

3. Notiweb co-redaction about the X European Researchers Night (2019) at IMDEA Energy (url: 

https://www.energia.imdea.org/eventos/2019/imdea-energia-participa-proximo-27-de-septiembre-
noche-europea-de-investigadores-e) 

4. Interview for the Madri+d portal with title:“La investigación es el futuro de la sociedad, por eso hay que acercarla 
a los más jóvenes, son la siguiente generación de científicos” about the 2018 European Researcher’s Night 
(url: http://www.madrimasd.org/notiweb/entrevistas/investigacion-es-futuro-sociedad-por-eso-hay-que-
acercarla-los-mas-jovenes-son-siguiente-generacion-cientificos?origen=notiweb ) 

 

Teaching activities:  

 

Oct 2016 – Nov 2016  27 hours of practical teaching as Honorific Collaborator at the Inorganic Chemistry I 
department (UCM) 

 

- Student supervision:  

Oct 2019 – July 2020  BSc Thesis Rubén Serrano Nieto. (IMDEA Energy - UCM): Materiales para 
almacenamiento de energía limpia basados en redes metalorgánicas porosas”. 
Supervision with Dra. Patricia Horcajada 

Dec 2018 – July 2019  BSc Thesis Cristina Arqueros Albay (IMDEA Energy - UCM): “Materiales Multifuncionales 
basados en redes metal-orgánicas porosas”. Supervision with Dra. Patricia Horcajada 

Dec 2018 – July 2019  BSc Thesis Marcos Calle Calle (IMDEA Energy - UCM): “Nuevas Redes Metal-Orgánicas 
(MOFs) basadas en ligandos electroactivos”. Supervision with Dra. Patricia Horcajada 

July 2017 – Sept 2017  Internship Sara Martín Calvo. (IMDEA Energy): “Síntesis y caracterización de Redes 
Metal-Orgánicas”. Supervision with Dra. Patricia Horcajada 

Oct 2016 – Sept 2017  BSc Thesis Sara Martín Calvo. (IMDEA Energy - UCM): “Materiales de Carbono 
desordenado a partir de Polímeros de Coordinación Porosos (MOFs)”. Supervision with 
Dra. Patricia Horcajada. 

Oct 2014 – March 2016  BSc Thesis (UCM) Noelia León González.: “Síntesis hidrotermal asistida por microondas 
de nanomateriales”. Supervision with Dr. Emilio Morán 

 

Languages: 

 

✓ English: B2.2 accredited by EIM from Barcelona University.  

✓ Spanish: Native.  

 

Courses: 

https://www.energia.imdea.org/eventos/2019/imdea-energia-participa-proximo-27-de-septiembre-noche-europea-de-investigadores-e
https://www.energia.imdea.org/eventos/2019/imdea-energia-participa-proximo-27-de-septiembre-noche-europea-de-investigadores-e
http://www.madrimasd.org/notiweb/entrevistas/investigacion-es-futuro-sociedad-por-eso-hay-que-acercarla-los-mas-jovenes-son-siguiente-generacion-cientificos?origen=notiweb
http://www.madrimasd.org/notiweb/entrevistas/investigacion-es-futuro-sociedad-por-eso-hay-que-acercarla-los-mas-jovenes-son-siguiente-generacion-cientificos?origen=notiweb


 

17th – 19th June 2019 Course “Curso sobre Métodos Sintéticos, Caracterización y Aplicaciones de Materiales 
Nanoestructurados Porosos” (URJC), Móstoles (Spain) 

8th – 10th April  2019 Training course “XI: Introducción a la Resolución Estructural Mediante Difracción de 
RX” (Granada University, UGR), Granada (Spain) 

23rd – 24th Oct  2018 Training course “FullProf training (4th edition) beginners” (CIC EnergiGUNE), 
Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain) 

23rd May 2018 Workshop “Técnicas Experimentales a un paso de tu laboratorio” (ECS Madrid UCM 
Student Chapter), Madrid (Spain) 

17th April 2018:  Seminar of Biosciences (IESMAT), Madrid (Spain). 
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